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ABSTRACT
Naglich, Eric J. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Filter Synthesis and
Design Techniques for Highly Adaptable Systems. Major Professors: William J.
Chappell and Dimitrios Peroulis.
Software defined radio and cognitive radio (SDR/CR) are promising concepts to-
ward more optimally using the electromagnetic spectrum for communications and
data transfer. These systems are highly agile in terms of modulation technique and
frequency of operation due to early digitization and software processing of received
radio frequency signals. However, the front ends of SDR/CR systems often use static
antennas and switched banks of static, wide bandwidth filters before the digitiza-
tion process. These components limit the ability of SDR/CR systems to operate in
environments with high levels of interference and are therefore a bottleneck in the
path to achieving optimal adaptation of wireless systems. This dissertation focuses
on tunable and reconfigurable filter synthesis and design techniques that have the
potential to alleviate the hardware adaptation bottleneck currently experienced by
SDR/CR systems. The presented filter techniques and structures promise the capa-
bility to dynamically adapt the center frequency, order, response shape, bandwidth,
group delay, passband insertion loss-stopband attenuation tradeoff, and transmission
zero spectral location of a filter response in the field. Such reconfiguration capability
is made possible through the use of new coupling relationships and structures that
enable dynamic reconfiguration between electric, magnetic, and zero coupling values.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable and high-performance high-frequency systems have received consider-
able attention over the last couple of decades due to exponentially-increasing wireless
traffic [1], new semiconductor materials better suited to demanding system specifi-
cations such as Gallium Nitride (GaN) [2] and Indium Phosphide (InP) [3] that can
change the required performance levels of front end filters, improvements in these ma-
terials processing yields and costs, ever-increasing success in applying silicon-based
solutions to high-frequency problems [4], increased jamming threats both from co-site
and external interference [5], and new system architectures, among other reasons.
These systems are often called cognitive radio and/or software-defined radio [6]. The
goal of these systems is to most optimally use the electromagnetic spectrum as well
as increase the frequency at which systems operate. The electromagnetic spectrum
is a finite resource, especially for wireless signal transmission, due to various noise
sources at low frequencies and atmospheric absorption at higher frequencies [7].
Despite the recent interest in these systems, filters remain a bottleneck in cognitive
radio system design due to low quality factor tuning elements, slow tuning speeds,
control algorithm complexity, size, and power consumption depending on the type
of filter used. In addition, many current multi-band systems use switched banks of
static filters [8], which lowers the sensitivity and/or available power output of systems
due to the loss of the switching elements. Systems that do currently employ tunable
filters typically use Yttrium-Iron-Garnet (YIG) [9], switched capacitor [10], or solid-
state varactor-tuned filters [11]. However, most of these filters typically only tune the
center frequency of the filter and have high power consumption or insertion loss.
In order to more fully utilize the electromagnetic spectrum and the concept of cog-
nitive radio, filter designs must progress beyond static and center-frequency tunable
responses to a more generalized concept where the filter response characteristics can
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be specified in the field to respond to the current spectral environment. Such a gener-
alized filter could be viewed as a bank of resonators that could be re-tasked to provide
optimal front end performance for both the current spectrum and system function
being executed for the number and quality of the resonators in the resonator bank.
For example, a reconfigurable system may require a tunable, narrow-band bandpass
filter in spectral environments with many interfering signals. However, implementing
merely a narrow-band bandpass filter with only frequency tuning capability limits
the reconfigurable system in several ways. First, a narrow-band bandpass filter will
add insertion loss to the system that corresponds to the quality factor (Q) of the res-
onators used in the filter. In addition, if the reconfigurable system needed to change
operating frequencies to a frequency out of the bandwidth of the narrow-band band-
pass filer, the system would need to wait for the tunable bandpass filter to shift to the
new desired frequency and optimize its shape. Depending on the amount of frequency
hopping required, such a scheme could waste a lot of possible data throughput by
often waiting for the tunable filter to catch up to the system. While the interference
mitigation provided by such a tunable bandpass filter would outweigh the increased
insertion loss and waiting times previously described in some spectral environments,
in others it would unnecessarily limit system performance. Consider a spectral envi-
ronment with low power interfering signals, or one with just a single interfering signal
that would saturate a certain system. In such an environment, it would be better
to have a tunable bandstop filter because its passband, which includes the operating
frequency of the system, would have lower loss than the passband of a narrow-band
bandpass filter. If the bandstop filter’s passband was sufficiently wide, the system
could reconfigure itself to operate at another frequency in the passband very quickly,
without having to wait for tuning delays as in the tunable bandpass filter case. Later
chapters of this dissertation will detail novel reconfigurable filter designs that can
achieve in-field response shape tuning to benefit systems as in the example above.
As alluded to in the previous paragraph, bandstop filters with wide passbands
can improve the performance of systems that used highly linear receivers and could
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only be saturated by few signals in the area. If the bandstop filter’s passband is suffi-
ciently wide, multiple tunable bandstop filters could be placed in cascade, providing
anomalously wide notch frequency coverage. Such a front end configuration enables
wide frequency range coverage systems to operate in spectral environments with in-
terfering signals across their entire operating band. Narrow-band systems can also
benefit from filter cascades. A bandpass filter in cascade with a bandstop filter or a
cascade of bandstop filters can provide a narrow, low loss passband as well as a stop
band with sub-bands with very high levels of isolation corresponding to the spectral
location of the bandstop filter(s). If all of the filters in the cascade circuit are tunable,
the passband and increased-isolation stopband regions can be positioned on-demand,
subject to a few small limitations. Some of the work discussed in later chapters of
this dissertation investigates some of the limitations associated with making tunable
filter cascades for the first time. The remainder of this chapter will describe some
alternative spectral isolation techniques currently in development, serve as an intro-
duction to design and analysis methods that will often be used to describe filters in
this dissertation, and provide an outline of this dissertation.
1.1 Alternative Spectral Isolation Techniques
While tunable and reconfigurable filters have been under development, other dy-
namic spectral isolation technologies have also been and continue to be investigated.
Development of these technologies has been motivated by applications that require
extreme amounts of isolation, such as the close physical proximity of airborne radars
and satellite communication systems, as well as a desire to remove filters from RF
front ends in applications that require minimum system size such as consumer elec-
tronics, where the cost of filtering off chip is also a major concern. Some of these
technologies include antenna isolation baffles, mixer-first receiver designs, and self
interference cancellation through beamforming.
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Tunable antenna isolation baffles have been used to obtain up to 60 dB of narrow-
band isolation between co-located antennas and elements of an antenna array [12].
These devices are physically placed between antennas to shift the phase of coupling
energy so that it destructively interferes at the receive antenna(s). The phase shift
is made to be tunable through the use of varactors that load the baffles so that they
are resonant near the frequency of interest. In [12], more than 40 dB isolation was
achieved over 10 MHz bandwidths from 3.2 GHz to 3.4 GHz at a variety of scan
angles. Such capability can be very useful to increase the transmit-receive isolation
in microwave systems. However, due to its reliance on destructive interference, it
is difficult to adjust the shape and bandwidth of the high isolation region of the
spectrum that results from this technique. Therefore, such a concept could provide
valuable supplemental isolation to a reconfigurable filter in diplexing applications,
but it remains to be shown that it could replace filtering completely.
Mixer-first receiver designs that do not require RF filtering to operate in some en-
vironments are also under development [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. These receivers use
the impedance transformation property of passive mixers to implement high quality
factor filtering by transforming low quality factor baseband impedances to RF. Such
designs chop a cycle of the clock into multiple pieces with non-overlapping pulses and
have distinct advantages over tunable and reconfigurable filters. For example, the
center frequency of the passband response is directly controlled by a clock frequency,
which is easier to control than most tunable resonators. In addition, the structures
are implemented with switches and capacitors only, enabling them to be linear and
designed in integrated circuit technology. Finally, since ideally no DC current passes
through the switches, flicker noise is not a concern. However, receivers that imple-
ment mixer-first designs also have some limitations. First, many circuit parameters
and performance metrics that are tied to them are in direct competition with each
other. Some of these tradeoffs are similar to those of classical filters, such as band-
width vs. insertion loss and selectivity vs. noise figure. However, some additional
limitations exist. For example, an increase in selectivity can reduce the level of the
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stopband rejection or reduce the bandwidth over which the system’s antenna can be
instantaneously impedance matched because their parameters are linked [18]. In clas-
sical filters, stopband rejection is often limited by adjacent coupling paths and is less
dependent on selectivity. In addition, there is a theoretical advantage to chopping a
clock cycle into numerous short pulses. However, generating multiple non-overlapping
pulses that are fractions of the clock frequency is difficult at high frequencies. With
current technology, these systems show excellent performance below 1 GHz and de-
grade at higher frequencies. Nevertheless, mixer-first designs show great promise for
filterless operation in some environments and as isolation supplements to reconfig-
urable filters.
Near field cancellation at receive antenna locations through beamforming has also
been recently investigated as a method for increasing isolation between microwave
systems. In these systems, antenna excitations are synthesized so that desired far
field radiation patterns are maintained while near field patterns destructively interfere
at the location of receive antennas. In [19], more than 50 dB isolation improvement
was achieved over a 15 MHz bandwidth from 3.1 GHz to 3.6 GHz using beamforming
techniques. However, these techniques are limited to narrow bandwidths and require
multiple transmit antennas, which may not be possible to implement in some systems.
The techniques discussed above and others like them all add valuable isolation
capability to microwave systems. However, their bandwidth limitations, linked pa-
rameters and specifications, difficulty/cost in implementation, and/or requirement
for multiple antennas or circuit paths lead to capability levels that cannot replace
conventional filtering in many applications. While these techniques are important
options for supplementing filter technology, reconfigurable filters will remain an in-
tegral part of dynamic systems in high interference environments for the foreseeable
future. The following sections will describe methods of filter synthesis that will be
used in the description of the reconfigurable filters in this dissertation.
6
1.2 The Basic Coupling Matrix (M matrix)
In the early days of filter synthesis (1920’s-1970), nearly all filter synthesis tech-
niques involved the extraction of electrical elements (lumped capacitors and inductors,
as well as transmission line lengths) from the polynomials that represented the fil-
ter’s electrical performance mathematically [20]. This method was adequate for the
technologies and synthesis demands of the era, but it involved element-by-element
extraction of the circuit network and in many cases demanded starting over from the
beginning when a characteristic of the network needed to be changed. As communica-
tion systems became more advanced and prolific, new filter synthesis techniques were
developed in order to aid designers in meeting increasingly difficult specifications that
included innovations like transmission zeros at designed frequencies and group delay
equalization across the passband of bandpass filters. One of these advanced filter syn-
thesis methods was developed in 1974 by Atia and Williams [21] to help design filters
with difficult specifications associated with satellite communications. The coupling
matrix provides a one-to-one correspondence between its elements and the physical
resonators and coupling structures of the filter. This is a significant advancement
beyond element-by-element extraction because it allows direct modeling of both the
resonators (elements) of a filter and all of their couplings, enabling faster synthesis of
advanced filtering functions. Cameron later developed general techniques to synthe-
size and generate the coupling matrix in an efficient fashion. This was performed in
the low-pass domain, where different topologies may be conveniently obtained using
similarity transformations [22], [23].
While the original coupling matrix assumes lossless, dispersion-free, synchronously-
tuned resonators and frequency-independent coupling elements, these practical con-
siderations can be added to different elements of the coupling matrix. Of particu-
lar interest to this dissertation is the ability to analyze and synthesize filters with
asynchronously-tuned resonators, or resonators that are individually tuned to dif-
ferent frequencies. Doing so is becoming more practical with the recent increased
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attention given to tunable filters and resonators. Furthermore, if a system is using
such tunable filters to change the center frequency of operation on demand, imple-
menting synthesis concepts that require asynchronously tuned resonators to more
optimally adapt to an interference scenario would require no additional hardware or
cost. However, using dynamic, asynchronously-tuned resonators in filter synthesis is
still an underdeveloped field with much room for contribution.
The coupling matrix is a representation of the relative strengths of coupling be-
tween the resonators or elements of a filter that can be derived from the voltage and
current relationships between the elements of a generic equivalent circuit representa-
tion of the filter network. Such a generic equivalent circuit representation can be seen
in Fig. 1.1. The circuit is driven by an open-circuit voltage source vS with a source
Fig. 1.1. Equivalent circuit model of series- and cross-coupled res-
onators and marked coupling (M) values.
resistance of RS and terminated by a load resistance RL. Individual resonators are
composed of 1 Henry (H) inductors and 1 Farad (F) capacitors, producing a normal-
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ized resonant frequency of 1 radian/second (rad/s). The current in each resonator
is labeled as in, where n denotes the resonator number. The resonators are cou-
pled to each other, and each coupling is denoted as Mm,n, where m and n denote
resonator numbers. These couplings are set such that the bandwidth of the filter
is set to a normalized bandwidth from -1 rad/s to 1 rad/s and are assumed to be
frequency-independent.
The voltage-current relationship in and between the ports and resonators of the
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) is the bandpass transformation with center frequency and bandwidth
normalized to 1 [24]. The voltage-current relationship in (1.1) can be written in
simplified form as
v = Zi = (j(ω − 1
w
)U + R + jM)i, (1.2)
where v is the matrix on the left hand side of (1.1), U is the identity matrix except
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respectively. The M matrix in (1.5) is called the coupling matrix, and it can be
used to completely specify the narrow-band behavior of a filter network assuming
it is composed of synchronously-tuned similar resonators. Here, similar resonators
are resonators with the same quality factor, coupling structures, and characteristic
impedance. The coupling matrix is a mathematical representation of the coupling
values between each of the similar resonators.
1.2.1 Coupling-Routing Diagrams
To aid in visualization of the mathematical coupling matrix representation of
a given filter, it is common to draw coupling-routing diagrams. Coupling-routing
diagrams are a visual representation of which nodes of the circuit are coupled to
which other nodes of the circuit and the relative sign of the coupling values. Here,
nodes of a filter network are the ports, resonators, and non-resonant nodes of the
circuit. Relative signs of coupling values and non-resonant nodes will be described
further in subsections below. An example of a coupling-routing diagram for a common
2-pole series-coupled bandpass filter topology can be seen in Fig. 1.2. Such a filter
topology can produce a variety of filter responses depending on the coupling values,






Fig. 1.2. Coupling-routing diagram for a common 2-pole series-
coupled bandpass filter topology.
be the case in the remainder of this dissertation, the ports of the filter are represented
by white circles. Here, S represents the source port, and L represents the load port. It
is common to replace S and L with 0 and n + 1, where n is the number of resonators
in the filter network. Resonators in Fig. 1.2 are represented by black circles and
are numbered sequentially. Coupling between ports and resonators is represented by
solid black lines as all coupling values in this topology are positive. Negative coupling
will be described in a subsection below. Note that the basic operation of the circuit
can be intuitively understood from the coupling-routing diagram. For example, in
Fig. 1.2, signal starts at the source (S) port. It progresses to resonator 1, which is
a series-coupled resonator. A series-coupled resonator is a short circuit at resonance
and an open circuit off resonance. Therefore, a signal at the resonant frequency of
the resonators progresses through the circuit, while signals at frequencies away from
the resonant frequency of the resonators are reflected back to the source port of the
network. This creates a bandpass response, and the specific characteristics of the
bandpass response are determined by the coupling (M) values.
Similar to Fig. 1.2, Fig. 1.3 shows the coupling-routing diagram for a common
2-pole shunt-coupled bandstop filter topology. Note that while the labeling and
nomenclature is the same in both Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3, Fig. 1.3 represents a different
frequency response. There is no direct path between the resonators anymore, and a
direct path between the source and load ports of the network was added. Therefore,
an input signal at the resonant frequency of the resonators is reflected back to the






Fig. 1.3. Coupling-routing diagram for a common 2-pole shunt-
coupled bandstop filter topology.
configuration and an input signal at a frequency away from the resonant frequency of
the resonators passes directly from the source port to the load port, ideally unchanged
other than a phase shift. Most if not all of more complicated resonator-based filters
can be represented with coupling-routing diagrams by adding more resonators to the
networks shown in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3 and other slight modifications. Therefore,
the coupling matrix and coupling-routing diagram provide a mathematically rigorous
and intuitive understanding of a narrow-band filter, respectively. Because of their
complimentary nature, one is almost always shown with the other.
1.3 Additions to the Coupling Matrix for Synthesis of Advanced and
Practical Filter Responses
While there are expansive tomes and dozens of scholarly articles on useful modifi-
cations to the coupling matrix [25], [26], here we will focus on four specific additions
that are pertinent to the work described in the later chapters of this dissertation.
These four additions are positive and negative coupling values, finite resonator qual-
ity factors, resonator frequency tuning, and non-resonating nodes, which are some of
the most important modifications for having response design choices in the field. As
will be shown, these additions enable advanced filtering functions with transmission
zeros, accurate estimation of the amount of loss and band-edge sharpness that will be
seen in a physically realized filter, using the off-resonance reactance of a resonator in
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the filter synthesis process, and accurate representation of resonators that are coupled
through multiple coupling structures or over long electrical phase lenghts.
1.3.1 Positive and Negative Coupling Values
Positive and negative coupling values refer to the relative insertion phase differ-
ence between various coupling values. Because of the narrow-band, dispersion-free
approximation that is made when using the M matrix method of filter synthesis,
all coupling values are assumed to have either -90 electrical degrees or +90 electrical
degrees insertion phase. Except in the case of acoustic or other types of non-electrical
resonators, all coupling is achieved through magnetic (inductive) or electric (capaci-
tive) fields. One field type is arbitrarily assigned to positive coupling, and the other
is arbitrarily assigned to negative coupling. If only one of either electric or mag-
netic field coupling is used in a filter design, that type of coupling is often assigned
to be positive coupling by convention. For example, a Butterworth response filter,
represented by a single coupling matrix, can be implemented in two ways: with all
electric field coupling or all magnetic field coupling. While the coupling matrix and
coupling-routing diagram are the same for both cases, the out-of-band and tuning
characteristics of both filters are different. This is a limitation of the basic coupling
matrix method; it does not characterize behavior away from the center frequency of
the filter very accurately. When both types of coupling are present in a filter design,
as shown in the elliptic filter coupling matrix and frequency response shown below in
Fig. 1.4 and (1.6) [27], it is the designer’s choice whether to assign positive coupling to
either electric or magnetic field coupling. The transmission zeros seen in the response
in Fig. 1.4 are a result of having paths between the source and load ports of the filter
utilizing both positive and negative coupling. When these two paths converge at the
load port, destructive interference results at the frequency or frequencies where these
paths are 180 degrees out of phase, creating the transmission zero(s).
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Often, if all electric field coupling values are changed to magnetic field coupling
values and all magnetic field coupling values are changed to electric field coupling
values, the filter will have the same narrow-band response around its center frequency
but different characteristics out of band. In a mixed-coupling topology with both
electric and magnetic field coupling, it is common to assign positive coupling values
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Fig. 1.4. Frequency response of a 4-pole elliptic bandpass filter with
transmission zeros at ±1.7 rad/s and 30 dB equi-ripple return loss.
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1.3.2 Finite Resonator Quality Factors
The basic M matrix filter synthesis method assumes lossless resonators. In any
real filter implementation, the resonators will have loss that will affect the insertion
loss of the filter and the sharpness of its band edges. Additionally, in some filter
architectures such as absorptive bandstop filters [28], the quality factor (Q) is a
design parameter that must be considered. In order to model these effects and filter
topologies accurately, Q must be added to the M matrix. It is important to note that
Q-related effects also frequently have a connection to the bandwidth of a filter. For
example, a 2% fractional bandwidth n-pole filter with a given resonator Q will have
significantly more insertion loss than a 10% fractional bandwidth n-pole filter with the
same resonator Q. However, the M matrix filter synthesis method is normalized such
that the filter response has a center frequency of zero rad/s and a bandwidth from
-1 rad/s to 1 rad/s. The filter response is scaled in center frequency and bandwidth
after the synthesis procedure is complete. In order to account for the Q-bandwidth
relationship during the synthesis procedure, terms are added to the M matrix that
depend on both Q and the fractional bandwidth of a filter. For a 4-pole series-
coupled resonator bandpass filter topology with finite quality factor, the M matrix



















































takes the Q and fractional bandwidth (∆) into account. Finite Q responses
can be synthesized using this term.
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1.3.3 Resonator Frequency Tuning
Of particular interest to the work shown later in this dissertation is the ability to
synthesize filter responses that composed of resonators that are tuned asynchronously,
or tuned to different frequencies. Similar to how finite quality factor was added to
the M matrix in (1.7), asynchronous tuning can be added to the M matrix synthesis
procedure using the self-coupling terms (Mnn). A 4-pole series-coupled resonator
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It is important to note that the self-coupling terms (Mnn) in (1.8) are real numbers,
where in (1.7) the self-coupling terms are imaginary. A real self-coupling term denotes
frequency tuning of a specific resonator away from the center frequency of the filter
response, while an imaginary self-coupling term denotes loss in a particular resonator.
Note that the M matrix is multiplied by a factor of j in (1.2), reversing the real and
imaginary roles of the self-coupling terms in the final voltage-current relationship in
line with standard frequency domain analysis. Finally, the self-coupling terms can
have both a real and imaginary part to model both finite Q and asynchronous tuning
at the same time.
1.3.4 Non-Resonating Nodes
Because the M matrix filter synthesis method is a narrow-band approximation,
all coupling values have a phase shift of exactly ±90 degrees. However, in some filter
networks, there are coupling sections or transmission lines that have a phase shift that
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is an integer multiple of ±90 degrees as well as coupling sections or transmission lines
that have a phase shift that is not an integer multiple of ±90 degrees. Non-resonating
nodes are used to model coupling sections or transmission lines that have a phase shift
that is an integer multiple of ±90 degrees. Coupling sections and transmission lines
that have a phase shift that is not an integer multiple of ±90 degrees cannot be
modeled by the M matrix synthesis method alone. Separate and hybrid analysis
methods have been developed to deal with this situation [29]. One separate and one
hybrid method will be shown later in this dissertation.
In this dissertation, non-resonating nodes will be used primarily in similar-resonator
bandstop filters. To understand why they are needed, consider the 4-pole lumped
element bandstop filter shown in Fig. 1.5 a). The filter shown in Fig. 1.5 a) is a com-
Fig. 1.5. Lumped element bandstop filters. a) Completely lumped
with dissimilar resonators. b) Lumped element, similar resonators
separated by 90 degree transmission lines.
pletely lumped topology, but it has two resonator types. Often, it is most practical
for all of the resonators in a filter to be the same. Therefore, it is common to trans-
form the circuit to one with similar resonators using an impedance inverter, which
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can be implemented using a 90 degree transmission line. The resultant topology is
shown in Fig. 1.5 b). Note that there are three connected 90 degree transmission
lines that could be viewed as a single 270 degree transmission line. In the coupling-
routing diagrams of Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3, the only circuit elements that coupling
values can span are ports and resonators. However, since coupling values in the M
matrix method can only have an insertion phase of ±90 degrees, there is no way to
represent three 90 degree transmission lines in series or a 270 degree transmission
line. While a -90 degree transmission line would have the correct insertion phase,
the topology of the circuit would not be upheld as the four resonators in Fig. 1.5 b)
are not connected to the same points in the circuit. Non-resonating nodes fill this
need. The coupling-routing diagram for the filter topology in Fig. 1.5 b) can be seen









Fig. 1.6. Coupling-routing diagram for the filter topology shown in
Fig. 1.5 b). NRN = non-resonating node.
a 90 degree coupling element. The corresponding coupling matrix would have eight
rows and eight columns. However, the U matrix from (1.2) is no longer the identity
matrix with US,S and UL,L equal to zero when NRNs are used. Instead of producing
a frequency-dependent term in each non-port row as before (j(ω − 1
w
) in (1.2)), the
values in the U matrix corresponding to the rows of the NRNs must be changed to
zeros as in (1.9) where the NRNs are given element numbers (2,2) and (4,4). Note
that the NRNs can be given any diagonal element number in the U matrix as long
as coupling values in the associated M matrix correspond to the chosen diagonal el-
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ement numbers. The corresponding M matrix for (1.9) can be seen in (1.10), where
the source is node 0, the load is node 7, and the NRNs are nodes a and b. The lack
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1.4 Mixed Parameter Analysis
While the M matrix analysis method has many advantages and is applicable
to a wide array of filter design problems, one of its limitations is analysis of filters
that operate over wide frequency ranges relative to bandwidth and employ coupling
structures that vary in electrical length as a function of frequency. In such cases, it is
often simplest to use mixed parameter analysis, or the combination of ABCD, Y, and
S parameters to yield transfer functions of a complex network. This technique allows
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for solving for a composite network transfer function from simpler element transfer
functions and will be used in Chapter 9 of this dissertation to analyze a filter network
capable of dynamically providing all pass or bandstop responses. A brief review and
example follow.
Fig. 1.7 shows ABCD parameters for common circuit elements and configurations.
From top to bottom, Fig. 1.7 shows ABCD parameters for a transmission line, a series
impedance, a shunt admittance, an impedance inverter, and an admittance inverter.
These element level ABCD parameters can represent most network components and
can be matrix multiplied to determine composite ABCD parameters of a network
composed of a series cascade of multiple instances of these basic elements [24]. ABCD
A = cos(βℓ)  B = jZ0sin(βℓ) 
C = jY0sin(βℓ) D = cos(βℓ) 
A = 1 B = Z 
C = 0 D = 1 
A = 1 B = 0 
C = Y D = 1 
A = 0  B = ∓ jK 
C = ± 1/jK D = 0 
A = 0  B = ± 1/jJ 
C = ∓ jJ D = 0 
Fig. 1.7. ABCD parameters for common circuit elements and configurations.
parameters are not sufficient to analyze all networks though because they do not
address parallel combinations of the elements shown in Fig. 1.7. Admittance or Y
parameters are a convenient tool to use when this situation arises. Y parameters
can be derived for an element or network by driving a port with a voltage, shorting
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all other ports, measuring the short circuit current at all ports that are not driven,
and repeating the process after switching the driven port until all ports have been










Alternatively, the Y parameters can be obtained from the ABCD parameters shown














An advantage of Y parameter analysis is that the composite Y parameters of a set of
parallel circuit elements is the matrix sum of the element Y parameter matrices. Once
the composite Y parameters of a set of parallel circuit elements are found, they can
















If the final network analysis step is a matrix multiply of ABCD submatrices, S pa-
rameters can be obtained from the relationships shown in (1.14).
S11 =
A + B/Z0 − CZ0 −D
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D
S12 =
2(AD −BC)
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D
S21 =
2
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D
S22 =
−A + B/Z0 − CZ0 + D
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D
(1.14)
If the final network analysis step is a matrix addition of Y submatrices, S parameters
can be obtained from the relationships shown in (1.15).
S11 =
(Y0 − Y11)(Y0 + Y22) + Y12Y21
(Y11 + Y0)(Y22 + Y0)− Y12Y21
S12 =
−2Y12Y0
(Y11 + Y0)(Y22 + Y0)− Y12Y21
S21 =
−2Y21Y0
(Y11 + Y0)(Y22 + Y0)− Y12Y21
S22 =
(Y0 + Y11)(Y0 − Y22) + Y12Y21
(Y11 + Y0)(Y22 + Y0)− Y12Y21
(1.15)
As an example of mixed parameter analysis, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1.8.
This circuit is similar to a common 2-pole bandstop filter high pass prototype, but
it has an additional admittance inverter that is for instructional purposes only. In
order to find the S parameters of the circuit, a possible first step is finding the
ABCD parameters of the six (three admittance inverters, two capacitors, and one
transmission line) elements in the circuit, all of which can be found in Fig. 1.7. Next,
both sets of shunt J1 admittance inverters and capacitors C can be collapsed to a







where YL is the load admittance beyond the admittance inverter. Therefore, both sets
of shunt J1 admittance inverters and capacitors C can be represented as the following









where s is the frequency variable jω. Next, the parallel combination of the J2 admit-
Fig. 1.8. Example circuit for mixed parameter analysis.
tance inverter and the transmission line can be collapsed into a single series element
by converting each element’s ABCD parameters to Y parameters, adding the Y pa-
rameters, and converting back to ABCD parameters. Using this process, the ABCD













Next, the ABCD parameters of the entire circuit in Fig. 1.8 can be found by matrix
multiplying (1.17) by (1.18) and then by (1.17) again. Finally, the ABCD parameters
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of the entire circuit can be converted to S parameters using (1.14). If the values of
the elements are set to J1=1, J2=0, θ=π/2, Z0=1, and C=1 so that the circuit in
Fig. 1.8 represents a normalized high pass prototype, and the plotted S parameters
are as shown in Fig. 1.9.























Fig. 1.9. S parameters of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.8 when the
elements are set to give a normalized high pass response.
1.5 Organization of This Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. First, high quality factor, tunable band-
stop filters are presented in several frequency ranges. Next, cascades of such bandstop
filters and enabling concepts for such cascades are discussed. These bandstop filter
cascades extend the effective tunable range of individual tunable bandstop filters
but are limited in this regard by the extent of their spurious-free upper passbands.
Then, a tunable bandstop filter with an ultra-wide upper passband is presented as
a method for alleviating the limitations of the previously presented bandstop filter
cascades. Next, cascades of tunable bandpass filters and tunable bandstop filters are
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presented to leverage the adaptive rejection of bandstop filter cascades for narrow
band systems. When in the skirt of a bandpass response, the bandstop filters add
to the bandpass filter’s rejection to produce over 100 dB isolation when the cascade
is designed correctly. Filters that can convert their response shape on demand and
in the field follows the bandpass-bandstop filter cascades. Bandpass-to-bandstop and
all-pass-to-bandstop filters will be presented. Then, an inter-resonator coupling struc-
ture that enables inductive, capacitive, and zero coupling values is described. This
structure is used in a resonator array with the capability of providing bandpass filter
responses of different shapes, of different orders, and with and without transmission
zeros. Next, analysis and design of a dual-band highly loaded coaxial cavity filter
structure will be presented as well as a design method that enables cancellation of
the first spurious mode of the structure. Finally, concepts for future work will be
explained and conclusions will be drawn.
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2. TUNABLE BANDSTOP FILTERS WITH
RECONFIGURABLE NOTCH RESPONSES
2.1 Introduction
When implemented with tunable resonators, the bandstop filter network shown
in Fig. 1.5 b) and Fig. 1.6 can provide response shapes with many bandwidth and
equi-ripple attenuation options without any other tunable components. In other
words, tunable bandstop filters have the unique advantage compared with tunable
bandpass filters in that multiple, useful response shapes are possible when only the
resonators of a filter are tunable. This distinction is important because radio systems
in crowded, dynamic spectral environments will increasingly rely on tunable spectral
isolation, especially as the spectrum is opened for cognitive radio operation [30]. In
many systems, multiple adaptive bandstop filters will be used to filter out several
of the most problematic interfering signals. Ideally, these filters would be able to
re-task each of their individual resonators to create different filtering shapes across
the spectrum. In addition, multiple notch filters could be created when needed, or
the responses could be combined in order to create maximum spectral isolation over
a single band. Fig. 2.1 shows three states of this concept using the bandstop filter
network shown in Fig. 1.5 b) and Fig. 1.6. As shown in Fig. 2.1, this system of
resonators is able to provide four 1-pole bandstop responses, two 2-pole bandstop
responses, or one 4-pole bandstop response. This dynamic pole allocation capability
becomes more powerful as resonator Q and tuning range are increased.
Several tunable bandstop filters have been created in recent history. It has been
shown that very wide frequency tuning ranges can be achieved [31]. Bandstop filters
have been shown with extended, resonance free passband responses [32], and others
have MEMS tuning mechanisms [33]. A recent paper has shown a tunable level
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1: Four 1-pole notches 
2:  Two 2-pole notches 
3: One 4-pole notch 
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Fig. 2.1. Concept and coupling-routing diagram for a tunable four
pole bandstop filter whose poles can tune independently to create
four 1-pole notches, two 2-pole notches, or one 4-pole notch.
of attenuation [34]. However, none of the filters show dynamic pole allocation or
have resonator Q higher than 150. In addition, some have limited bandwidths. A
critical issue in creating wide bandwidth, high-Q filters is coupling into the resonators
without excessively perturbing the feedline. Strong coupling into bandstop resonators
can perturb the feedline and degrade the out-of-band response of the bandstop filter.
In Fig. 2.1, the coupling mechanisms are depicted as transformers between sections
of transmission lines which are ideally λ/4 in length. Traditionally, eliminating the
perturbation to the feedline means reducing the external coupling which reduces the
bandwidth and maximum attenuation of the filters. Preferably, one could find a
mechanism to adjust the coupling by altering the dimensions of the resonator without
impacting the transmission line. This concept will be a central focus of some of the
work described in this dissertation.
In this chapter, a tunable 4-pole post-loaded cavity resonator bandstop filter is
shown which can implement the capabilities shown in Fig. 2.1 and adjust its attenua-
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tion and bandwidth in response to the spectrum. This filter uses an in-cavity method
for reducing the perturbation of the filter’s passband response for a given amount
of coupling, enabling large coupling values while retaining an unloaded Q that was
measured as high as 450.
2.2 Resonator Structure For Reduced Out-Of-Band Perturbation Or In-
creased Coupling
Evanescent-mode cavity resonators have been extensively employed in widely fre-
quency tunable filters [35]. Fig. 2.2 a) shows an example of a conventional substrate-
integrated evanescent-mode cavity resonator with a straight loading post, but the
technique discussed in this section could be applied to any type of post-loaded cavity.
The side wall of the resonator is established by via-holes, and the resonant frequency
Fig. 2.2. a) Conventional resonator structure, b) proposed resonator structure.
of the resonator is controlled by the gap between the post and the conductor layer on
the bottom side of the cavity. An actuator is usually attached to this conductor layer
to adjust the resonant frequency. In tunable bandstop filter structures, a microstrip
transmission line is usually attached to the top side of the resonator, and a coupling
aperture in the conductor layer on the top side of the cavity provides coupling into
the resonator. The geometry of this coupling aperture determines the amount of cou-
pling with a given microstrip line. Only a small amount of coupling can be gained
by increasing the size of the coupling aperture before it adds too much inductance to
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the ground plane of the microstrip line, degrading the out-of-band return loss of the
filter to unacceptable levels. The proposed structure in Fig. 2.2 b) is able to provide
a given amount of coupling with a smaller coupling aperture than the conventional
evanescent-mode cavity bandstop resonator. The loading post in the resonator is
”bent” in order to redirect the current path inside the resonator closer to the side-
wall of the cavity. The magnetic field is therefore asymmetric within the cavity and
condensed in a region where a coupling aperture is placed. The external Q can be
increased by simply increasing the length of the bent portion of the post (labeled
’L’ in Fig. 2.2 b)), and therefore the coupling can be made larger for a given aper-
ture size. This allows bandstop filters with less out-of-band response perturbation
or bandstop filters with wider bandwidths than would be possible with the standard
post configuration shown in Fig. 2.2 a). The other half of the bent post remains
centered in the cavity in order to facilitate integration of electromechanical actuators
for wide tuning ranges. The effect of the size of the coupling aperture on the filter
transmission line can be understood with the model in Fig. 2.3 a). The coupling
aperture adds inductance to the ground plane because it re-routes the current of the
microstrip line mode. This increases the effective characteristic impedance of the line
near the coupling aperture with a dependence on its size. The higher impedance
cross section of the line near the coupling apertures can be modeled as an electrically
short transmission line, which can be equivalently represented by a series inductance
of impedance Zβℓ, where Z, β, and ℓ are the characteristic impedance, propagation
constant, and physical length of the transmission line that represents the coupling
aperture, respectively.
The full-wave simulated comparison of the coupling into the two resonators in
Fig. 2.2 vs. coupling aperture sweep angle is shown in Fig. 2.3 b). The proposed
structure provides notably more coupling for a given coupling aperture sweep angle.
At a sweep angle of 25 degrees, the Q external for the bent post resonator is five times
smaller than the Q external for the conventional post resonator. Similar resonators
with both post types were fabricated with a 40 degree coupling aperture sweep angle.
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Fig. 2.3. a) Equivalent circuit model of coupling apertures and filter.
b) Q external variation vs. aperture sweep angle for both loading post
geometries. c) VSWR for both post geometries.
The measured Q external of the bent post resonator was 55.5, and the measured Q
external of the straight post resonator was 172.8. These results are within 4.6% and
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6.7% of the values in Fig. 2.3 b). Fig. 2.3 c) shows the full-wave simulated VSWR for
2-pole filters using both resonator types with a coupling aperture sweep angle set to
provide an external Q of 100 in both cases (31.5◦ bent, 49◦ conventional). The VSWR
of the proposed structure is lower than the VSWR of the conventional structure by
up to 45% in the 1.5 to 4 GHz band. These results correspond to an equivalent series
inductance of 1.18 nH for the bent post design versus 1.65 nH for the straight post
design in the model of Fig. 2.3 a).
2.3 Filter Design
A 4-pole evanescent-mode cavity filter with the bent post structure was fabricated
to show wide bandwidth and shape reconfiguration capability. A model of the fabri-
cated filter with important dimensions specified can be seen in Fig. 2.4. The structure
Fig. 2.4. Model of fabricated filter using the proposed resonator.
utilizes two layers of PCB material. The top layer contains the signal conductor of
the filter’s transmission line on one side, and bare dielectric on the other. This layer
was fabricated on 0.254 mm thick Rogers Duroid 5880 material (ǫr = 2.2, tan(δ) =
0.0009) and laminated to the second layer. The second layer contains the cavity res-
onators and coupling apertures. This layer was fabricated in 3.175 mm thick Rogers
TMM3 material (ǫr = 3.27, tan(δ) = 0.002). The coupling apertures were cut into the
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top conductor layer of the cavities. The coupling apertures are 1 mm wide and have
sweep angles of 30 and 55 degrees to account for the different normalized low-pass
prototype coupling values which are needed for this specific 4-pole filter. According
to full-wave simulation of individual resonators, these sweep angles correspond to ex-
ternal Q values of 115 and 29, respectively. This layer of copper also serves as the
ground plane for the transmission line on the 5880 layer. The cavity walls are defined
by 0.8 mm diameter vias, and the cavity diameter from the center of one via to the
center of the opposing via is 13.6 mm. A flexible copper membrane was laminated to
the bottom layer of the cavities, and T216-A4NO-273X piezoelectric actuators from
Piezo Systems, Inc. were attached to the membrane external to the cavities to allow
electronic tuning of the gaps between the membrane and the loading posts, enabling
frequency tuning of the resonators. The bottom half of the loading posts, which are
centered in the cavity and responsible for the variable capacitances, are 1.25 mm
tall and have diameters of 1.1 mm. In this case the diameters of the posts are equal.
However, the diameters of the posts can be designed to be different, enabling different
tuning ranges for each resonator. The distance from the centers of the bottom half of
the loading posts and the centers of the coupling-enhancement vias is 3.5 mm. The
coupling-enhancement vias have a diameter of 0.8 mm.
2.4 Measured Results
Measured results of the four pole filter described above can be seen in Figs. 2.5-
2.7. Fig. 2.5 shows bandwidth and attenuation reconfiguration capability. The fil-
ter was able to be continuously tuned between a 126.2 MHz (3.9% fractional band-
width (FBW)) 20 dB equi-ripple response and a 50.1 MHz (1.6% FBW) 40 dB equi-
ripple response through electronic tuning of the resonant frequencies of the individ-
ual resonators, similar to the method introduced in [36]. It was also capable of a
Butterworth-like filter shape with over 70 dB of attenuation. Fig. 2.6 shows the four
pole filter tuning from 2.4 to 3.6 GHz with 20, 30, and 40 dB equi-ripple responses.
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Fig. 2.5. Four measurements of the tunable filter in Fig. 2.4 showing
BW control. Inset - Plot of bandwidth vs. equi-ripple attenuation.
The low passband loss varies from 0.24 dB to 0.53 dB in the 2 to 4 GHz frequency
range due to the small perturbations caused by the relatively small coupling apertures
utilized. Fig. 2.7 shows the filter exhibiting dynamic pole allocation capability. A 30
dB 4-pole response, two narrower 30 dB 2-pole responses, and four narrower 12-19
dB 1-pole responses are shown. Each resonator can be designed to have a different
starting frequency without applied actuator voltage and can therefore cover different
frequency tuning ranges. The total coverage of all resonators in this design is from 1.6
to 5.8 GHz. The range where all of the individual resonators overlap is 2.3 to 3.9 GHz.
Therefore, a 4 pole filter can be formed from 2.3 to 3.9 GHz, while a 2-pole filter can
be placed anywhere from 1.8 to 5.0 GHz, and a 1-pole filter can be placed anywhere
from 1.6 to 5.8 GHz. Using this strategy, designers can trade total frequency coverage
of a single pole filter for increased frequency coverage of 2-pole and 4-pole responses.
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Fig. 2.6. Four measured and synthesized (with Q of 450) results of
the filter in Fig. 2.4. a) 20 dB attenuation. b) 30 dB attenuation. c)
40 dB attenuation.
2.5 Conclusion
High Q tunable bandstop filters with variable bandwidth and dynamic pole allo-
cation were designed. A novel post geometry for post-loaded cavity resonators was
shown and applied to these tunable bandstop filters. This post geometry increased
coupling into the resonators while reducing perturbation of the out-of-band response
of the bandstop filter. Bandstop filters were simulated and measured to demonstrate
the benefits of the new design and the concepts of tunable attenuation, tunable band-
width, and dynamic pole allocation. These concepts are expected to be useful in the
dynamic spectral environments of the future.
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Fig. 2.7. Measurements showing adaptability for varying spectrums.
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3. HIGH FREQUENCY TUNABLE BANDSTOP FILTERS
WITH RECONFIGURABLE NOTCH RESPONSES FROM
6 GHZ TO 24 GHZ
3.1 Introduction
While the reconfigurable bandstop filter shown in the previous chapter has good
performance, many systems operate at higher frequencies than it can cover, such as X
band. Scaling the design to higher frequencies presents a significant design and fab-
rication challenge due to the combination of required feature sizes, tool and machine
tolerances, and limitations in materials that are commercially available. Since the
design concepts for the higher frequency bandstop filters to be shown in this chapter
are very similar to the design concepts described in the previous chapter (bent loading
post, aperture coupling, etc.), this chapter will only present some of the design and
fabrication challenges, display the higher frequency filter designs, and show measured
results.
3.2 High Frequency Bandstop Filter Design and Fabrication Challenges
There are two main design challenges associated with aperture-coupled, highly-
loaded coaxial cavity bandstop filters in the 6 GHz to 24 GHz frequency range. First,
as frequency increases, the feeding microstrip line must be physically closer to the
cavity and coupling aperture for a given amount of coupling since the fields fall off
faster in terms of physical length. Therefore, the substrate of the feeding microstrip
line must get thinner as the operating frequency is increased. At a certain point, the
substrate would be required to be so thin that it would affect the yield of some of the
process steps associated with fabricating highly-loaded coaxial cavity filters. To com-
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promise between coupling strength at high frequencies and ease of manufacturing, 10
mil (0.254 mm) thick Rogers’ 5880 circuit board material was chosen for all high fre-
quency designs shown in this chapter. This material was also chosen because it has a
low loss tangent of 0.009 in the frequency range of interest. Restricting the microstrip
line substrate to this material and thickness really shows the coupling strength advan-
tage that can be achieved with the bend loading post structure at high frequencies.
Fig. 3.1 shows a comparison of coupling into a highly-loaded coaxial cavity bandstop
resonator using a straight loading post and a bent loading post. It is important to
Fig. 3.1. Comparison of simulated coupling into a highly-loaded coax-
ial cavity bandstop resonator using a straight loading post (black,
dashed lines) and a bent loading post (red, solid lines).
note that the resonators used in the simulations shown in Fig. 3.1 have the exact
same coupling aperture, and the only difference between the two is the shape of the
loading post. It can be seen that the bent loading post enables significantly more
coupling, allowing easily-manufactured bandstop filters to be designed at frequencies
higher than 6 GHz.
The requirement of a thin substrate for relevant coupling values brings about the
second main design challenge associated with aperture-coupled, highly loaded coaxial
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cavity bandstop filters: a well-matched end-launch transition. End-launch connec-
tions were required by the sponsor of these higher frequency filters. The challenge is
abruptly changing the electromagnetic field distribution from a coaxial one to a very
thin microstrip one. In order to do this well, the extra capacitance of the end-launch
connector’s pin, extra inductance of the path through the connector to ground, and
the thickness of the microstrip line’s substrate relative to the radius of the connector’s
dielectric need to be taken into account. With thin substrates, the state-of-the-art
transition has more than 1 dB/transition of insertion loss at 20 GHz [37].
3.3 Higher Frequency Bandstop Filter Designs
Three higher frequency bandstop filter designs will be shown in this section: a 6
GHz to 12 GHz tuning 2-pole filter, a 6 GHz to 12 GHz tuning 4-pole filter, and a
cascade of a 6 GHz to 12 GHz tuning 2-pole filter and a 12 GHz to 24 GHz tuning
2-pole filter (4 total resonators). All of the designs use electrostatic-actuated silicon
MEMS tuners [38].
3.3.1 6 GHz to 12 GHz Tuning 2-pole Bandstop Filter
A simulation model and photograph of the 6 GHz to 12 GHz tunable 2-pole filter
can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The microstrip line is removed from the simulation model for
clarity. The filter was designed to have a Butterworth shape and a 3 dB fractional
bandwidth of 2% in the middle of the tuning range. Slight coupling between the
resonators and ports skews the shape slightly and causes the reflection zeros seen in
the figure, which are ideally not present in a Butterworth response. However, these
reflection zeros only have a minimal effect on the performance of the filter. As can be
seen, this filter is significantly smaller than the filter shown in the previous chapter
due to the higher frequency of operation. Of particular interest is the diameter of
the loading post, which is only 300 µm. The cavity layer is the same Rogers’ TMM3
material shown in the previous chapter. Fig. 3.2 also shows measured results of the
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Fig. 3.2. Simulation model, photograph, and measured results of the
6 GHz to 12 GHz tunable 2-pole filter with MEMS actuators.
filter, with tuning from 5.8 GHz to 11.4 GHz and attenuation up to 34 dB. The
measured frequency tuning range differed slightly from the designed frequency tuning
range because the attachment process for the silicon MEMS tuners is still under
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development. The accuracy of the attachment of the MEMS tuners determines the
initial frequency and tuning range of the resonators.
3.3.2 6 GHz to 12 GHz Tuning 4-pole Bandstop Filter
Fig. 3.3. Photograph and measured results of the 6 GHz to 12 GHz
tunable 4-pole filter with MEMS actuators.
A photograph of the 6 GHz to 12 GHz tunable 4-pole filter can be seen in Fig. 3.3.
This filter uses the same resonators as the 2-pole 6 GHz to 12 GHz tuning filter with
different coupling values such that it can provide a 4% 3 dB fractional bandwidth
4-pole Butterworth response. The picture shows the filter without MEMS actuators
to display the machined posts inside the cavity. A U.S. quarter is also in the picture
for qualitative size comparisons. Fig. 3.3 also shows measured results of the 4-pole
filter. In the left plot, the 4-pole response is tuned from 6 GHz to 11 GHz while
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providing a wider and deeper notch response than was possible with the 2-pole filter.
Over 60 dB attenuation was measured. The right plot shows that this filter can
also re-task its resonances in order to provide 1-pole and 2-pole responses in spectral
environments with several relevant interfering signals. All three responses in the right
plot are present at the same time, providing up to 20 dB attenuation at three seperate,
dynamically-tunable frequencies.
It is of interest to note that in the 2-pole and 4-pole 6 GHz to 12 GHz tuning filters,
the upper passband starts to degrade after 11 GHz, having 5 dB or more insertion
loss. In addition, the 300 µm diameter loading posts in these two filter designs are the
smallest posts that can be accurately fabricated in ceramic circuit board materials
using current methods. Both of these traits are challenges to achieving operating
frequencies higher than 12 GHz. The 6 GHz to 24 GHz tuning 4-pole bandstop filter
cascade design of the next subsection addresses these challenges.
3.3.3 6 GHz to 24 GHz Tuning 4-pole Bandstop Filter Cascade
A simulation model and a photograph of the 6 GHz to 24 GHz tunable 4-pole
bandstop filter cascade can be seen in Fig. 3.4. In order to have loading post diameters
that are able to be manufactured, this design uses a thinner (0.762 mm vs. the
previous 3.175 mm thickness) TMM3 substrate to host the cavities. This change
results in lower resonator inductance. Reducing the inductance increases the resonant
frequency and percent loading of the resonators. With the inductance reduction due
to the change in substrate thickness, resonators could be designed with able-to-be-
fabricated 300 µm diameter loading posts that operate up to 24 GHz. In order to
make resonators that operate at frequencies as low as 6 GHz in the thinner substrate,
the loading posts were made larger.
In order to address the passband degradation seen in the 6 GHz to 12 GHz tuning
bandstop filters, the 5880 substrate was extended beyond the TMM3 substrate to
facilitate proper grounding of the end-launch connectors. In addition, the previous
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Fig. 3.4. Simulation model, photograph, and measured results of the
6 GHz to 24 GHz tunable 4-pole bandstop filter cascade with MEMS
actuators.
SMA connectors were replaced with 2.92 mm connectors, which operate mode-free
at higher frequencies. Capacitive patches were also added to the microstrip line
over the coupling apertures, which can be seen in the simulation model in Fig. 3.4.
The capacitive patches help to impedance match the coupling apertures, and their
function will be explained in more detail in the next chapter of this dissertation.
The improvements in the passband can be seen in the lower sub-figures of Fig. 3.4,
where the passband extends to above 22 GHz. The left lower sub-figure shows tuning
of the lower-frequency 2-pole filter from 8 GHz to 17 GHz. The measured values
differed from the designed 6 GHz to 12 GHz because the MEMS actuator attachment
method is still under development. The right lower sub-figure shows tuning of the
higher-frequency 2-pole filter from 12 GHz to 20.5 GHz. This filter was unable to be
tuned over an entire octave frequency range to 24 GHz due to issues with the MEMS
actuator annealing process during their fabrication.
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3.4 Conclusion
High frequency (6 GHz to 24 GHz) bandstop filter designs were shown in this
chapter. These bandstop filters are the first to use silicon MEMS tuners, enabling
compact, mass-producible designs. The filters showed dynamic pole allocation capa-
bility and provided up over 60 dB attenuation in some cases. A filter cascade was
shown with a passband that extended from 6 GHz to 22 GHz, or a 3.67-to-1 ratio.
For some systems, it would be useful to be able to cover a wider range than 3.67-to-1
while having continuous notch coverage. Since lower-frequency and higher-frequency
bandstop filters have been shown that are well-matched out of band, it is theoreti-
cally easy to cascade these filters in order to create a continuous-coverage notch filter
cascade with a very wide passband ratio. However, such capability is challenging due
to coupling structure reactance and spurious resonator modes. The next chapter is
focused on these challenges.
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4. BANDSTOP FILTER CASCADES FOR WIDE
COVERAGE RANGE INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
4.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters showed tunable bandstop filters that are capable of
covering a relatively wide tuning range, up to an octave. However, even wider tun-
ing microwave bandstop filters would be useful for systems that operate over very
wide bandwidths, such as low probability of intercept communications [39], spectrum
sensing [40], and dynamic spectral access systems [41]. Because of the wide operat-
ing frequency range of these systems, recent bandstop filter research has focused on
creating filters that have an extended spurious-free upper passband. In [42], a 6 to 1
upper passband was shown, meaning that the first spurious resonance was at six times
the bandstop filter center frequency. An 18 to 1 upper passband was shown in [43],
but only in simulation. More recently, two methods to achieve an extended upper
passband were shown in [44]. A tunable bandstop filter with an 8.9 to 1 upper pass-
band was shown in [32]. Previous extended upper passband filters leave systems open
to interference over a wide frequency range above the bandstop resonance by design,
blocking interference at the notch frequency but leaving the system powerless against
interference in the upper passband of the bandstop filter. In some applications, it
would be advantageous to implement a bandstop filter with a wide upper passband
that could tune over its entire upper passband. Currently, this functionality is usu-
ally implemented with yttrium iron garnet (YIG) filter [45] banks. However, YIG
filters require a large amount of power (≥1 Watt) and are physically large compared
to some other tunable filter technologies. Solid state varactor-tuned bandstop filters
have been shown to have low power consumption (mW) and very wide tuning ranges
(4:1) [46]. However, the use of varactors results in low resonator quality factors (50 or
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less at microwave frequencies) and poor linearity. MEMS-tunable bandstop filters [47]
offer low power consumption, higher quality factors (≥55 in X band), and increased
power handling capability compared to some varactor-tuned filters. However, as of
now there are no MEMS-tuned bandstop filters with wide upper passbands, and the
frequency tuning range of these filters is often less than an octave. One method that
has been used to provide a bandstop response over a frequency range wider than the
tuning range of a single bandstop filter is a cascade of bandstop filters [48]- [52]. How-
ever, a high quality factor (≥400), low power consumption (≤10 mW), multi-octave,
continuous frequency coverage bandstop filter cascade has not been demonstrated.
Fig. 4.1. Concept of a 6-resonator bandstop filter cascade using dy-
namic pole allocation and possible bandstop response orders over a
wide spectrum. Examples of 6 reconfiguration possibilities of a 4-pole
response are shown in the magnified window with the red-dotted out-
line. Such 4-pole responses could be obtained from a filter with the
coupling-routing diagram shown in Fig. 1.6.
Evanescent-mode cavity based filters have been shown to meet most of these
requirements [53]. However, past bandstop filters using aperture-coupled cavity res-
onators [54] do not have wide upper passbands due to the reactance of the coupling
apertures. This chapter presents a novel method for increasing the spurious-free up-
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per passband of an aperture-coupled cavity bandstop filter. The obtained 7.8 to 1
increased upper passband is combined with the octave tuning range of evanescent-
mode cavity resonators to show a high quality factor (≥400), low power consumption
(µW), multi-octave, continuous frequency coverage bandstop filter cascade for the
first time. In addition, the tuning ranges of the component filters of the cascade
circuit overlap over designed frequency ranges, allowing higher-order notching capa-
bility in frequency bands where interference is most expected. This dynamic pole
allocation concept is shown graphically in Fig. 4.1 for a 6-resonator bandstop filter
cascade. Note that this concept only produces desired filter shapes if the resonators
that form the 4-pole responses shown in the magnified window in Fig. 4.1, whose
coupling routing diagram can be drawn as in Fig. 1.6, are designed with coupling
values that are appropriate for all of the desired response shapes.
4.2 Motivation and Background
A conceptual image of a tunable evanescent-mode cavity resonator is shown in
Fig. 4.2 with a piezoelectric actuator for electronic control of the gap between the
flexible cavity sidewall and the loading element. In Fig. 4.2, the resonator is coupled
into through an aperture in the ground plane of a microstrip transmission line. In
most bandstop filters, the upper passband limiting factor is spurious higher order
resonances of the filter’s resonators [32]. Because evanescent-mode cavity resonators
are very highly loaded, they have a very wide spurious-free frequency range above
their fundamental resonance. This characteristic has been used to create bandpass
filters using series-coupled resonators with very wide spurious-free frequency ranges
of 10 to 1 or more [55].
When aperture coupling is used to couple a feeding transmission line to an evanescent-
mode cavity resonator in a shunt configuration for a bandstop filter response, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, the coupling apertures are an imperfection in the ground plane of
the transmission line. This changes the local characteristic impedance of the trans-
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Fig. 4.2. Illustration of evanescent-mode cavity resonator coupled to
a microstrip line through an aperture in the microstrip line’s ground
plane and a 3D model of an evanescent-mode cavity resonator.
Fig. 4.3. Measured response of the bandstop filter described in [54]
(inset) showing upper passband degradation above 4 GHz.
mission line. The local change in characteristic impedance causes reflection of signals
at frequencies other than the bandstop filter center frequency, reducing the quality
of the bandstop filter’s passband. The reflections caused by the coupling apertures
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are the upper passband limiting factor of aperture-coupled evanescent-mode cavity
resonator bandstop filters. An example of this effect can be seen in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.3
shows a measured response of the 4-pole tunable bandstop filter shown in [54] through
5 GHz. While the filter performs well and has a low loss passband over its tuning
range of 2.4 GHz to 3.6 GHz, it can be seen that the passband degrades after 4 GHz.
The following sections analyze this effect and provide a new design methodology for
extension of the upper passband of aperture-coupled evanescent-mode cavity filters
toward the goal of a multi-octave coverage bandstop filter cascade.
4.3 Design of Feeding Transmission Line and Coupling Apertures
To analyze the effect of the coupling apertures on the upper passband of aperture-
coupled evanescent-mode cavity filters, we consider an example of a typical microstrip
transmission line with two coupling apertures in its ground plane as shown in Fig. 4.4
a). Note that there are no evanescent-mode cavities represented in Fig. 4.4 a), and the
coupling apertures in Fig. 4.4 a) are not the coupling apertures used in the filter shown
in [54]. A microstrip line with apertures in its ground plane can be a bandstop filter
itself because the coupling apertures have resonances. It is important to understand
that in this chapter we are using this structure below the first resonance of the coupling
apertures. In other words, the below-resonance impedance of the coupling apertures
limits the upper passband of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.4 a) well before the
resonances of the coupling apertures limit the upper passband of the structure.
An accurate equivalent circuit model of an aperture in the ground plane of a trans-
mission line has already been presented [56]. The circuit model described in [56] is
repeated in Fig. 4.4 b) for convenience. The circuit model in Fig. 4.4 b) models the
first two resonances of the coupling aperture and their interaction, which was shown
in [56] to accurately model the circuit below resonance. The model is asymmetric be-
cause the parallel combination of L1 and C1 model the first resonance of the coupling
aperture, and the parallel combination of L2 and C2 model the second resonance of
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Fig. 4.4. a) Illustration of aperture coupling through the ground plane
of a microstrip transmission line. b) Equivalent circuit model of a
coupling aperture. c) Simplified equivalent circuit of the model in a).
the coupling aperture. Using this model of a single aperture, the structure in Fig. 4.4
a) can be represented as the circuit in Fig. 4.4 c). [56] describes a method to ex-
tract the lumped element values of the circuit model in Fig. 4.4 b) from full-wave
simulation scattering parameter results, and relevant equations from [56] are in the
appendix at the end of this chapter. Full-wave simulation of a single aperture and the
entire structure in Fig. 4.4 a) was done, and lumped element equivalent circuit model
values were extracted using the method described in [56] and the equations in the
appendix of this chapter. The equivalent circuit model extracted values can be seen
in Table 4.1. A comparison of the full-wave simulation and the extracted equivalent
circuit lumped element model response for the models in Fig. 4.4 a) and Fig. 4.4 c)
is shown in Fig. 4.5, and good agreement can be seen.
Fig. 4.5 shows that the microstrip line and coupling apertures shown in Fig. 4.4
a) have a passband that degrades after 3 GHz, and a spurious bandpass resonance
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Table 4.1
Element values for equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 4.4 b)
Inductor Value (nH) Capacitor Value (pF)
L1 0.501 C1 0.469
L2 0.031 C2 0.301
Ls1 0.962 Cp 0.0561
Ls2 0.00165
Fig. 4.5. a) Comparison of the lossless circuit level simulation of an
optimized model of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.4 a) which uses
the equivalent circuit model in Fig. 4.4 b) and a full wave simulation
of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.4 a) (metal conductivity = 5.8e7
S/m, metal thickness = 35 µm).
can be seen at 7.1 GHz. Although the spurious bandpass resonance is at 7.1 GHz, its
stopband degrades the passband of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.4 a) at frequen-
cies as low as 3 GHz. This spurious bandpass resonance is at the frequency where
the 13 mm transmission line between the coupling apertures in Fig. 4.4 a) is 180
electrical degrees long. While the transmission line has uniform width across the en-
tire structure, the coupling apertures in its ground plane create inductive impedance
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boundaries that increase the local characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
When a uniform 180 electrical degree transmission line is terminated in an impedance
that does not match its characteristic impedance, a bandpass resonance results. The
bandpass resonance at 7.1 GHz in Fig. 4.5 is due to this effect, and it must be mit-
igated in order to increase the upper passband of the coupling structure shown in
Fig. 4.4 a).
The proposed method to mitigate the effect of the transmission line bandpass
resonance described above is to capacitively load the transmission line section that
causes the resonance. Capacitively loading the transmission line resonator reduces its
resonant frequency and increases the coupling coefficient into the resonance, making
it exhibit a broader response. If the resonance is lowered in frequency and broadened
enough, it will become part of the passband of the coupling structure shown in Fig. 4.4
a). Since the resonance is due to a transmission line, one of the easiest and high quality
factor methods to add shunt capacitance to the structure is to use an electrically short
length of low characteristic impedance transmission line, similar to what is used in
stepped impedance lowpass filters [24]. The susceptance of a short, relatively low
characteristic impedance series patch is
B = ωC ≈ Y0βℓp. (4.1)
where β is the propagation constant, ℓp is the length of the patch, C is the shunt
capacitance, and Y0 is the characteristic admittance of the patch.
Models of a transmission line over two coupling apertures with added shunt ca-
pacitance in the form of short, low characteristic impedance transmission line sections
can be seen in Fig. 4.6, where ZA is the same as it was in Fig. 4.4 c). The model in
Fig. 4.6 a) has input impedance of
Zin =
ZTL + ZA + jωCZTLZA
1 + 2jωCZTL − ω2C2ZTLZA + jωCZA
, (4.2)
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Fig. 4.6. a) Equivalent circuit approximation of aperture coupling
through the ground plane of a microstrip transmission line with added
shunt capacitance. b) Illustration of aperture coupling with added











where C is the shunt capacitance shown in Fig. 4.6 a), ω is the radian frequency, β
is the propagation constant, Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line, ZA is the impedance of the coupling aperture, and ℓ is the length of the trans-
mission line. All of the variables in this equation are known except for C from either
the design of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.4 a) or parameter extraction from its
simulation results. Therefore, (4.2) can be solved for the value of C that reduces the
transmission line bandpass resonance, which occurs when Zin = ∞, to a particular
frequency through capacitive loading. The required capacitance can be realized as a
low impedance section of transmission line using (4.1). Through optimization of (4.2)
to yield an upper passband 1 dB roll-off frequency of 6.5 GHz with minimal pass-
band ripple below 6.5 GHz, the capacitive patches were designed to be 2.5 mm long
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and 6.35 mm wide, corresponding to a capacitance of 0.85 pF at 4.2 GHz. Fig. 4.7
shows that the passband of the coupling structure now extends to 6.5 GHz before
degradation occurs.
Fig. 4.7. a) Comparison of the circuit level simulation of an optimized
model of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.6 a) which uses the model
in Fig. 4.4 b) and a full wave simulation of the coupling structure in
Fig. 4.6 b).
It can be seen that there are two reflection zeros shown in Fig. 4.5 while there are
three reflection zeros shown in Fig. 4.7. While the reflection zero associated with the
bandpass resonance of the transmission line between the coupling apertures (at 7.1
GHz in Fig. 4.5 and at 6.0 GHz in Fig. 4.7) is the focus of the proposed extended upper
passband technique, the behavior of the other reflection zeros are also well-predicted
by (4.2) and are a result of the interaction between the transmission lines of the
circuit, the coupling apertures, and the capacitive patches. Since the lower frequency
reflection zeros are not the limiting factor of the upper passband of a microstrip
transmission line with coupling apertures in its ground plane, (4.2) provides enough
information about their spectral locations in order to optimize the passband. Further
understanding of the proposed extended upper passband technique can be gained
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from examining the passband response for several widths of the capacitive patches in
Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.8 shows the S parameter responses of the coupling structure in Fig. 4.6
Fig. 4.8. a) Transmission response for three widths of the capacitive
patch in Fig. 4.6 showing passband ripple vs. passband roll-off trade-
off. b) S parameters for three widths of the capacitive patch in Fig. 4.6
showing the shift of the reflection zero frequency as shunt capacitance
is added.
for capacitive patch widths of 4.35 mm, 6.35 mm, and 8.35 mm. In Fig. 4.8 a), the
trade-off between passband ripple and passband roll-off frequency is shown. The 4.35
mm width case, which adds the least shunt capacitance to the coupling structure, has
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a higher frequency passband roll-off than the 6.35 mm width chosen in this design,
but it also has higher passband ripple. The 8.35 mm width case, which adds the most
shunt capacitance to the coupling structure, has more ripple in the passband than
the 6.35 mm width case, as well as a lower frequency passband roll-off. Fig. 4.8 b)
shows the shift of the reflection zero associated with the bandpass resonance of the
transmission line between the coupling apertures as more shunt capacitance is added
to the circuit. The location of this reflection zero can be designed to optimize the
trade-off between passband ripple and passband roll-off frequency.
Consequently, the design methodology for the geometry of the proposed capacitive
patches can be summarized as follows:
Step 1 Design a conventional aperture-coupled cavity bandstop filter to meet filter
shape specifications.
Step 2 Extract the component values for the coupling structure model in Fig. 4.4 b)
from measured or simulated scattering parameters using the method described
in [56] and the equations listed in the appendix of this chapter.
Step 3 Determine the required value of C for the model in Fig. 4.6 a) to lower
the first transmission line bandpass resonance using (4.2) so that the passband
ripple and roll-off frequency is optimized.
Step 4 Design the capacitive patch dimensions to obtain the capacitance value re-
quired from the previous step using (4.1).
Step 5 Optimize the geometry of the capacitive patch in simulation to obtain the
desired upper passband shape.
The geometry of the capacitive patch must be optimized in simulation because
a low impedance section of transmission line is not a perfect capacitance. Alterna-
tively, more advanced models of the capacitive patch could be used to further refine
its geometry. The wide spurious-free coupling structure response shown in Fig. 4.7,
in addition to the inherent wide spurious-free response of evanescent-mode cavity
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resonators, provides a path toward very wide frequency coverage bandstop filter cas-
cades.
4.4 6-Resonator Bandstop Filter Cascade Design
Using the method described in the previous section to increase the upper passband
of a microstrip line with apertures in its ground plane, an evanescent-mode cavity
based 6-resonator bandstop filter cascade circuit was fabricated in order to provide
complete notch coverage of the 0.85 to 6.6 GHz frequency range. In order to cover the
entire frequency range, the 6 resonators of the structure were segregated into three sets
of octave-tunable 2-pole filters that each cover a different frequency range. Because
of the wide upper passband that is now possible with these filters, they can simply
be cascaded. The resonators’ tuning ranges were designed to have specific amounts
of overlap so that certain portions of the spectrum are able to have 2-, 3-, and/or
4-pole responses. The regions with higher order filter capability can be designed
to be in bands where high power or wide bandwidth interference is most expected.
An illustration of the fabricated 6-resonator bandstop filter cascade can be seen in
Fig. 4.9. The bandstop filter cascade uses three copper layers and two dielectric layers.
The top copper layer, labeled Layer 1 in Fig. 4.9, contains the feeding microstrip
transmission line. Capacitive patches can be seen along the length of the line. The
top dielectric layer, labeled Layer 2 in Fig. 4.9, is 0.762 mm thick Rogers 4350 circuit
board material (ǫr=3.66, tan(δ)=0.0037 @ 10 GHz). Rectangular regions of this
dielectric layer were removed near the input and output ports of the circuit in order
to facilitate grounding of the input and output SMA connectors. The middle layer of
copper, labeled Layer 3 in Fig. 4.9, is below the 4350 dielectric layer and serves as the
ground plane for the feeding microstrip transmission line. This layer of copper also
has semi-circular apertures in it for coupling the microstrip transmission line to the
evanescent-mode cavity resonators below. The bottom dielectric layer, labeled Layer 4
in Fig. 4.9, is Rogers TMM3 circuit board material (ǫr=3.27, tan(δ)=0.002 @ 10 GHz).
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Fig. 4.9. Layer-by-layer view of the fabricated 6-resonator bandstop filter cascade.
The evanescent-mode cavity resonators are integrated into this dielectric layer. The
outer walls of the resonators are defined by copper plated 0.8 mm diameter via holes
that are spaced close enough together to approximate a solid wall over the circuit’s
operating frequency range. The resonators use the bent loading post geometry first
shown in [54] to increase coupling for a given coupling aperture size and distance from
the feeding microstrip transmission line. Some of the TMM3 material is removed from
the interior of the cavity. These regions can be seen in Fig. 4.9 as transparent cylinders
inside of the cavities and are 2.5 mm deep. The bottom copper layer, labeled Layer 5
in Fig. 4.9, is a flexible, thin sheet over the entire area of the circuit. The copper sheet
is attached to the TMM3 dielectric layer everywhere except within the boundaries
of the outer walls of the resonators, creating a bendable membrane over each bent
loading post. 0.38 mm thick, 1/2 inch diameter piezoelectric actuators from Piezo
Systems, Inc. are attached to the side of the bendable copper membranes external
to the cavity using silver epoxy. The piezoelectric actuators allow electronic control
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of the gaps above the bent loading posts in the resonators and the bendable copper
membrane.
Fig. 4.10. Top and bottom views of the fabricated 6-resonator band-
stop filter cascade.
Images of the fabricated evanescent-mode cavity bandstop filter cascade circuit can
be seen in Fig. 4.10. The wires seen in Fig. 4.10 are the bias lines for the piezoelectric
actuators, which use ±210 Volts to tune over their entire range of motion. The bias
lines are connected to the piezoelectric actuators with silver epoxy external to the
cavity. Other than a rectangular patch for connection of the bias lines, the top and
sides of the piezoelectric actuators are coated in Parylene-C from Specialty Coating
Systems in order to prevent shorting of the piezoelectric actuator bias voltages to the
ground of the filter cascade circuit. In contrast to the 4-pole filter in [54] with four
similar resonators, the 6-resonator cascade circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 is
divided into three sets of two similar resonators that each focus on a subset of the
entire frequency coverage range of the circuit. The dimensions of the resonators can
be seen in Table 4.2. While each of the two similar resonators have the same outer
diameter and loading post diameter, different nominal gaps between the loading post
and the flexible copper membrane allow each resonator to have slightly different tuning
ranges.
The length of the transmission lines between the coupling apertures for each of
the three 2-pole filters are different as can be seen in Fig. 4.9. For a frequency-static
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Table 4.2
Fabricated resonator dimensions (*: see Fig. 4.9 for definition)
Band Low Mid High
Cavity Radius (mm) 7.5 7 6.75
Loading Post Radius (mm) 1.8 0.62 0.39
Aperture Width (mm) 1 1 1
Aperture Sweep Angle* (degrees) 60 60 50
Cavity Center to Aperture (mm) 5.5 5 5
L* (mm) 7.2 5 2.5
Design Butterworth 10 dB FBW 1% 2.5% 2.5%
bandstop filter that uses a transmission line as an inverter between similar resonators,
the transmission line should be 90 degrees in electrical length. However, for tunable
filters, a transmission line inverter between the resonators can only be 90 degrees in
electrical length at one frequency. An asymmetric bandstop response is produced
away from this frequency. The transmission line lengths between the resonators were
designed in order to have a symmetric response at particular frequencies of interest.
Additionally, since the 2-pole filters are matched to the system impedance in their
passbands, the lengths of transmission line between each 2-pole filter do not have
an appreciable effect on the cascade’s response. Therefore, the transmission lines
between each 2-pole filter should be kept as short as possible to reduce passband loss.
Simulation results of the two lowest frequency resonators in the design, independent
of the entire cascade circuit, can be seen in Fig. 4.11. The resonant frequencies
overlap from 1-2 GHz while maintaining an almost 20 dB return loss from 0.5 to 6
GHz. Since the passbands of the individual 2-pole filters are able to be well matched
over a wide frequency range, component filters of bandstop filter cascades can be
designed as individual filters and then simply placed in series. This ease of integration
lends itself to modular design, where resonators with a certain coverage range can
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Fig. 4.11. Simulated superimposed responses of the two lowest fre-
quency resonators of the cascade design tuning from 1 to 2 GHz while
maintaining an almost 20 dB return loss from 0.5 to 6 GHz. The inset
shows the simulated structure.
be dropped into and out of a design for different expected interference scenarios. In
addition, it may be possible to increase the upper passband further than what is
shown in this chapter. This concept in this chapter manipulates the first bandpass
resonance of the transmission line between the coupling apertures in order to increase
the upper passband. However, this transmission line has a bandpass resonance at
each frequency for which its electrical length is an integer multiple of 180 degrees. If
multiple bandpass resonances of this transmission line could be used to increase the
upper passband, the passband could be extended to the first bandstop resonance of
the coupling aperture, which is much higher than the current limit. For example, the
first coupling aperture bandstop resonance for the structure in Fig. 4.4 a) is at 10.4
GHz. This is a subject of ongoing research.
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4.5 Measured Results I
The response of the fabricated bandstop filter cascade was measured using an
Agilent Technologies N5230C PNA. Bias voltages were applied to the piezoelectric
actuators using Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter power supplies. The final structure was
simulated using Ansoft HFSS. Measured vs. simulated S11 and S21 responses can be
Fig. 4.12. Measured vs. simulated S11 response of the cascade circuit
when it is configured to produce three 2-pole maximum attenuation
responses. (static measurement).
seen in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, respectively. In both figures, the cascade is configured
to produce three 2-pole responses. Good agreement can be seen between the measured
and simulated data from DC to 6.5 GHz. From 6.5 to 10 GHz, the measured and
simulated responses have similar shapes but slight discrepancies in frequency. These
discrepancies can be explained by slightly smaller coupling apertures than desired
and/or slightly smaller capacitive patches than desired according to the equivalent
circuit model described in Section 4.3. In addition, measurement calibration was
completed to the plane of the SMA connectors, where the simulation port was placed
directly onto the filter substrate. Therefore, the simulations do not take the effect of
the SMA to microstrip line transition. The notch responses were measured to have
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Fig. 4.13. Measured vs. simulated S21 response of the cascade circuit
when it is configured to produce three 2-pole maximum attenuation
responses. (static measurement).
10 dB fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 1.11% at 1.41 GHz, 2.70% at 3.2 GHz, and
2.57% at 5.41 GHz. The measured passband insertion loss was 0.065 dB at 100 MHz,
0.52 dB at 2 GHz, 0.88 dB at 4 GHz, 1.29 dB at 6 GHz, and 2 dB at 6.5 GHz.
Fig. 4.14 shows the six resonators tuned to independent frequencies, displaying
the complete 1-pole coverage range of the bandstop filter cascade. The measured
frequency tuning range of each resonator can be seen in Fig. 4.15. The tuning ranges
in Fig. 4.15 result in frequency overlap ranges covered by multi-pole responses that
can be designed to be in regions of expected interference. For example, the lower
frequency range with 3- and 4-pole coverage is near long term evolution (∼1.6 and
2.0 GHz), cellular telephone (∼1.8 and 1.9 GHz), and ISM (∼2.4 GHz) signals, while
the upper frequency range with 3- and 4-pole coverage operates in a common weather
and aviation radar band (∼3.1 - 3.6 GHz). Fig. 4.16 shows the 2-pole coverage range
of the cascade circuit, which is 1.03 to 6.4 GHz. Greater than 25 dB of attenuation is
shown from 1.5 to 6.4 GHz. The bandwidth changes across the band from 1.0 to 4.8%
10 dB FBW due to the change in electrical length of the coupling apertures across
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Fig. 4.14. Bandstop filter cascade circuit measured with all six res-
onators tuned to independent frequencies, showing the entire 1-pole
coverage range. (static measurement).
Fig. 4.15. Measured individual resonator tuning ranges.
the band. Fig. 4.17 shows the 4-pole coverage ranges of the cascade circuit, which
are 1.56 to 2.19 GHz and 3.11 to 3.70 GHz. In these regions, multiple filter shapes
are possible due to the widely tuning resonators. Fig. 4.17 shows a Butterworth-
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Fig. 4.16. Measured superimposed S21 responses showing continuous
2-pole coverage from 1.03 to 6.4 GHz. (tuning measurement).
Fig. 4.17. Measured superimposed S21 responses showing the band-
stop filter cascade circuit’s measured tuning ranges in the 4-pole over-
lap frequency ranges. (tuning measurement).
like shape in the lower frequency 4-pole coverage range and a 20 dB equi-ripple
shape in the higher frequency 4-pole coverage range. Any filter shape between the
two shown, as well as split filter shapes such as two independent 2-pole filters, are
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Fig. 4.18. Measured bandwidth vs. equi-ripple attenuation for differ-
ent shapes of the 4-pole filter responses. Insets show examples of 20
and 30 dB levels of attenuation for the 4-pole overlap regions of the
spectrum.
possible within a 4-pole coverage range. This shape reconfigurability allows a dynamic
trade-off between bandwidth, attenuation level, and number of attenuated bands
in the response. Measured results for the trade-off between bandwidth and equi-
ripple attenuation for two frequency tunings of the 4-pole filter responses shown in
Fig. 4.17 can be seen in Fig. 4.18. Examples of more of the possible filter shapes were
shown in [54]. Combined with the wide passband and tuning ranges demonstrated
in this chapter, this high level of filter shape reconfigurability enables unprecedented
microwave system robustness in dynamic, noisy environments.
4.6 Ultra-Wide Upper Passband Bandstop Filters
While a 7.8 to 1 upper passband was obtained from the work described earlier in
this chapter, some systems operate over an even wider frequency range. In addition,
highly loaded coaxial cavities have been shown to have spurious free ranges of much
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more than 7.8 to 1 [55], so it would be valuable to determine a method and coupling
structure that allows for even wider upper passbands. The challenge of designing such
a structure is that energy must be coupled into the filter’s resonators appropriately
for the desired fractional bandwidth ∆ and ratio of the resonator impedance Zr to
the system impedance Z0 without creating a large impedance mismatch between the
coupling structure impedance ZC and Z0. These concepts are shown in Fig. 4.19. This
section presents a new coupling structure for highly-loaded coaxial cavity resonators
that is well matched to the system impedance and enables a 17-to-1 upper passband
ratio without strongly affecting their tuning range or quality factor, which is a 118%
improvement of the state-of-the-art.
Fig. 4.19. Bandstop responses and common limiting factors of their
upper passbands. Inset shows a schematic of a 2-pole bandstop filter.
The coupling structure transformation ratio (T ) depends on the ratio
of the system impedance (Z0) to the resonator impedance (Zr), as well
as the desired fractional bandwidth (∆). With sufficient resonator
spurious-free range, the upper passband is limited by the impedance
mismatch between the coupling structure impedance (ZC) and Z0.
A two-pole, highly-loaded coaxial cavity resonator bandstop filter was designed
to be tunable around a frequency of 1 GHz, and a model of the filter can be seen
in Fig. 4.20. In contrast to previous filters that use these resonators, this design
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Fig. 4.20. Fabricated 2-pole filter structure. Top and bottom views
of the external coupling structure are shown for clarity.
incorporates a ’U’ shaped external coupling structure that can be seen in Fig. 4.20.
The structure couples the magnetic field of the source-to-load microstrip transmission
line to the magnetic field of the cavity resonator and is formed by routing the source-
to-load transmission line through the cavity. The structure can be designed to be well-
matched up to relatively high frequencies, which produces a wide upper passband.
The vertical sections of the coupling structure are made using 0.8 mm diameter plated
vias that extend from the source-to-load microstrip line into the cavity resonator.
Small apertures are cut into the microstrip line ground plane so that the vias are
not shorted to ground. The horizontal part of the structure is a plate of copper
offset in height from the loading post. The width of the copper plate, as well as
the height offset from the loading post, allow it to be designed to act like a short
section of microstrip transmission line that is matched to the system impedance. In
the fabricated filter, the width of the horizontal section is 1 mm, the length is 4 mm,
and the height offset from the loading post is 0.4 mm. In Rogers TMM3 material,
this produces an approximately 50 ohm transmission line with an electrical length of
approximately 7.8 degrees at 1 GHz.
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Fig. 4.21. Simulated external quality factor vs. coupling structure length.
The amount of coupling can be designed by adjusting the length of the horizontal
part of the structure. The external quality factor (Q external) vs. the length of the
horizontal part of the structure (L) can be seen in Fig. 4.21 for the design shown in
Fig. 4.20. The external quality factors available in this particular design are relatively
high, providing the ability to realize only narrowband bandstop filters. The challenge
of getting Q external low enough to make wider and deeper bandstop filters is the
difference between the system characteristic impedance and the resonator character-
istic impedance. A 50 ohm system impedance was used in this design. However, the
highly-loaded coaxial cavity resonators used in this design have a simulated charac-
teristic impedance as low as 5.4 ohms due to the large amount of capacitive loading
needed for a wide tuning range, which makes the required transformation ratio for
a desired bandwidth filter very high and the challenge of low out-of-band reactance
difficult.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.20 that the source-to-load transmission line substrate,
which is 0.762 mm thick Rogers 4350B material (ǫr=3.66, tan(δ)=0.0037 @ 10 GHz),
extends beyond the cavity substrate, which is 3.175 mm thick Rogers TMM3 material
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(ǫr=3.27, tan(δ)=0.002 @ 10 GHz). This was done for better grounding of the SMA
end-launch connectors and would not be part of an integrated design.
4.7 Measured Results II
Measured vs. simulated S11 and S21 responses can be seen in Fig. 4.22 a). Fig. 4.22
a) shows a measured 654 MHz, 15 dB attenuation, 1.2% 3 dB fractional bandwidth
bandstop filter with a passband that extends to the 3 dB insertion loss point at 11.1
GHz, corresponding to a 17-to-1 ratio between the upper passband cutoff frequency
and the notch center frequency. Note that the coupling structure reactance is what
causes the passband to degrade, and the next higher-order mode of the filter is signif-
icantly higher in frequency than the 3 dB rolloff point of the passband. The full-wave
simulations in Fig. 4.22 b) show that the input impedance of the coupling structure
and resonator is approximately 50 ohms until the cutoff frequency.
Fig. 4.22. a) Wideband simulated vs. measured results of the fabri-
cated filter showing a 17-to-1 upper passband. S. = simulated, M. =
measured. b) Simulated input impedance of coupling structure and
resonator.
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Agreement can be seen between measured and simulated results. However, the
measured results have worse return loss than the simulated results and slight discrep-
ancies with the simulated results in reflection zero location. This can be explained
by inaccuracies in fabrication of the height of the coupling structure relative to the
cavity loading post, mismatch at the coaxial-to-microstrip transition between SMA
connectors and the filter that was not taken into account in calibration, and the extra
length and loss due to the connectors.
Fig. 4.23 shows that the filter is tunable from 0.654 to 1.65 GHz while providing 15
dB to 35 dB of attenuation. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth varies from 1.2% to 3.2%
across the tuning range. This tuning range makes the filter relevant for attenuating
signals from television stations, cellular telephone towers, and LightSquared LTE [57]
systems.
Fig. 4.23. Narrowband measured results of the fabricated filter show-




A method to increase the passband of aperture coupled cavity resonator bandstop
filters was described which used resonances of the transmission lines between coupling
apertures. A six-resonator bandstop filter cascade using this method was demon-
strated, and a 7.8 to 1 upper passband was obtained. Continuous notch coverage of
0.85 to 6.6 GHz was achieved within the band. Enabled by the wide tuning ranges of
evanescent-mode cavity resonators, the filter shapes and orders across the band could
be tuned dynamically. These cascades can be modularly designed, with resonators of
different frequency coverage ranges added to or subtracted from the circuit to trade
off between attenuation level/response shape flexibility and passband insertion loss
due to the length of the feeding transmission line. Bandstop filter cascades like the
one demonstrated in this chapter are expected to be useful in systems that operate
over wide frequency bands in spectral environments with dynamic interference.
A tunable bandstop filter with a 17-to-1 ratio between its upper passband roll-off
frequency and its notch center frequency was also shown in this chapter. Such a wide
upper passband will aid in the design of very wide coverage range bandstop filter
cascades like the one shown in this chapter.
Cascades of bandpass and bandstop filters are also of interest to some systems.
Bandpass-bandstop filter cascades provide the narrow passband of a typical bandpass
filter with frequency ranges of very high isolation in the bandpass response’s skirt due
to the bandstop filters. However, since the bandpass filter is often not matched to
the system impedance away from the passband, it is significantly harder to cascade a
bandpass and bandstop filter than two bandstop filters because the bandstop filters
are matched to the system impedance away from the notch response. Methods for
properly designing tunable bandpass-bandstop filter cascades and practical limita-
tions will be described in the next chapter.
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4.9 Appendix: Coupling Aperture Parameter Extraction Formulas
The formulas for parameter extraction of the lumped element circle values in
the model in Fig. 4.4 b) from measured or simulated S parameter results, originally
























where i = 1,2 to represent the first and second resonance of the coupling aperture, f01
is the center frequency of the first resonance of the coupling aperture, f02 is the center
frequency of the second resonance of the coupling aperture, fT is the frequency of the
reflection minimum between the first and second resonance of the coupling aperture,
∆f3dBi is the 3 dB bandwidth of the i
th resonance of the coupling aperture, and Xii
and X21 are the imaginary parts of three Z-parameters at fT .
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5. TUNABLE BANDPASS-BANDSTOP FILTER
CASCADES FOR DYNAMIC HIGH ISOLATION
BETWEEN ADJACENT BANDS
5.1 Introduction
The tunable bandstop filters described in the previous chapters would compli-
ment wide bandwidth systems very well, allowing them to block dynamic, narrow
bandwidth interfering signals while remaining open to the majority of the spectrum
of interest. However, many systems are only interested in a narrow portion of the
spectrum at any one instant in time, and they would ideally be able to block all other
frequencies with infinite attenuation. The narrow band of interest may change in
frequency over time, and infinite attenuation is not practical. However, as cognitive
or spectrally aware radio architectures are advanced, they will become capable of
determining the location of interfering signals in the spectrum that have the highest
chance of saturating a receiver. Therefore, tunable, targeted, and deep transmission
nulls are highly desirable in the stopband of the receiver’s narrowband bandpass filter
response to remove the interfering signals and eliminate nonlinearities in the receive
chain. When such nulls are combined with a tunable passband response, the band
of interest can be received with low loss while strong interfering signals are strongly
attenuated. In contrast, a non-cognitive radio has to have the sharpest filter skirts
possible by using as many poles in the filter response as allowed by the system be-
cause the location of the interference is undetermined. Such an approach adds often
unnecessary insertion loss in the passband.
Dynamic, deep nulls in the spectrum, with 70 to 100 dB or more isolation, will
allow for the possibility of simultaneous transmission and reception even in systems
containing high power transmitters. Many current and future microwave applications
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would benefit from or even require these very high levels of isolation between cer-
tain, dynamic frequencies of interest. These applications include concurrent transmit-
receive systems [58], shared antenna aperture systems [59], and co-site interference
scenarios [60]. In some of these cases with high power transmitters, practical, tunable
bandpass filters or bandstop filters alone cannot provide the isolation required for pre-
venting self generated noise of a transmitter from leaking into the receiver path or
even saturation of a receiver’s low noise amplifier (LNA). Some cellular power ampli-
fiers have output spectra with noise power that is only 50 dB down several MHz away
from the edge of the bandwidth of the input signal [61]. Since such power amplifiers
often output 33 dBm and the receive path is only further isolated from the transmit
path by a diplexer that provides 50 dB isolation in some cases [62], noise leakage of
-67 dBm or more is possible in an adjacent band, which is a significant amount of
power compared to many wireless received signals. The result is a noisy receive signal
or low resolution in a receivers analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and thus bit error
rates (BER) that are higher than what is acceptable for the desired level of system
performance. In order to attenuate the self generated noise below the -100 dBm level
that is often approximately the noise floor in commercial silicon circuits, an addi-
tional 30 to 40 dB isolation is required. In order to obtain this level of isolation close
to the passband, the system could employ a very high order bandpass filter or one
with transmission zeros. However, these techniques add passband insertion loss or
group delay variation. A Butterworth 0.5% 3 dB fractional bandwidth null with the
required isolation could be created using resonators with a Q of 1200 that would not
greatly increase passband insertion loss or group delay ripple by using a well designed
cascade of bandpass and bandstop filters.
For example, it could be desired to have a high power, shared aperture antenna
system that could transmit and receive at the same time on constantly varying fre-
quency bands. Such a system could employ a tunable bandpass filter that tracks the
receive band frequency. Many tunable bandpass filters that could be used in this case
have been developed recently. Examples include filters with relatively high Q values
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that can tune over an octave [63] and others with reconfigurable shapes [64]. The
widest-tuning bandpass filters are YIG (yttrium-iron-garnet) devices [65]. However,
the high power signals involved could be too large for a bandpass filter to attenuate to
a desired level, especially for a close transmit-receive band spacing. Conversely, the
example system could use a tunable bandstop filter set the to receive band frequency
range to attenuate the energy from the transmitter that is input to the receiver. Re-
cent tunable bandstop filters are able to achieve up to 50 dB of attenuation [66],
which could possibly reduce the power level difference between transmit and receive
signals present at the LNA input to within the dynamic range of the system. How-
ever, using these bandstop filters will only enable the system to work well in a sparse
spectrum without other interfering signals since it will not provide appreciable atten-
uation at frequencies other than the transmit frequency. Finally, the example shared
aperture system could utilize an elliptic filter with a transmission null positioned at
the transmitter frequency. However, implementing a tunable transmission null that
is independent of the passband is difficult in elliptic filters, so the transmit frequency
would have to be static, which is limiting.
A bandpass-bandstop filter cascade provides the benefits of all of the previously
discussed filters, enabling the example shared aperture system to operate in most
spectral environments. The frequency response of such a filter cascade using a second-
order Butterworth bandpass filter and a second-order Butterworth bandstop filter can
be seen in Fig. 5.1. Note that both the bandpass passband and bandstop stopband
are independently tunable, so isolation on the order of 90 dB is possible between
dynamic frequencies of interest. In this chapter, we show the capabilities of this filter
system to demonstrate up to 120 dB of isolation when proper design rules are fol-
lowed, but also that unwanted peaks will be generated in the frequency response that
exacerbate the interference problem if the design rules are not followed. This poten-
tial for causing more harm than good by including the bandstop filter has not been
described previously, and it is important to understand for the operation of widely
tunable filters in cascade circuits. Before discussing these results and design rules, a
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Fig. 5.1. Measured response of a tunable second-order bandpass filter
cascaded with a tunable second-order bandstop filter. This cascade
circuit allows high, dynamic isolation between two frequencies of in-
terest.
novel bandstop filter design that will be used in measurement setups is presented in
the next section.
5.2 Variable Bandwidth Bandstop Filter Design and Initial Filter Cas-
cade Measurements
5.2.1 Variable Bandwidth Bandstop Filter Design
The proposed bandstop filter design and equivalent lumped element circuit are
shown in Fig. 5.2. The shunt cavity resonators are coupled to using a varactor loaded
transmission line, which will be called the inter-resonator transmission line to separate
it from the inter-filter transmission line that is between the bandpass and bandstop
filters in the cascade circuit to be shown. The high Q resonators are designed in 3.175
mm thick Rogers TMM3 substrate and defined by vias. The resonators capacitive
posts are covered with a 1 µm layer of Parylene-N from Specialty Coating Systems
to prevent shorting of the capacitor plates. A 0.38 mm thick commercially available
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Fig. 5.2. a) 3-D layout of proposed bandstop filter. b) Equivalent
circuit with lumped element transmission line approximation.
piezoelectric actuator from Piezo Systems Inc. is attached to the copper membrane
to allow for frequency tuning. High resonator Q values in bandstop filters allow for
deeper notches for a given bandwidth and less insertion loss in the pass band. The
measured Q value for the resonators used in this design is 757 at 2.85 GHz.
The geometry of the slots in the ground plane for external coupling into the
resonators was chosen to be semi-circular to align to the magnetic field pattern of the
first mode of the resonator while minimizing the perturbation to the microstrip line.
The size of the slots was chosen to achieve the transformer ratio that results in the
desired bandwidth for a given post size that maximizes the resonator Q [67]. Ansoft
HFSS and Agilent ADS software was used to find the optimal slot size, setting the














where T is the transformer ratio created by the slot in the ground plane.
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The inter-resonator transmission line was fabricated using 0.787 mm thick Rogers
Duroid 5880 material and laminated to the resonators. The length of the inter-
resonator transmission line was chosen to be a quarter wavelength impedance trans-
former at the upper end of the tunable range. Therefore, the impedance transformer
is a quarter wavelength or less over the tunable frequency range. As shown in [68], the
resonators load the through line and the rate of change of their reactance is greater on
the high frequency side of the notch than the low frequency side, producing asymme-
try in the response. Shortening the transformer from its nominal quarter wavelength
is a common way to mitigate this asymmetry.
The impedance of the inter-resonator transmission line impedance transformer was
increased to a value of 66 ohms. This was done to reduce the nominal capacitance
of the line because it is capacitively loaded with three varactors in order to tune the
bandwidth of the filter. When transforming the first resonator of a low pass filter
prototype to a parallel bandstop configuration, the bandwidth can be specified in





where g1 is the filter coefficient for a low pass filter proto-type and ∆ is the frac-
tional bandwidth of the filter. A similar expression can be derived in terms of the
capacitance of the resonator that shows the same inverse relationship to system char-
acteristic impedance. As seen in Fig. 5.2, these varactors can be thought of as an
additional shunt capacitor in the lumped element equivalent of the inter-resonator
transmission line. As the varactor capacitance is increased, the capacitance of the
inter-resonator transmission line increases, decreasing its characteristic impedance
and thus increasing the fractional bandwidth of the filter. The response of the filter
away from the notch frequency degrades with increasing loading because of worsening
return loss, so the value of 66 ohms was chosen as a trade-off between the out of band
reflection and the bandwidth tuning range. A Microsemi MV20001-150A varactor
with low absolute capacitance and high capacitance tuning range (0.15 pF-0.5 pF)
was used as a loading element.
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5.2.2 Initial Measured Results
Measured results showing the bandpass filter from [64] being tuned about the
bandstop filter described in the above section when it is tuned to a static frequency
are shown in Fig. 5.3. This would represent the case where the receive band is
Fig. 5.3. Bandpass filter being tuned around a bandstop filter, useful
in a situation with a constant interferer.
searching for a signal in the presence of a fixed interferer. Measured results showing
the bandstop filter being tuned about a fixed bandpass filter are shown in Fig. 5.4,
representing the case when an interferer is hopping through the spectrum around a
fixed receive band. These plots show that isolation of 70-90 dB is possible between
two spectrally close frequencies of interest over the 2.3 to 3.0 GHz band. Fig. 5.5
compares the cascaded result to the response of a simple two pole bandpass filter,
showing the deep notch in the spectrum comes at the expense of 0.7 dB extra insertion
loss in the pass band. The total pass band insertion loss of the four resonator chain
increases to 3.4 dB. Fig. 5.6 a) shows that the bandpass and bandstop filters can be
tuned within 55 MHz of one another around 2.63 GHz (2.1%). In Fig. 5.6 a), the
bandpass filter is tuned to 2.595 GHz and the bandstop filter is tuned to 2.650 GHz.
The bandpass filter insertion loss increases from 3.4 dB to 4.9 dB at this 2.1% spacing
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Fig. 5.4. Bandstop filter being tuned around a bandpass filter, useful
in a situation with a hopping interferer.
Fig. 5.5. Comparison of bandpass filter response (red dotted line)
with response of cascaded bandpass and bandstop filters (solid black
line).
and degrades further at lower spacings. Using the varactors on the inter-resonator
transmission line, the bandstop filters -20 dB bandwidth was tunable with a width of
24.5 MHz to 41.0 MHz centered at 2.625 GHz using a varactor voltage range of 0 V to
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5 V. A system of this configuration also presents many other useful possibilities. For
example, while the filter cascade is designed to allow a two pole notch response on
the skirt of a bandpass filter, the poles of the bandstop filter can be tuned to different
frequencies to create notches at varying positions in the spectrum. Fig. 5.6 b) shows
measured results of a tunable two pole bandpass filter cascaded with a tunable two
pole bandstop filter where the two poles of the bandstop filter have been tuned to
create dual notches about the bandpass filter pass band, resulting in a quasi-elliptic
filter response for the entire circuit.
Fig. 5.6. a) Bandstop filter tuned within 55MHz of bandpass filter
with minimal effect on bandpass filter insertion loss. b) Comparison of
bandpass filter response (dashed red line) to response when bandstop
poles are tuned to different frequencies about the bandpass response
(solid black line).
5.3 Bandpass-Bandstop Filter Cascade Performance Over Wide Frequency
Tuning Ranges
While the concept of a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade was shown in the previous
section, the theoretical limitations of such a circuit were not analyzed. This section
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contains analysis of the theoretical limitations of bandpass-bandstop filter cascades
over wide frequency tuning ranges.
5.3.1 Bandpass-Bandstop Filter Cascade Theory
General Coupling Matrix Model
For simplicity, a single bandpass filter in series with a single bandstop filter, both
of second-order, will be analyzed. However, this method could be extended to higher-
order filter cascades, with the only trade-off being more complicated equations. The
filters will be connected using a transmission line of a certain length and characteristic
impedance equal to the system characteristic impedance. An example of two of the
possible coupling diagrams for the total circuit can be seen in Fig. 5.7.
Fig. 5.7. Bandpass-bandstop filter cascade coupling diagrams. a)
Bandpass filter connected to bandstop filter with 90 degree transmis-
sion line represented by the connection between two non-resonating
nodes (NRN). b) Bandpass filter connected to bandstop filter with
180 degree transmission line represented by the connections between
three NRNs.
For the second-order filter analysis in this chapter, both external coupling values
will be equal to each other and symmetries such as the source-to-load coupling being
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the same as the load-to-source coupling can be taken advantage of to simplify the
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where the subscripts 0 and 3 correspond to the source and load, respectively, and
subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the first and second resonator, respectively.
It can be shown with coupling matrix methods [69] that the coupling matrix for
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These coupling matrices can be combined [70], along with non-resonating nodes
(NRNs) that allow representation of a ninety degree inter-filter transmission line
through their coupling mechanism, into the color-coded and line type segregated ma-
trix in Fig 5.8 a). The color coding and line type corresponds to the component
outlines in Fig. 5.7, where red solid represents the bandpass filter, blue dashed rep-
resents the ninety degree inter-filter transmission line, and green dotted represents
the bandstop filter. α and γ represent scaling factors that allow the bandpass filter
to have a different bandwidth than the bandstop filter, as only one frequency trans-
formation can be used in the general coupling matrix method. Also, M11 represents
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Fig. 5.8. a) Coupling matrix for 2-pole bandpass filter in series with a
2-pole bandstop filter, connected with a 90 degree transmission line.
b) Coupling matrix for 2-pole bandpass filter in series with a 2-pole
bandstop filter, connected with a 180 degree transmission line.
the frequency offset of the bandpass filter from the bandstop filter, where the band-
stop filter is centered at 0 rad/s in the normalized frequency domain low pass filter
prototype. Since the bandpass filter is synchronously tuned, M22 = M11.
The frequency response in Fig. 5.9 results from the coupling matrix in Fig. 5.8
a). It can be seen that an unwanted peak appears at the bandstop filter frequency of
operation, resulting in a reduction of attenuation of the undesired signal compared
to using a bandpass filter alone. This unwanted peak is the result of a resonance
created by the inter-filter transmission line. It can be understood by cutting the
connection between the filters and the inter-filter transmission line at the filter ports
and looking at the phase of the bandpass output impedance and the phase of the
bandstop input impedance. This concept is shown graphically in the real frequency
domain in Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5.10 shows a bandpass filter centered at 3 GHz and a
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Fig. 5.9. Analytical response with unwanted peak that can result
from improper design of a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade circuit.
Reduction of attenuation at the bandstop filter frequency compared
to using the bandpass filter alone is seen.
Fig. 5.10. Explanation of the unwanted peak seen in Fig. 5.9.
bandstop filter centered at 2.7 GHz. It can be seen that for a bandpass filter with
parallel resonators, the phase response at 2.7 GHz (the bandstop filter frequency of
operation) approaches that of a short circuit as the frequency decreases away from the
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passband. Similarly, it can be seen that for a bandstop filter with parallel resonators,
the phase response at 2.7 GHz approaches that of an open circuit. This results in
the inter-filter transmission line being terminated in an approximate short circuit on
one side and an approximate open circuit on the other. When the electrical length
is ninety degrees long at the bandstop filter frequency of operation, the inter-filter
transmission line acts as a planar transmission line resonator.
The unwanted peak at the bandstop frequency of operation can be removed by
changing the electrical length of the inter-filter transmission line. For example, the
circuit in Fig. 5.7 b) employs a 180 degree transmission line, and it can be represented
by the coupling matrix in Fig. 5.8 b), where the same color-coding and line type as
in Fig. 5.8 a) applies. The frequency response in Fig. 5.11 results from the coupling
matrix in Fig. 5.8 b). Note that the desired response is achieved, and the unwanted
peak at the bandstop filter frequency of operation is gone. The coupling matrix model
Fig. 5.11. Analytical response that can result from proper design of
a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade circuit. An increase in attenua-
tion at the bandstop filter frequency is seen compared to using the
bandpass filter alone.
above shows that bandpass-bandstop cascade circuits will provide the desired response
only if the filters are connected with the correct length of transmission line, which is
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equivalent to saying that the circuits will only work if the filters are tuned to certain
frequencies. This is limiting in a widely tunable system. In addition, the coupling
matrix model assumes that the coupling values for the filters do not change when
the filters are tuned over a wide frequency range. In practice, it is very difficult to
fabricate a widely tunable filter with static coupling relationships. For this reason, the
combined sub-matrix method discussed above is only an approximation that can be
used to obtain estimations quickly. In order to determine the potential performance
of a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade as it is tuned over a wide frequency range, a
model that includes the length of the inter-filter transmission line as a parameter is
needed. An ABCD matrix model of the circuit will accomplish this, as well as verify
the estimation capability of the general coupling matrix model discussed above.
ABCD Matrix Model
The scattering (S) parameters of the bandpass filter and bandstop filter can be
solved from their individual general coupling matrix models through standard meth-
ods [25]. The S parameters of the two filters can be converted to ABCD parameters,
and the ABCD parameters of a transmission line are readily known [24]. The ABCD









where β =2πf/c, f is frequency, c is the speed of light, ℓ is the physical length of the
transmission line, and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
Note that (5.6) includes the length of the transmission line as a parameter that
can be continuously varied. The three ABCD matrices for the bandpass filter, the
inter-filter transmission line, and the bandstop filter can be matrix multiplied to
obtain an ABCD matrix for the entire cascade circuit. Finally, the cascade ABCD
matrix can be converted to an S parameter matrix for the entire cascade circuit that
has the length of the inter-filter transmission line as well as the bandstop frequency
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of operation (through β) as continuously tunable parameters. This model can be
used to determine the range of inter-filter transmission line electrical lengths over
which acceptable performance is achieved. For example, if acceptable performance is
defined as being within 20 dB of the maximum level of isolation that the bandpass-
bandstop filter cascade circuit can produce, the circuit will meet specification as long
as the inter-filter transmission line electrical length is between 99 and 261 degrees (or
integer multiples). This can be seen graphically in Fig. 5.12. Frequency responses
Fig. 5.12. Analytical results showing the range of inter-filter trans-
mission line electrical lengths for which the bandpass-bandstop filter
cascade circuit can provide within 20 dB of its maximum isolation
level, which in this case occurs for an inter-filter transmission line
electrical length of 180 degrees.
from the ABCD matrix model for thirty-two evenly spaced bandstop filter tuning
frequencies are shown superimposed in Fig. 5.13. Fig. 5.13 is drawn with an inter-filter
transmission line length of 46 mm and a relative dielectric constant of 2.1 to model the
physical structure that will be described in the measured results section below. The
largest increase in isolation (for parallel bandpass resonators and parallel bandstop
resonators) is achieved with an inter-filter transmission line that is 180 degrees in
electrical length at the bandstop filter frequency of operation, which corresponds to
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Fig. 5.13. Analytical response of bandstop filter being tuned about a
static 3.0 GHz bandpass filter. Note the unwanted peaks seen at 1.12
and 3.36 GHz. These frequencies correspond to when the inter-filter
transmission line is 90 and 270 degrees, respectively. Also note that
the S11 is plotted for all 32 instances of the frequency response and
that it stays at a constant 20 dB equi-ripple level as the bandstop
filter is tuned about the bandpass filter.
2.24 GHz in Fig. 5.13. As the bandstop filter tunes and thus the electrical length of
the transmission line at the bandstop filter frequency changes, the response slowly
progresses toward the worst performance configuration, which can be seen at 1.12
GHz and 3.36 GHz in Fig. 5.13. These frequencies correspond to where the inter-
filter transmission line is 90 and 270 degrees long, respectively. However, the takeaway
from Fig. 5.13 is that good cascade circuit performance (high isolation) is possible
over a wide variation in electrical lengths. This implies that dynamic, high isolation
is possible over a wide frequency tuning range, beyond an octave.
Further Reconfigurability Through Bandstop Filter Shape Tuning
Many bandstop filters have been presented that have adjustable characteristics
beyond being tunable in frequency. Some have a tunable level of attenuation [34],
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and others have constant bandwidth over wide tuning ranges [71]. All of this reconfig-
urability can be used in a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade to aid in blocking dynamic
interference. Recently, a bandstop filter with the capability to tune its shape from a
Butterworth to Chebychev response was proposed [36]. This second-order bandstop
filter uses a non-zero inter-resonator coupling value and asymmetric tuning of the
self coupling of its resonators to achieve its shape reconfiguring capability. A certain
combination of inter-resonator coupling and resonator self-coupling values achieves
a Butterworth response. A Chebychev response can be obtained from this Butter-
worth response merely by tuning the self coupling of the resonators. For example, a
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where M22 = −M11 here because the resonators are tuned asynchronously. An equi-
ripple Chebychev bandstop filter shape can be obtained by tuning the resonator self
coupling values away from the values in (5.7).
The shape changing capability of this filter is expected to be useful for trading
stopband depth for width. For example, a bandstop filter could offer 40 dB of extra
attenuation in a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade over a narrow bandwidth in Butter-
worth mode, or the filter could be reconfigured to Chebychev mode to maximize the
bandwidth over which it provides 10 dB of extra isolation, depending on the spectral
environment.
5.3.2 Comparison to Elliptic Filters
The frequency response of a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade looks very similar
to what could be achieved with an elliptic filter. However, there are some important
differences in capability and implementation between these two filter functions that
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make both valuable in different system applications. For this analysis, we will com-
pare a fourth-order elliptic filter with two transmission zeros at one frequency with
a second-order bandpass filter cascaded with a second-order bandstop filter. This
comparison will use the same number of total resonators and the same number of
transmission zeros in both cases.
The coupling diagram and frequency response of the fourth-order elliptic filter
can be seen in Fig. 5.14. Two transmission zeros are set to a normalized frequency of
Fig. 5.14. Frequency response and coupling diagram for a fourth-order
elliptic filter with two transmission zeros at j10 normalized frequency.
Note that in order to tune the transmission null independently of
the passband without affecting its shape, all resonators and coupling
values must be tuned.
-10. Compared to the filter cascade that will be shown below, this filter has a steeper
roll-off adjacent to the passband, providing good selectivity. Elliptic filters can also
be tuned over wide frequency ranges [72], providing adaptable selectivity.
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Fig. 5.15. Frequency response and coupling diagram for a second-
order bandpass filter cascaded with a second-order bandstop filter at
six separate bandstop tuning frequencies. Note that in order to tune
the transmission null, only the resonators of the bandstop filter need
to be tuned.
When the passband of an elliptic filter is tuned, the transmission zeros usually
tune the same amount. For maximum flexibility, tuning the transmission zeros in-
dependently of the passband is desirable. However, this is very difficult to achieve
in elliptic filters with two transmission zeros on one side of the passband because
of the inherent dependencies of elliptic filter coupling coefficients. As can be seen
in Fig. 5.14, all coupling values and resonator frequencies need to be tunable to en-
able an elliptic filter with independently tuning (non-symmetric about the passband)
transmission zeros and a preserved passband shape. The transmission zero locations
in this elliptic topology are also very sensitive to the M24 coupling coefficient. In
some cases, deviation in M24 of 0.1% can split the transmission zeros to two separate
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frequencies, leaving very little additional attenuation at the desired transmission zero
frequency. A filter with this level of reconfigurability and coupling coefficient control
is extremely difficult to implement.
The benefit of using a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade is the ease of implementing
transmission nulls that can tune independently of the filter passband. The coupling
diagram and frequency response for six separate tunings of the bandstop filter are
shown superimposed in Fig. 5.15. Note that in order to tune the transmission null,
only the center frequencies of the bandstop resonators need to be tuned, and the
passband shape is preserved throughout the tuning range. This is a much more easily
realizable circuit if independently tuning transmission nulls are desired. However,
the bandpass-bandstop filter cascade in this example provides a more gradual roll-off
adjacent to the passband compared to the elliptic filter since it uses only a second-
order bandpass filter.
5.3.3 Measured Results II
Highly loaded evanescent-mode cavity [64], [55], [73] bandpass and bandstop filters
were fabricated and cascaded [74] for the purpose of verifying the theory above. A
photograph of the measured filters can be seen in Fig. 5.16. The center frequencies of
each resonator are tunable through the use of piezoelectric actuators. The piezoelec-
tric actuators were biased using integrated connectors and bias lines fabricated on a
1 mil thick liquid crystal polymer (LCP) substrate. Several filter cascade circuit fre-
quency response plots beyond what will be shown below can be seen in [74]. Methods
for determining the physical size of the structures for bandpass inter-resonator cou-
pling, the bandpass external coupling, and bandstop external coupling can be found
in [25], [75], and [76] respectively. Piezoelectric actuator bias voltages ranged from
-200 V to 200 V. Fig. 5.17 shows the measured frequency response for the situation
where the inter-filter transmission line electrical length is 270 degrees at the band-
stop filter frequency of operation. Note the unwanted peak in the S21 response at 3.36
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Fig. 5.16. Top and bottom view of measured devices connected by an
SMA-to-SMA inter-filter adapter/transmission line. Biasing connec-
tors and traces are integrated into the filter, and bias is applied using
benchtop power supplies.
Fig. 5.17. Measured results showing the unwanted peak in the re-
sponse formed when the bandpass filter is connected to the bandstop
filter with a transmission line that is 270 degrees long at the bandstop
filter frequency of operation.
GHz, which is the bandstop filter frequency of operation in this plot. Compared to
the bandpass filter alone, the cascade circuit attenuates the signal about 20 dB less
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in this configuration. The theoretical unwanted peak in Fig. 5.13 predicts a 27 dB
reduction in attenuation at the bandstop filter frequency. The 7 dB difference can be
attributed to the finite Q of the filters, loss in the inter-filter transmission line, and
interaction effects from the physical geometry of the filters that are not captured in
the theoretical responses plotted in Fig. 5.13.
Additional measured results of the filter cascade can be seen in Fig. 5.18. It
Fig. 5.18. Measured results of a bandstop filter tuning around a static
bandpass filter. Up to 100 dB of isolation is shown between the pass-
band and transmission null.
can be seen that the transmission null can be tuned about a static passband without
affecting the passband shape unless a very small passband to transmission null spacing
is employed. The transmission null is continuously tunable from 2.6 to 3.0 GHz when
the bandpass filter is tuned to 2.8 GHz. This frequency range corresponds to where
the inter-filter transmission line is an electrical length of 209 to 241 degrees long,
showing that good performance can be achieved when the bandstop filter frequency
of operation is well removed from where the inter-filter transmission line is 180 degrees,
the ideal case. It can be seen that the shape of the transmission null is not symmetric
like it is in the analytical response. Since open transmission lines (microstrip and
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coplanar waveguide) and connectors were utilized, there was trace levels of radiation
and substrate coupling on the order of -60 to -90 dB that is not included in the
analytical filter models. This coupling affects the precise shape of the filter response,
such as symmetry around the transmission null. A closed transmission line, such as a
stripline, is recommended to reduce these trace level effects. Nonetheless, the response
demonstrates that deep isolation is achievable even in a practical implementation that
has stray coupling. The passband can also be tuned around a static transmission null
as shown in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20, which show measured vs. simulated S11 and S21 data,
respectively. Simulations for the bandpass filter and bandstop filter were performed
Fig. 5.19. Measured vs. simulated S11 results for the fabricated
bandpass-bandstop filter cascade.
separately in Ansoft HFSS due to processing limitations. The results for each filter
were then exported as s2p files to Agilent ADS and cascaded with a transmission
line to simulate the entire measured circuit. It is important to understand that this
simulation method does not completely capture stray coupling effects between the
filters because they are modeled as isolated blocks in Agilent ADS. This, combined
with fabrication tolerances and calibration only to the connectors of the cascade, is the
cause of the slight variations seen in the measured vs. simulated data in Figs. 5.19 and
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Fig. 5.20. Measured vs. simulated S21 results for the fabricated
bandpass-bandstop filter cascade.
5.20. The insertion loss in the passband is 3.1 to 3.4 dB across the bandpass tuning
range, and the passband has a 0.9% 3 dB bandwidth. Some of this loss is due to the
connection between the filters, which includes two SMA connectors and an SMA-SMA
adapter. Through measuring the bandpass and bandstop filter independently, it was
deduced that this connection produced 0.4 dB of loss. In a system implementation of
a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade, the connection between the filters would ideally
have much lower loss. Since both the bandpass and bandstop filters are independently
tunable, dynamic isolation from 80 to 100 dB is achieved between the passband and
transmission null.
Using the Butterworth-to-Chebychev reconfigurable filter first demonstrated in
[36], it is possible to implement a tunable transmission null shape on the skirt of the
passband. This is shown in Fig. 5.21, where the filters are slightly tuned between
the two shown states of the transmission null for clarity. The 55 dB bandwidth in
the Butterworth case is 16 MHz, and the 55 dB bandwidth in the Chebychev case
is 30 MHz, an increase of 87.5%. The ability to switch between Butterworth and
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Fig. 5.21. Measured results showing tuning between a Butterworth
and Chebychev bandstop response on the skirt of the bandpass fil-
ter. This ability promises to be useful in spectral environments with
interferers of varying widths and shapes.
Chebychev responses is dynamic. This capability would be useful in system that
operates in multiple spectral environments with interferers of varying bandwidths.
Instead of using the approach of the previous paragraph, it may be desirable in
some systems to use a wider bandstop filter of higher order to provide deep isolation
over a wider bandwidth than what is shown in this chapter. The evanescent-mode
cavities used in this experiment are highly loaded, and it is difficult to obtain small
external coupling values when using magnetic field external coupling with them. This
limits the bandwidth that is achievable in a filter design. The concepts described
in this chapter are applicable to bandstop filters of wider bandwidth, but there is a
tradeoff in available tuning range. The reason for this tradeoff can be best understood
by looking at Fig. 5.10. As the bandstop filter bandwidth widens, the frequency where
the inter-filter transmission line will resonate if terminated correctly has a larger
chance of being in the null of the bandstop filter. When the inter-filter transmission
line resonant frequency is in the null of the bandstop filter, the bandstop side of
the transmission line will be terminated with impedance that approaches an open
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circuit for parallel resonators. If the other side of the transmission line is terminated
by a parallel resonator bandpass filter that is not tuned to the frequency where the
transmission line is a resonator, it will be presented with impedance that approaches
a short circuit for parallel resonators. For a ninety degree inter-filter transmission
line, a resonance would occur over a wider range of bandstop tuning frequencies as
the bandstop filter bandwidth widens. However, for fractional bandwidths less than
10%, the available theoretical tuning range is still very wide. An example of a wider-
bandwidth null bandpass-bandstop filter cascade will be shown in the next section.
5.4 Higher-Order Bandpass-Bandstop Filter Cascades for Wider and Deeper
Isolation
In order to show isolation over 100 dB over more significant bandwidths, a 2-pole
tunable bandpass filter was cascaded with two 4-pole tunable bandstop filters for a
total of 10 poles. A diagrams of this circuit can be seen in Fig. 5.22. The bandpass
Fig. 5.22. 10–pole bandpass-bandstop filter cascade.
filter alone is able to provide 50 dB to 60 dB attenuation away from its passbands,
and the 4-pole bandstop filters are also able to provide up to 60 dB attenuation.
Because of the noise floor limitation of available network analyzers, the sensitivity
of the measurement setup was limited to about 95 dB attenuation. Therefore, in
order to show the full attenuation capability of the higher-order bandpass-bandstop
filter cascades, the filters were measured individually and then cascaded in Agilent
Advanced Design System (ADS) software using s2p file block circuit elements and
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a transmission line. It is important to note that synthesizing final measurements
Fig. 5.23. Measured results of a cascade of a 2-pole bandpass filter
with two 4-pole bandstop filters.
in this manner does not account for any stray coupling effects between the two filter
structures and therefore ultimately needs to be verified by another means for complete
certainty. For example, while the coupling apertures of the filters are operated well
below the cutoff frequency where they are efficient radiators, they do still radiate at
trace levels. Whether this trace radiation is enough to limit the isolation provided
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by the bandpass-bandstop filter cascade is implementation-specific and is yet to be
tested.
Measured results of the 2-pole bandpass filter cascaded with two 4-pole bandstop
filters can be seen in Fig. 5.23. The top picture shows a 2-pole bandpass filter re-
sponse with 7 bandstop poles at 2.9 GHz and 1 bandstop pole at 3.9 GHz. 120 dB
attenuation was achieved over a 21 MHz bandwidth at 2.9 GHz, which is a 0.72%
fractional bandwidth. The bottom picture in Fig. 5.23 shows the same filter cas-
cade with the bandstop resonators spaced over the upper stopband of the bandpass
filter, selectively providing small bandwidths of additional attenuation. Such a re-
sponse uses the dynamic pole allocation technique first descibed in Chapter 2. Such
a configuration would be useful in an environment with several relevant interferers.
5.5 Conclusion
Tunable, substrate integrated, high Q bandpass-bandstop filter cascades were
demonstrated that were capable of providing up to 120 dB isolation between two
dynamically selectable frequencies of interest in synthesized measurements. Up to
100 dB isolation was measured real-time. It is shown that the bandpass and band-
stop filters can be brought within 55 MHz of one another at 2.63 GHz (2.1% spacing)
before they start to greatly affect each others responses. This capability would be
useful in concurrent transmit-receive systems, shared aperture systems, and environ-
ments with strong co-site interference. Theory was developed through the use of
general coupling matrix methods and ABCD parameter methods. The theory ex-
plains the behavior of the cascade circuit over wide frequency tuning ranges, and it
was determined that good performance can be achieved over more than an octave.
Measurements of evanescent-mode cavity filters were made to verify this theory, and
good agreement was achieved.
Bandpass-bandstop filter cascade circuits were compared to elliptic filters due to
the similarities in their filter functions. It was determined that elliptic filters of a
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given order have steeper roll-off from their passband, but less flexibility in tuning
transmission zeros. The flexibility in transmission null placement obtained from us-
ing a bandpass-bandstop filter cascade is expected to be extremely useful in the open
spectral environment of the future. Filter cascades of this type allow sensitive re-
ceivers to operate in the presence of spectrally close high power signals. The ability
to do this is vital to optimize the capabilities of communication systems in spectrally
dense environments. Systems having high power transmitters and sensitive receivers
will be able to operate both concurrently instead of being constrained to use time





The bandstop filters and filter cascades described in previous chapters could
enhance the interference immunity of wide bandwidth systems, and the bandpass-
bandstop filter cascades described in the previous chapter could do the same for
narrow bandwidth systems that experience high power interference. However, with
the recent increased interest in reconfigurable integrated circuit technology, future
systems may have the capability of converting from relatively wide bandwidth modes
to narrow bandwidth modes. In addition, with the spectrum becoming more dynamic
every day, interference profiles and power levels experienced by a system frequently
change. Therefore, as modern microwave systems are progressed toward spectrally
cognitive operation, more filter reconfigurability will be necessary to enable the full
potential of these systems performance [6].
There has been much recent interest in tunable filters for cognitive and reconfig-
urable systems, especially tunable bandpass filters. Some of these filters demonstrate
relatively high Q values and can tune over an octave [63], and some have recon-
figurable shapes [64]. Recent progress has also been made in tunable bandstop fil-
ters [34]. These bandstop filters are important in spectrally dense environments where
interference is a large concern. In an open spectrum with multiple cognitive radios
simultaneously operating in it, an increasingly dynamic filter shape may be needed
by a new radio for it to effectively join the environment. If this open environment
contained several low-power interfering signals as in Fig. 6.1 a), this radio could most
optimally benefit from a narrow-band bandpass filter centered at its receive frequency
band to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the environment changes so that
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Fig. 6.1. a) Spectrum where a bandpass filter would be most useful for
isolating a narrow band signal of interest. Note that a bandstop filter
could be useful if a wide receive spectrum was desired. b) Spectrum
where a bandstop filter would be most useful for isolating the signal
of interest. These signals were adapted from an Agilent ADS example
WCDMA project.
it includes a higher power interferer that is spectrally close to the receive band of
the radio, as in Fig. 6.1 b), the radio may lose its ability to resolve desired signals
well. In this situation, the SNR could possibly be maximized if the radio was able
to place a deep bandstop filter response at the high-power interferer’s frequency of
operation. In addition, if the new radio has a high-power transmitter, the existing
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radios may need to dynamically place a transmission null at the new radio’s operat-
ing frequency so that they can maximize their levels of performance in the changed
spectral environment.
Filters occupy a relatively large amount of physical space in modern wireless
systems compared with other typical radio components, most of which are now easily
integrated on chip. In many cases, it would be impractical to implement both tunable
bandpass filter banks and tunable bandstop filter banks in a system due to size
constraints. A possible solution to this problem is to implement sets of coupled
resonators whose response can be dynamically switched between a bandpass and
bandstop shape, saving space while providing added flexibility to a system. This
response reconfiguration concept is shown in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.3 shows that Chebyshev
Fig. 6.2. Concept of a bandpass filter that can switch its response to
that of a bandstop filter by toggling a switch.
bandpass, elliptic bandpass, and bandstop responses can be obtained from the same
set of resonators if their coupling values are tunable. Note that Fig. 6.3 is theoretical,
and the ability to achieve all three responses in Fig. 6.3 would require components
that have wider tuning ranges than what is commercially available today. However,
with the wide array of switches and varactors that are available today, the theory
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Fig. 6.3. Simulated results showing possible S21 responses of a set
of two tunable resonators with tunable external and/or source-load
coupling values.
presented below can be used to implement a filter that can transform between any
single bandpass filter shape and any single bandstop filter shape. Fig. 6.4 shows
the coupling diagram of the theoretical structure needed to implement the responses
shown in Fig. 6.3. The dashed lines represent tunable or switchable coupling values,
and the solid line represents static coupling.
A filter with the ability to switch between Chebyshev bandpass, elliptic band-
pass, and ”off” responses was shown in [77]. In contrast, the filter presented in this
chapter switches between designed bandpass and bandstop filter responses, which is
fundamentally different functionality. Bandpass-to-bandstop filter reconfigurability
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Fig. 6.4. Coupling diagram needed for implementation of a filter with
responses shown in Fig. 6.3. Note that the resonant frequencies of the
two resonators are independently tunable.
has been achieved in [78] and [79]. However, the filters demonstrated in these papers
are not tunable and use relatively low Q resonators that result in spectrally wide
responses. The filter in [78] uses the frequency-selective behavior of a cascade of unit
electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures that can be switched to exhibit either
a bandpass or bandstop response, and [79] demonstrates a bandpass-to-bandstop
filter with a closed-ring resonator whose reconfigurability results from the pertur-
bation effect on degenerate modes. In contrast, this chapter demonstrates a filter
that can switch between many commonly prescribed narrow-band filter functions.
For example, the theory described in this chapter could be used to create a filter that
could switch between a Butterworth bandpass response and a Chebyshev bandstop re-
sponse. In general, while the previous solutions are innovative, bandpass-to-bandstop
reconfigurable filters suitable for integration into a tunable, narrow-band system have
not been demonstrated. This chapter develops the theory of narrow-band, prescribed-
response, bandpass-to-bandstop electronically reconfigurable filters and demonstrates
a novel, high-Q , tunable, evanescent-mode cavity design with new capabilities not
found in previous designs.
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6.2 Bandpass-to-Bandstop Reconfigurable Filter Theory
The same geometry resonators can be used for a bandpass or a bandstop filter
if the coupling relationships between the source, load, and resonators are changed
appropriately. For the second-order filter analysis in this chapter, both external
coupling values will be equal to each other, the resonator self-coupling values will
have the same magnitude but opposite sign, and symmetries such as the source-to-
load coupling being the same as the load-to-source coupling can be taken advantage
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where the subscripts 0 and 3 correspond to the source and load, respectively, and
subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the first and second resonators, respectively.
It can be shown with coupling matrix methods [69] that the coupling matrix for
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Compared to the bandstop filter in (6.3), the coupling matrix in (6.2) has two main
differences. Typical bandstop filters have a source-to-load coupling (M03) value equal
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to one, which is commonly implemented as a 90 transmission line. Also, common
bandstop filters have an inter-resonator coupling (M12) value of zero, indicating that
bandstop filters place the resonators in a shunt configuration, while bandpass filters,
with a nonzero M12 and zero-valued M03, place the resonators in a series configura-
tion. In addition to these two differences, the M01 value changes slightly between
the bandpass and bandstop cases. M01 becomes 1.189 in the normalized frequency
Butterworth bandstop case, compared with 0.8409 for the Butterworth bandpass case.
It is straightforward to change the zero-valued M03 of a bandpass filter to a value of
one through the use of switches with high isolation which switch in a 90◦ transmission
line between the resonators. In addition, a uniquely designed coupling structure will
be shown below that allows for the switching of M01 between the bandpass and
bandstop modes of the filter. However, changing from a nonzero M12 value to an
M12 value of zero is difficult in practice, since it is difficult to fully block the coupling
mechanism between resonators. Fortunately, it is possible to synthesize a bandpass-
to-bandstop reconfigurable filter with a nonzero M12 value if the resonators of the
filter can be tuned asynchronously [36].
The analysis in [36] begins with the general coupling matrix for a conventional
bandstop filter with synchronously tuned resonators. An example can be seen in
(6.3) for a synchronously tuned Butterworth bandstop filter. However, [36] shows
that (6.3) is just one of many possible Butterworth bandstop filter coupling matrices.
If (6.3) is allowed to have nonzero M11 and M12 values as in (6.1), an infinite number
of Butterworth bandstop filter coupling matrices is possible. Reference [36] shows








is satisfied, where primed quantities correspond to the new, asynchronously tuned
filter and unprimed quantities correspond to the original, synchronously tuned filter,

















is satisfied and M
′
01 = M01. In this example, M12, which is the inter-resonator coupling
for the synchronously tuned bandstop filter in (6.3), is zero. For an M
′
12 of one, an
M11 of 0.643 produces the Butterworth response of the original synchronously tuned
filter.
In most cases, the desired bandpass and bandstop response M matrices will have
different M12 values. However, it is possible to implement both matrices without a
tunable physical inter-resonator coupling structure in a filter. In a physical filter im-
plementation at microwave frequencies, the inter-resonator coupling coefficient k12 can
sometimes describe coupling values between resonators more clearly since it accounts
for bandwidth explicitly. This is especially appropriate in a filter with two modes of
operation, where each mode has different semi-arbitrary fractional bandwidths. In
this case, k12 will be constant between filter modes of operation for a static physi-
cal inter-resonator coupling structure, but M12 will change due to differing fractional
bandwidths in each mode of filter operation. In other words, using k12 instead of
M12 will more clearly show that the inter-resonator coupling is static throughout the
synthesis process. Because of this, the remainder of the theoretical analysis in this





k12 = ∆ ·M12 (6.7)
where ∆ is fractional bandwidth. It is to be understood that k01 represents external
coupling to both of the filters ports because both coupling values will always be equal
in this analysis.
Using the k values in (6.7) to represent coupling values at the actual design frac-
tional bandwidths will allow straightforward synthesis of a bandpass-to-bandstop re-
configurable filter with independent bandwidths for each mode of operation without
a tunable k12 value. It will be shown that a bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable re-
sponse can be synthesized by enabling tunable coupling values for k01, M11, and M03
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only and that k12 can be static and arbitrary as long as (6.4) is satisfied. It is also
possible to change M03 to produce an elliptic response in the bandpass case. First,
the novel coupling structure used in the proposed filter will be explained.
6.2.1 Novel Coupling Structure for Simultaneous k01 and M03 Switching
The novel coupling structure designed for bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable
filters is a transmission line of electrical length L degrees over a coupling aperture in
the wall of the first resonator, followed by a switch, followed by a transmission line
of length 270 − 2 · L degrees, followed by a switch, followed by a transmission line
of length L degrees over a coupling aperture in the wall of the second resonator. A
model of such a structure can be seen in Fig. 6.5, where the resonators have been
omitted for clarity.
Fig. 6.5. Novel coupling structure designed for bandpass-to-bandstop
reconfigurable filters.
This coupling structure has three modes of operation. First, in the bandstop
mode of the filter, the switches are closed, and the coupling structure becomes a 270◦
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transmission line over coupling apertures in the resonators. A 270◦ transmission line
has a positive coupling value in this analysis. This positive insertion phase allows for
a bandstop response with a nonzero k12 value. The coupling apertures in the walls of
the resonators are sized to provide the appropriate k01 value for the bandstop mode
of the filter. An equivalent circuit model of this mode of operation can be seen in
Fig. 6.6 a).
Fig. 6.6. a) Coupling structure in the bandstop mode of the filter.
b) Coupling structure in the bandpass mode with very high isolation
switches. c) Coupling structure in the bandpass mode with medium
isolation switches, enabling an elliptic response.
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The coupling structures second mode of operation requires very high isolation
switches. In this mode, the switches are open, and the coupling structure becomes
a transmission line of length L degrees over a coupling aperture in the in the wall
of the first resonator. The transmission line between the two switches is not cou-
pled to, therefore the source-to-load coupling is removed. Symmetry allows similar
coupling into resonator 2 as resonator 1. The transmission lines of length L are ap-
proximately open at their interior ends if high-isolation switches are utilized. The
length of the transmission line from the coupling aperture to the open end transforms
the impedance seen at the coupling aperture. Therefore, k01 also changes accordingly,
and different k01 values are possible between the bandpass and bandstop modes of
the filter. An equivalent circuit for this mode of operation can be seen in Fig. 6.6 b).
The coupling structure’s third mode of operation requires a switch with a medium
level of isolation, similar to the level found in common solid-state RF switches. Vari-
able isolation switches or varactors could also be used for even more flexibility. In this
mode, the switches are in their off-state but have significant capacitance. An equiva-
lent circuit for this mode of operation can be seen in Fig. 6.6 c). For a certain range
of small switch capacitance values, the capacitance shown in Fig. 6.6 c) adds approx-
imately two more 90◦ phase shifts into the circuit. Considering that 270 electrical
degrees are already present from the transmission lines, the total insertion phase in
this mode of the coupling structure becomes 450◦. This is a significant result because
the 450◦ of insertion phase is the sign opposite of the 270◦ of insertion phase ob-
tained in the bandstop mode of operation, and this allows for negative source-to-load
coupling. Negative source-to-load coupling results in an elliptic response [80], [81],
providing a third useful mode of operation for the proposed filter.
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6.2.2 Analysis of Bandpass-to-Bandstop Reconfigurable Filter
In the typical bandpass mode of the filter, the second mode of operation of the




k12BP = ∆BP ·M12BP (6.9)
where the subscript BP denotes quantities associated with the bandpass mode of
the filter. As stated previously, it is desired to synthesize a bandpass-to-bandstop





k12BS = k12BP (6.11)
where the subscript BS denotes quantities associated with the bandstop mode of the
filter. This corresponds to the first mode of operation of the coupling structure defined
in Fig. 6.6. Setting k12BP equal to k12BS is possible if the resonators of the filter are
can be tuned asynchronously [36]. For an arbitrary k12BS, the resonators must be
tuned asynchronously according to the relationship in (6.12) and (6.13), which are














The bandstop k and M values in (6.11)(6.11) produce a bandstop filter which has a











= 0.5 using the values in (2) and (3), the bandstop filter must be at
least half as wide in bandwidth as the bandpass filter for the case of switching a
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Butterworth bandpass filter to a Butterworth bandstop filter. However, other filter
shapes can be used to produce different bandwidth limitations between each mode of
operation.
6.3 Bandpass-To-Bandstop Reconfigurable Filter Design
An evanescent-mode cavity-resonator-based bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable
filter was fabricated with a static inter-resonator coupling structure for measurement.
A model of the fabricated filter can be seen in Fig. 6.7. An expanded view of each
Fig. 6.7. Filter simulation model showing geometry and materials
used in the fabricated filter.
layer of the structure is shown in Fig. 6.8. The evanescent-mode cavity resonators
were designed in 3.175-mm-thick Rogers TMM3 printed circuit board material and
defined by plated vias. The cavities have semi-circular apertures cut into their surface
to enable magnetic field coupling. Single, weakly coupled resonators were fabricated
out of the same TMM3 board as the filter cavities presented in this chapter, and the
unloaded Q was measured to vary from 608 to 650 across the frequency range from
2.75 to 3.75 GHz.
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Fig. 6.8. Layer-by-layer expanded view of filter. From top to bottom,
the layers are TMM10i, thin copper, TMM3, and thin copper. The
disks represent the actuators. Note that there are switches in line
with the transmission line shown above on the top layer.
A copper membrane was laminated onto the substrate to close the cavity and
form the bottom plate of the capacitor inside of the resonator. Commercially avail-
able 0.38-mm-thick piezoelectric actuators from Piezo Systems, Inc. were attached to
the copper membrane to allow for electronically controllable deformation of the mem-
brane. Capabilities of these resonators with associated bias voltages and capacitive
gap dimensions can be seen in [55]. The cavity feeds were fabricated on 1.27-mm-thick
Rogers TMM10i material and laminated to the cavities. The feeds were fabricated
on this high-dielectric material to reduce the size of the 270◦ transmission line for
source-to-load coupling described above.
The bandwidths of the bandpass and bandstop modes of the filter are somewhat
independent. Each can be designed within the fractional bandwidth range of 0.5% to
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5.0%. The design of a second-order, independent-bandwidth, bandpass-to-bandstop
reconfigurable filter like the one presented in this chapter can be completed by fol-
lowing the procedure outlined below. It is assumed at the start of this procedure that
adequate resonators have already been designed and that magnetic coupling is used
to physically implement M01, such as the aperture coupling into the resonators shown
in Fig. 6.8. Example values for a 1.2% fractional bandwidth Butterworth bandpass to
0.9% fractional bandwidth Butterworth bandstop reconfigurable filter will be given
to aid understanding.
Step 1 Design the coupling between the two resonators, k12, as required by the
bandpass shape that is desired [25]. This should be carried out as if only a
bandpass filter was being designed. For example, in a second-order Butterworth
bandpass filter as in 6.2, M12 is 0.7071. For a 1.2% fractional bandwidth, this
results in a k12 of 0.008485.
Step 2 Implement a source-to-load coupling value, M03, of one with a phase of 270
◦
degrees. A 270◦ transmission line whose characteristic impedance matches that
of the system can be used to accomplish this.
Step 3 Now, assuming a k12 value of zero, design the external coupling, k01, as
required to meet the bandwidth specification of the bandstop filter [76]. Use
the M01 value from (6.3) for the normalized Butterworth bandstop filter, 1.189.
For a 0.9% fractional bandwidth filter, this results in a k01 of 0.1128.
Step 4 The k12 value is fixed by the bandpass mode of the filter at 0.008485. Since
the bandstop filter has a 0.9% fractional bandwidth, an M12 value of 0.9428
describes the inter-resonator coupling in the bandstop mode.
Step 5 To achieve the desired bandstop response, tune the resonators asynchronously
according to (6.12) and (6.13). With the coupling values above, an M11 value of
0.6663 describes the resonator self-coupling for the bandstop mode of the filter.
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Step 6 Design the location of the switches along the 270◦ transmission line to enable
switching between the k01 needed for the bandstop mode [step 3] and the k01
needed for the bandpass mode [see (6.2) and (6.9)] [75]. When the switches
are placed directly after the magnetic coupling structures for k01, the minimum
in external coupling is achieved for the case when the switch is open because
the coupling structure is adjacent to a current minimum on the transmission
line. When the switches are placed 90◦ in electrical length after the coupling
structures for k01, the maximum in external coupling is achieved for the case
when the switch is open because the coupling structure is adjacent to a current
maximum on the transmission line. The switches are closed in the bandstop
mode, resulting in a 270◦ transmission line.
Step 7 Determine the switch type and amount of switch isolation needed for the pre-
scribed bandpass filter shape.A very high isolation switch with low off-state re-
actance will provide a Butterworth or Chebyshev response, as shown in Fig. 6.3
a). Isolation on the order of 4050 dB is required for this example design. How-
ever, a lower isolation reflective switch with capacitive reactance in the off state
will create an elliptic response, as shown in Fig. 6.3 b). The isolation level of
the switches will be the limit of the out of band isolation in the elliptic bandpass
case unless the design has high source-to-load coupling through another mecha-
nism. An absorptive switch will provide inductive reactance in its off state, and
this will produce the response of a self-equalized filter. A theoretical progres-
sion of filter responses in the normalized frequency domain for changing switch
isolation types and levels is shown in Fig. 6.9. Note that the location of the
transmission zeros in the elliptic state of the filter can be designed through the
choice of switch isolation, with the tradeoff being less filter isolation beyond the
transmission zeros the closer the transmission zeros are to the filter passband.
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Fig. 6.9. Theoretical progression of filter responses in the normalized
frequency domain for four different source-to-load coupling structure
switch isolation levels. The second-order Butterworth response has
zero source-to-load coupling.
In the 1.2% fractional bandwidth bandpass mode of the filter, the coupling matrix in
(6.2) will describe the filter, and the k values will be
k01BP = 0.09212 (6.15)
k12BP = 0.008485. (6.16)










0 1.189 0 1
1.189 0.6663 0.9428 0
0 0.9428 −0.6663 1.189










will describe the filter.
The k values for the bandstop mode of the filter will be
k01BS = 0.11280 (6.18)
k12BS = 0.008485. (6.19)
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Notice that the k12 value in both modes of the filter is the same, enabling a static inter-
resonator coupling structure. The difference in k01 between filter modes is designed
for by the correct placement of the switches in the source-to-load coupling structure
described above. Finally, the difference in M11 values can be implemented as long as
the filter’s resonators are independently tunable. Therefore, a tunable bandpass filter
can be made a bandstop filter by simply putting a switch on the feed line structure,
but only if the proper design rules are followed.
6.4 Measured Results
A labeled photograph of the device can be seen in Fig. 6.10. The ideal synthe-
Fig. 6.10. Labeled photograph of both sides of the fabricated filter.
For measurements, a network analyzer was connected to the RF ports,
and dc power supplies were connected to the dc bias connector. The
dc traces were fabricated on a 25.4 µm liquid crystal polymer (LCP)
substrate.
sized response in Fig. 6.11 a) shows a theoretical second-order Butterworth bandpass
filter with no stray coupling between source and load ports. It is valuable to do a
measurement of the fabricated filter without switches in the source-to-load coupling
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structure to observe the amount of coupling due to radiation and substrate paths for
comparison. This measurement can also be seen in Fig. 6.11 a). This response is
the optimal limit of what could be achieved with this design. While this response is
shown for reference, it may be possible to achieve a similar response with high-quality
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) switches [82] in the near future. The re-
Fig. 6.11. Measured and synthesized S21 responses of the filter in the
bandpass mode. a) Response with no switches (open) compared with
the ideal Butterworth filter. b) Response with absorptive switches
compared with the ideal self-equalized filter. c) Response with reflec-
tive switches compared to ideal elliptic filter. Note that loss was not
included in synthesis.
sponse of this filter in both bandstop and bandpass modes can be seen over a wider
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frequency range in Fig. 6.12. A zero-ohm resistor was used in the bandstop case in
Fig. 6.12 to simulate a perfect switch and show the optimal limit of the design. The
bandstop mode shows good performance up to 6 GHz, where an unwanted resonance
starts to appear. The bandpass mode has 20 dB or greater out-of-band attenuation
across the entire frequency range. Because of the extended upper stop band in the
bandpass case, no spurious passband circuitry would be required in most systems.
A self-equalized filter response was produced by using state-of-the-art, absorptive,
Fig. 6.12. Measured S11 and S21 responses of the filter in the band-
pass and bandstop modes from 1 to 10 GHz. a) Bandstop mode. b)
Bandpass mode.
solid-state switches [83] with high isolation and low insertion loss. Synthesized and
measured examples can be seen in Fig. 6.11 b). The measured plot in Fig. 6.11 c)
was obtained using medium isolation reflective switches [84], resulting in an elliptic
response. For the ideal case in Fig. 6.11 a), the filter is centered at 3.21 GHz and
exhibits 2.6 dB insertion loss in the passband. Of this loss, 0.12 dB is due to the fact
that the filter has stronger external coupling than was designed for due to fabrication
tolerances of the circuit board plotter used. Accounting for the mismatch loss, a 1%
fractional bandwidth filter with 2.5 dB of insertion loss has a Q of 457 based on gain
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bandwidth product. Also, according to simulation, 0.1 dB of the loss was due to
radiation from the coupling apertures. It can be seen that synthesis lines up well
with measurement, noting that loss was not included in synthesis.
Group delay for each filter case can also be seen in Fig. 6.11. The filter in Fig. 6.11
a) has a 13.5 ns group delay in the middle of the passband, with 0.4 ns variation across
the band. The filter in Fig. 6.11 b) has a 14.7 ns group delay in the middle of the
passband, with 0.6 ns variation across the band. The self-equalized case has a greater
group delay than the Butterworth case because it has a narrower bandwidth. The
narrower bandwidth is a result of a reduction in M01 due to the use of an absorptive
switch. For comparison, according to Agilent ADS, a Chebyshev filter with similar
bandwidth as the self-equalized filter in Fig. 6.11 b) has a group delay of 18.2 ns in
the middle of the passband.
Measured results showing a tunable elliptic bandpass S21 response and a tunable
bandstop S21 response are shown in Fig. 6.13. Note that all traces in the plot are S21.
Fig. 6.13. Measured S21 response of the filter in bandpass and band-
stop modes, tuned across the available tuning range.
The responses in Fig. 6.13 were obtained using a solid-state reflective RF switch [84] in
line with the transmission line between the resonators. While the loss is higher when
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using a solid-state switch, the filter can be switched between modes very quickly in
this configuration, on the order of 10 ns. Comparatively, many MEMS switches have
switching speeds on the order of 10 µs. Fast switching speed between modes could be
important in some situations, because the filter takes roughly 1 ms to tune across the
tuning range. For example, if a receiver was using the filter in bandpass mode at 3.5
GHz, and a signal appeared at 2.9 GHz that needed to be sensed quickly, the filter
could switch to bandstop mode in 10 ns to make the receive path a through line at
2.9 GHz instead of taking 1 ms to tune that bandpass filter to 2.9 GHz. This opens
the receiver to a much wider frequency range, but in some situations the trade-off
would be justified.
In bandpass mode, the filter has less than 2.9 dB insertion loss in the passband
over the tuning range, which was 2.9 GHz to 3.6 GHz. Up to 50 dB isolation is
demonstrated in the out-of-band transmission nulls, which are 1.5% away from the
center of the passband. Beyond the transmission zeros, the out-of-band attenuation
was 17 dB. In bandstop mode, the filter produces up to 45 dB isolation at its center
frequency and has the same tuning range as in the bandpass case. Due to the higher
resistance of the solid-state switches in their on state, the filter shows 1.8 dB to 2.4
dB insertion loss across the passband in the bandstop state.
Simulated versus measured data for the 3.35-GHz responses in Fig. 6.13 can be
seen in Fig. 6.14. It can be seen that the simulated and measured responses are
similar with only minor variation. The insertion loss and transmission zero locations
relative to the passband in the bandpass mode were predicted very well. Similarly,
the out-of-band loss in the bandstop mode of the filter lines up very well between
measured and simulated data. However, there are a few discrepancies that warrant
discussion. In the bandpass data, the measured S11 away from the passband is 1.7
dB lower than the simulated S11. It is hypothesized that this is due to the finite off-
state resistance of the switches on the source-to-load coupling transmission line. In
the simulated bandpass data, the switches were modeled as 0.3 pF capacitors in the




Fig. 6.14. Simulated versus measured data for the 3.35-GHz responses
in Fig. 6.13. a) Bandpass data. b) Bandstop data.
finite resistance of the switches in their off-state causes the discrepancy in out-of-band
isolation in the bandpass mode. In the bandstop mode, the switch was modeled as
a 6-Ω resistor as a first-order approximation according to the component datasheet.
The discrepancy in filter bandwidth can be attributed to the fact that the external
coupling apertures were cut slightly too large by the circuit board plotter.
6.5 Performance Improvement Through the Use of State-of-the-Art MEMS
Switches
In contrast to previous bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable filters, the narrow-
band bandpass-to-bandstop filter described above integrated mode-switching compo-
nents in its coupling structures, as opposed to in the resonators of the filter. This
prevents the switching components from reducing the quality factor (Q) of the filter’s
resonators, but it relies on the switching components’ isolation level in bandpass mode
and insertion loss in bandstop mode. In bandpass mode, the isolation of the switch
limits the out-of-band isolation of the filter. In bandstop mode, the on-state loss of
the switch increases the out-of-null insertion loss of the filter. Many commercially
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available solid state switches offer high isolation or low on-state loss, but none offer
both at the levels required for implementing a low loss, high isolation, narrow-band
bandpass-to-bandstop filter. However, the latest MEMS switches, in this case Radant
MEMS RMSW303 switches, promise up to 70 dB isolation and as low as 0.3 dB in-
sertion loss at 2 GHz. This increased level of switch performance opens up new uses
for bandpass-to-bandstop filters in practical communications systems.
6.5.1 Filter Design
The bandpass-to-bandstop filter that used solid-state switches and was described
above was redesigned to use an advanced series-shunt configuration MEMS switch
from Radant MEMS. Fig. 6.15 compares the transmission responses of the solid-state
switch bandpass-to-bandstop filter (Fig. 6.15 a)), the zero ohm and open circuit re-
sponse, approximating a perfect switch, of the previously described filter (Fig. 6.15
b)), and the new MEMS switch bandpass-to-bandstop filter (Fig. 6.15 c)). The re-
Fig. 6.15. a) Measured BP-BS filter S21 responses using a common,
solid state switch (on-bandstop, off-bandpass). b) Measured BP-BS
filter S21 responses using a zero ohm resistor (bandstop) and an open
circuit (bandpass). c) Measured BP-BS filter S21 responses using
Radant MEMS switch.
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sponse in Fig. 6.15 c) is much closer to the optimal performance shown in Fig. 6.15
b) than the result for the solid state switch shown in Fig. 6.15 a) due to the increased
performance of the MEMS switch. An image of the filter and its model can be seen in
Fig. 6.16. While some of the design parameters are slightly different, the construction
methods are the same as what is described above for the solid-state switch bandpass-
to-bandstop filter. Note that in contrast to the solid-state switch filter described
Fig. 6.16. Image of the model and fabricated filter with an integrated
MEMS switch and bias control circuitry.
above, a single MEMS switch is used instead of two solid state switches. Using a
single MEMS switch reduces the away-from-stopband insertion loss in the bandstop
mode of the filter (switch on). This can be done because the isolation of the switch
in its off-state (bandpass mode) is very high. In fact, measurements and simulations
show that the switch isolation is higher than the substrate and slot radiation coupling
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of the filter structure itself. Therefore, using one MEMS switch should not degrade
the bandpass out-of-band isolation of the filter.
However, using a single MEMS switch does introduce one constraint compared
to a two-switch filter configuration. The strength of the external coupling into each
resonator is set by the coupling slot geometry and the strength and distribution of the
magnetic field of the wave on the microstrip line. In the bandstop mode of the filter,
assuming a perfect switch, the coupling into the resonators is primarily determined
by the slot geometry. In the bandpass mode of the filter, assuming a perfect reflective
switch is used, an open circuit occurs at the switch location. This open circuit results
in reflections which change the magnetic field strength in the vicinity of the coupling
slot compared to the bandstop (switch on) state of the filter. Therefore, with one
switch, the relationship between the external coupling in the bandpass mode and
the external coupling in the bandstop mode is fixed. If two switches are used, the
locations of the switches can be chosen to create open circuits at locations on the
transmission line which will give a desired difference in external coupling between the
two modes of operation, resulting in the ability to design different filter shapes in the
bandpass and bandstop modes of operation. In the design presented next, one switch
was used in order to minimize bandstop mode insertion loss away from the null.
6.5.2 Integrated MEMS Filter Performance Enhancements
Measured results of the filter can be seen in Fig. 6.17. Fig. 6.17 a) shows the
transmission and reflection responses of the filter in the bandpass state. The filter
has a passband insertion loss as low as 2.4 dB, can continuously tune over a 1.95
GHz to 3.8 GHz frequency range, and has a 1.06% FBW. Compared to the solid
state switch bandpass response shown in Fig. 6.15 a), the isolation level far from
the passband was improved from 17 dB to as high as 37 dB. Fig. 6.17 b) shows the
transmission response of the filter in the bandstop state. The reflection response was
omitted for clarity, but it shows no abnormalities. In the bandstop mode, the filter
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Fig. 6.17. Measured response of MEMS-integrated filter in a) band-
pass mode and b) bandstop mode.
can tune over the same frequency range as in the bandpass mode, provides up to
55 dB of attenuation, and has a 0.82% FBW. Compared to the solid state switch
bandstop response shown in Fig. 6.15 a), the insertion loss away from the stopband
is lower, especially in the lower end of the frequency range (0.5 dB at 2 GHz).
The performance of the filter in both states starts to degrade in the higher end
of the frequency tuning range. This is possibly an effect of the grounding and wire
bonding techniques used to attach the MEMS switch. As can be seen in Fig. 6.16,
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1 mm long wire bonds were used to connect the filters microstrip line to the switch,
which has a co-planar waveguide (CPW) port. Ideally, the wire bond would be
shorter and connect a CPW transmission line to the CPW switch port. Additionally,
a single plated via was placed under the switch for grounding. Ideally, the grounding
strategy would use several distributed vias to reduce undesired inductance. While
making these design changes might improve the filter performance, the measurements
in Fig. 6.17 are the best narrow-band bandpass-to-bandstop filter response shown to
date in terms of insertion loss and tuning performance.
6.5.3 Dynamic Spectrum Utilization of Bandpass-to-Bandstop Filters
Bandpass-to-bandstop filters offer microwave systems interesting, new reconfigu-
ration trade-offs. Many of these trade-offs involve consideration of the delays during
switching between modes and tuning to varying frequencies. Three particularly in-
teresting spectrum sequences that are well-served by the capabilities of a tunable
bandpass-to-bandstop filter will be discussed. The first is when the bandpass-to-
bandstop filter is in bandpass mode, centered at frequency f0 as in Fig. 6.18 a). If
a high priority signal suddenly appears at f0 + ∆f , it may not be desirable to wait
until the bandpass filter can tune to f0 + ∆f because important information would
be lost. In this case, the filter can quickly switch to bandstop mode to receive the
signal at f0 + ∆f at the cost of the receiver being open to a wide range of spectrum
as shown in Fig. 6.18 b). The opposite situation is also interesting. If the filter is
set at f0 in bandstop mode, and a high power signal appears at f0 + ∆f , the filter
could switch to bandpass mode quickly to protect and retain the dynamic range of
the system while still listening to a part of the spectrum. It will take a finite amount
ot time to tune the bandpass filter to the desired band, but the system will be pro-
tected during this process by the out of band attenuation in the bandpass mode.
Finally, the third interesting spectral sequence that will be investigated also involves
the bandpass-to-bandstop filter starting in bandstop mode at f0. If the signal at
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Fig. 6.18. a-b) Switching from BP to BS mode to quickly allow a
new, high priority signal into the receiver. c-d) Trading notch depth
for width to attenuate a spectrally wider interferer.
f0 becomes wider than the bandwidth of the filter, energy could still get through
to the receiver and degrade system performance. However, the MEMS-integrated
bandpass-to-bandstop filter in bandstop mode is capable of tuning its frequency re-
sponse between a Butterworth and Chebychev filter shape. In effect, this allows it
to optimize its ”attenuation-bandwidth product” for a given interfering signal. For
example, the filter could be designed to provide 10 dB of attenuation over a 20 MHz
bandwidth with high attenuation at f0, but then could be electronically reconfigured
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to provide 10 dB of attenuation over a 30 MHz bandwidth. Both cases are shown
in Fig. 6.18 c). Fig. 6.18 d) shows the trade-off trend between 10 dB bandwidth
and equi-ripple attenuation with the cases in Fig. 6.18 c) indicated. This concept is
described in [36].
6.6 Conclusion
An electronically reconfigurable bandpass-to-bandstop filter was shown that can
utilize the same set of coupled resonators and switch the feeding structure to change
between different modes of operation. For example, the filter can exhibit Butter-
worth and elliptic bandpass responses as well as a Butterworth bandstop response
by changing the state of the feed network and slightly adjusting the center frequen-
cies of the resonators. The theory of such a filter was developed through the use
of coupling matrices and coupling coefficients such that the inter-resonator coupling
remained unchanged. A detailed bandpass-to-bandstop filter design process was also
presented. In bandpass mode, the fabricated filter had less than 3 dB of insertion
loss for a 1.06% 3-dB bandwidth filter, and, in bandstop mode, the filter provided
greater than 45 dB of isolation. A second bandpass-to-bandstop filter that used a sin-
gle MEMS switch to transform its response between bandpass and bandstop shapes
was also designed. Compared to previous designs that used solid-state switches, the
filter showed increased out-of-band attenuation in its bandpass mode and decreased
insertion loss away from the stopband in its bandstop mode.
Benefits and applications of a bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable filter are en-
visioned to include general system flexibility at no cost of physical space, concurrent
transmit and receive schemes, and multi-element antenna systems, but there are many
other possible uses. In cognitive radio environments, these filters would be valuable
to radio systems to isolate signals of interest or attenuate interfering signals, de-
pending on the environment or mode of operation of the radio. This flexibility will
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be required since the electromagnetic environment of the future will be open and
constantly changing.
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7. SWITCHLESS TUNABLE BANDSTOP-TO-ALL-PASS
RECONFIGURABLE FILTER
7.1 Introduction
The use of the bandstop filters, filter cascades, and shape reconfigurable filter de-
scribed in previous chapters all assume that interference mitigation will be required
by the systems that employ them. However, in systems that have high dynamic range
analog to digital converters, front ends made of materials with high heat conduction
and dielectric breakdown voltage, use cases in sparse signal environments, and/or the
cognitive capability to determine the location of interfering signals, the need for inter-
ference mitigation could be significantly reduced or dependent on the presence very
large, intermittent signals. In some situations, the presence of pre-LNA filters only
increases insertion loss or decreases sensitivity with no corresponding performance
advantage. For example, most past and current microwave front ends are primarily
designed with bandpass filters for protection from generating or receiving unwanted
interference [85]. One reason for the ubiquity of bandpass filters is that most mi-
crowave systems are unaware of the spectrum in which they are operating. This
creates a need for a fear-based front-end architecture that attenuates all frequencies
except the band of interest. However, a front-end architecture based on bandpass
filters can result in significant insertion loss in the frequency band of interest, limit-
ing system performance. For a given resonator quality factor (Q), there is a trade-off
between bandpass filter bandwidth, order, and passband insertion loss [68]. There-
fore, the greater the protection from generating or receiving interference in adjacent
frequency bands, the higher the insertion loss in the band of interest.
A microwave system that is cognizant of the spectrum in which it is operating [6]
would not need to operate in the fear-based mode of operation described above.
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In fact, it could use no filtering if there was not strong interference present. This
would have the benefits of lower insertion loss than bandpass-centric front ends and
much greater operating frequency flexibility. For example, a bandpass-centric system
would need to switch between static filters in a bank [86], [87] or employ a tunable
filter [88]- [91] to change operating frequencies. These methods involve a further in-
crease in insertion loss due to the switch or a time delay due to filter tuning and
shape adjustment, respectively. A front end without filtering has neither of these
issues. In the event that interference became a concern, the spectrally aware sys-
tem would know its frequency and could place a tunable bandstop filter [33]- [52]
in its front end frequency response to attenuate it. Employing tunable bandstop
filters in spectrally aware systems minimizes insertion loss in the band of interest
and maximizes the frequency range in which the system can instantaneously operate.
Wideband systems [94] and systems with highly linear LNAs [95] could benefit most
from such an interference mitigation strategy. Allowing a receiver to take advantage
of the benefits of a bandstop filter-centric front end while dynamically allowing for a
mode of operation which allows signals at all frequencies to be received in low power
environments is the motivation of this chapter.
Fig. 7.1. Concept and benefits of a bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
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One way to have an open front end frequency response in which bandstop filters
can be added to on demand is to use bandstop filters that have a mode of operation
that allows all frequencies to pass. This concept is shown in Fig. 7.1. Bandstop
filters with this capability were shown in [96], [97], and [98]. However, [96] uses
superconducting structures and switches, which are not practical in some situations
due to large volume and power requirements. [97] also used switches in order to
selectively add a parallel bandpass filter to the circuit which had a passband over the
same frequency range as the stopband of the bandstop filter. [98] achieves the desired
effect without using switches for single bandstop resonators which are twice-coupled to
a through transmission line. Multi-pole filters are demonstrated in [98] by cascading
the single resonator structures. While the method in [98] achieves superior all-pass
state insertion loss, it requires the use of long transmission lines and two tuning
elements with each resonator. This chapter presents the theory and measurement of
switchless second-order bandstop filters that use series-coupled resonators to achieve
bandstop-to-all-pass operation and attenuation level tuning, as well as the effect of
finite resonator Q values on the all-pass response. In contrast to [98], the filter
theory presented in this chapter does not require coupling over large phase lengths of
distributed resonators and can achieve a bandstop-to-all-pass response using a single
tuning element per resonator. However, as noted above, the method in [98] produces
less all-pass state insertion loss. This tradeoff between tuning complexity and all-
pass state insertion loss makes both methods valuable. The measured filter was
implemented with tunable highly-loaded coaxial cavity resonators. These resonators
have been used extensively by the authors and others to implement bandpass [38]- [99]
and bandstop [54], [100] filters. However, it is important to note that the filter theory
presented in this chapter is applicable to filters using any type of tunable bandstop
resonator.
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7.2 Bandstop-To-All-Pass Filter Theory
7.2.1 Bandstop And All-Pass State Responses
For the filters described in this chapter, both external coupling values will be equal
to each other, the resonator self-coupling values will have the same magnitude but
opposite sign, and symmetries such as the source-to-load coupling being the same
as the load-to-source coupling can be taken advantage of to simplify the generalized
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where the subscripts 0 and 3 correspond to the source and load, respectively, and the
subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the first and second resonator, respectively. (7.1)
corresponds to the coupling routing diagram shown in Fig. 7.2.
Fig. 7.2. Coupling routing diagram. S = source, L = load, 1 =
resonator 1, 2 = resonator 2.
In [36], it was shown that a Butterworth bandstop filter response can be obtained
from a structure with the coupling relationships in Fig. 7.2 if the correct relationship
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between M11 and M12 is maintained and M12 and M03 have the same sign. After
substituting a value of positive one for M03 to represent coupling through a source-
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where s is the normalized frequency variable and is equal to jω where j is the square
root of -1 and ω is radian frequency. In [36], the transmission response in (7.2) was set
equal to zero at a normalized frequency of zero to solve for the required relationship
between M11 and M12 to produce a Butterworth bandstop response. If (7.2) is set
equal to one, a solution exists not only at a normalized frequency of zero, but also
at all frequencies if the resonators are synchronously tuned. In (7.1), synchronously
tuned resonators are represented by an M11 value of zero. One set of solutions that







With the relationship between M01 and M12 in (7.3) in place, the transmission re-























which has a magnitude of one for all values of s = jω if M11 is zero. In other words,
the magnitude of the numerator in (7.4) equals the magnitude of the denominator in
(7.4) for all frequencies if the resonators are synchronously tuned. This is the all-pass
state of the bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
However, the magnitude of (7.4) is not equal to one at all frequencies if M11 is set
to a value other than zero. In addition, if (7.4) is set equal to zero at a normalized






which yields the bandstop state of the bandstop-to-all-pass filter. In order for the
bandstop state of the bandstop-to-all-pass filter to have the correct bandwidth in the
normalized frequency domain, M01 should be set to a specific value for the desired
filter shape. Any desired filter shape can be implemented since M01 can be arbitrary
in the all-pass state of the filter according to (7.3). Therefore, setting M01 to correctly
implement the bandstop filter state has no effect on the all-pass filter state.
In summary, if the relationship between M01 and M12 is designed correctly in
a tunable second order bandstop filter, the filter response can be switched between
bandstop and all-pass states by merely tuning the resonant frequencies of the res-
onators so that M11 varies between zero and the value in (7.5). Frequency-scaled
versions of the ideal synthesized bandstop and all-pass state responses according to
the theory above can be seen in Fig. 7.1, where a second-order Butterworth response
shape was chosen for the bandstop state of the filter. A second-order Butterworth
bandstop filter requires an M01 of 1.189 [101].
7.2.2 Variable Attenuation and Bandwidth
If M11 is set to a value other than zero or the value in (7.5), other states of the filter
are possible. If M11 is varied between zero and the value in (7.5), a bandstop filter
response with variable bandwidth and attenuation results. This response could be
useful in applications that require signal equalization. Additionally, if several filters
of this type with different frequency tuning ranges were cascaded, the cascade could
be dynamically reconfigured to provide frequency equalization, selective attenuation,
or an all-pass response over very wide frequency ranges. If M11 is increased beyond
the value in (7.5), a variable attenuation and bandwidth equi-ripple shape is achieved.
The equi-ripple shape offers a wider bandwidth for a given level of attenuation than
the Butterworth response, and the response can be tuned between these two states
dynamically if tunable resonators are used. This greatly increases the flexibility of
the filter. Example synthesized transmission responses and the associated M11 values
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can be seen in Fig. 7.3. The inset shows that the 10 dB bandwidth of the transmission
response varies almost linearly with the scaling factor of M11 relative to the value in
(7.5) over the range shown.
Fig. 7.3. Synthesized bandstop state response shapes as M11 is varied
from the value in (7.5) by a scaling factor. Inset shows fraction of
10 dB bandwidth relative to the ideal Butterworth case (when M11
equals the value in (7.5)) vs. M11 scaling factor relative to the M11
value in (7.5).
7.3 Effect of Filter Bandwidth and Finite Unloaded Quality Factor on
All-Pass State Response
The bandstop-to-all-pass capability described in the previous section results from
changing the value of the self-coupling, M11, in the coupling matrix. Physically, this
adjusts the phase response of the resonators by tuning along the reactance slope of
their resonances. These changes in phase tune the interference between the filter’s
two source-to-load signals paths between constructive and destructive interference at
the output port. The two signal paths can be seen in Fig. 7.2. In the ideal synthesis
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described in the previous section, there was no loss in either of the source-to-load
signal paths. Therefore, both perfect constructive and destructive interference were
achieved in the synthesis equations. However, loss will exist in both signal paths in a
fabricated filter, and the loss of each of the signal paths will not be equal in most real
implementations. Different losses in the two source-to-load signal paths will have two
main effects on a bandstop-to-all-pass filter’s response. First, in the bandstop state,
the filter will not produce infinite attenuation. This is the case for any real bandstop
filter. Second, in the all-pass state, the signals from the two source-to-load paths will
not perfectly reproduce the input signal at the output port. This lack of perfect signal
reconstruction results in an unwanted all-pass state difference in passband insertion
loss at the resonant frequency of the filter relative to non-resonant frequencies that is
proportional to the difference in losses between the two source-to-load signal paths.
The effect of imperfect signal reconstruction at the output port can be analyzed using
a modification to (7.1). If the coupling mechanism that implements M03 in Fig. 7.2
is assumed to be lossless, a difference in loss between the two source-to-load signal
paths can be completely modeled by assigning a finite resonator unloaded Q. A finite
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where Qu is resonator unloaded Q and ∆ is the 3 dB fractional bandwidth. The larger
Qu and ∆ are, the closer the response of (7.6) will become to the ideal response of (7.1).
Although this analysis uses a lossless coupling mechanism for M03, it approximates
reality well because M03 is frequently implemented with a low-loss transmission line
in bandstop filters.
While (7.6) shows that ∆ and/or Qu can be increased in order to improve the
all-pass state response of a bandstop-to-all-pass filter, ∆ is usually set by specific
application requirements. Similarly, specific application requirements will require a
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maximum all-pass state insertion loss, which dictates the Qu needed. The second-
order Butterworth filter equation of the required Qu for a specified ∆ and a desired














where S21(0) is the insertion loss at s = 0 in linear scale. For example, if ∆ is required to
be 2%, (7.6) produces the normalized frequency domain all-pass state transmission
responses in Fig. 7.4 as Qu is varied. Note that all of the responses in Fig. 7.4
Fig. 7.4. Synthesized all-pass state responses for a 2% fractional band-
width bandstop filter for various unloaded Q values. In all responses,
the return loss is 0 (-∞ dB).
have a theoretically perfect impedance match to the ports of the system. Fig. 7.4
shows that with very high Qu values the response approaches the ideal lossless case
described in the previous section. As Qu is lowered, the all-pass state has more and
more insertion loss until a special case is reached. This special case is an absorptive
bandstop filter [102]- [104], which has theoretically infinite attenuation in its stopband
and is perfectly impedance matched at all frequencies. The high Qu examples are
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shown with solid traces in Fig. 7.4, while the absorptive case is designated by a dashed
trace. The dotted trace in Fig. 7.4 shows an example of the wide, shallow response
that occurs when Qu is below the value that produces the absorptive response. The
responses in Fig. 7.4 demonstrate that in order to implement a bandstop-to-all-pass
filter with the best all-pass state for a given ∆, high-Q tunable resonators are required.
Finally, while this chapter presents theory for a two-pole bandstop filter, the analysis
for higher-order filters is similar. It is important to note that the all-pass state
insertion loss due to finite-Qu resonators described above accumulates for higher-
order filters.
7.4 Filter Design and Fabrication
Evanescent-mode cavity resonators have been shown to have wide tuning ranges
while retaining high Q values [38], [64], [55]. These traits make them very well suited
for use in realizations of bandstop-to-all-pass filters. In order to verify the theory
presented above, an evanescent-mode cavity based, second-order filter was designed
and fabricated. A model of the filter with dimensional annotations can be seen in
Fig. 7.5. The filter includes three copper layers and two dielectric layers. The top
copper layer in Fig. 7.5 is the source-to-load transmission line. In this implementation,
a 270 degree transmission line at 3 GHz was chosen in order to match the sign of its
coupling to the sign of the inter-resonator coupling as required by (7.1). The inter-
resonator coupling and its sign will be explained further below. The source-to-load
transmission line also employs capacitive patches to improve impedance matching in
the filter’s upper passband as described in [100]. The top dielectric layer of the filter
structure is a 0.762 mm thick sheet of Rogers 4350B material (ǫr=3.66, tan(δ)=0.0037
@ 10 GHz) that has rectangles cut out of it to facilitate grounding of the input and
output connectors.
The second copper layer of the structure is the ground plane for the source-to-load
transmission line. This copper layer also contains coupling apertures that couple the
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Fig. 7.5. Simulation model of the fabricated bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
mode of the source-to-load transmission line to the mode of the cavity resonators.
These coupling apertures were sized and optimized in simulation to produce the
correct amount of coupling for a 2.5% fractional bandwidth Butterworth response [76].
The second dielectric layer of the structure is a 3.175 mm thick sheet of Rogers TMM3
material (ǫr=3.27, tan(δ)=0.002 @ 10 GHz) that contains the evanescent-mode cavity
resonators. The two dielectric layers of the structure were bonded together using
DuPont Pyralux LFO100 adhesive. The cavity walls are formed by 0.8 mm diameter
copper-plated vias, and the cavity diameter is 13.6 mm from the center of one via to
the center of the opposite via. The cavities have copper-plated loading posts that are
1.94 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm tall. These loading posts are supported on a copper
platform that is connected to the top of the cavity in Fig. 7.5 by four plated vias.
The inset in Fig. 7.5 shows the geometry of the loading posts inverted with respect
to their orientation in the full structure shown in Fig. 7.5 for clarity.
Inter-resonator coupling is implemented through an iris between the two cavities.
The iris was designed in simulation to produce the correct M12 value according to
(7.5) [105]. Iris coupling, which is predominantly magnetic field coupling, was chosen
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Fig. 7.6. Top and bottom views of the fabricated bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
because of the field distribution in evanescent-mode cavities. Since most of the electric
field in the cavity is concentrated in the gap above the loading post, the magnetic
field is much more accessible. The inter-resonator coupling can be modeled as an
inductive T network that has an insertion phase that approaches 90 degrees. This
requires a 270 degree electrical length source-to-load transmission line in order to
properly implement (7.1) and have the same sign coupling for both M03 and M12.
However, evanescent-mode cavity compatible inter-resonator coupling structures that
provide the opposite sign coupling compared with the iris implemented in this chapter
exist [27]. The third copper layer of the structure is a thin copper membrane that is
laminated to the TMM3 layer everywhere except within the boundaries of the cavity
walls. This allows the thin copper membrane to flex above the loading posts. 0.38
mm thick, 1/2 inch diameter piezoelectric actuators from Piezo Systems, Inc. are
attached to the side of the flexible copper membranes external to the cavity using
silver epoxy. Images of the fabricated filter can be seen in Fig. 7.6. Fig. 7.6 clearly
shows the positioning of the piezoelectric actuators.
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7.5 Measured Results
Measured results of the bandstop and all-pass states of the fabricated filter can
be seen in Fig. 7.7. Fig. 7.7 shows a 2.1 dB insertion loss in the all-pass state at 3.05
Fig. 7.7. Measured bandstop and all-pass states of the fabricated
bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
GHz. When the resonators are tuned away from 3.05 GHz, the response has insertion
loss of 0.4 dB. Therefore, the all-pass state resonances provide an additional insertion
loss of 1.7 dB at 3.05 GHz in the all-pass state. A 15 dB or greater return loss
is maintained from 1 GHz to 4.25 GHz, and the response approximates a through
transmission line. In the bandstop state, attenuation of 69 dB is shown, and the
3 dB fractional bandwidth is 2.7%. According to the theory described above, this
fractional bandwidth and all-pass level of attenuation corresponds to a resonator Q of
540, which is in line with Q’s of previously-reported, similarly sized evanescent-mode
cavity resonators [55]. The response is also able to be tuned to any attenuation level
between the 2.1 dB and 69 dB shown in Fig. 7.7 by tuning the resonant frequencies
of the resonators. For example, tuning M11 to the value in (7.5) results in the 69 dB
attenuation response. Fig. 7.8 shows the 2.1 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB, and 70 dB
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attenuation responses of the fabricated filter. This functionality would be useful in
applications that require signal equalization.
Fig. 7.8. Measured 2.1 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB, and 70 dB attenua-
tion states of the fabricated bandstop-to-all-pass filter.
Measured vs. simulated S11 and S21 responses can be seen in Fig. 7.9. In the all-
pass state, the measured insertion loss at the resonant frequency of the resonators is
2.1 dB vs. a simulated value of 1.8 dB. This difference is due to the lower quality factor
of the fabricated resonators compared to the simulated resonators which can result
from copper surface roughness and oxidation. Connector losses also contribute to the
difference in insertion losses. The measured filter’s upper passband starts to degrade
at lower frequencies compared with the simulated filter. The degradation is the result
of an impedance mismatch caused by the coupling apertures in the ground plane of the
source-to-load transmission line. Imperfections in the size of the coupling apertures
or the capacitive matching patches in the feeding microstrip transmission line relative
to the simulated geometry produce lower frequency passband degradation like what
is shown in Fig. 7.9 a). However, the measured performance matches the simulated
performance well in the band of interest. In the bandstop filter state shown in Fig. 7.9
b), the measured 3 dB fractional bandwidth was 2.7% vs. a simulated value of 2.5%.
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Fig. 7.9. Measured vs. simulated S parameters for the bandstop-to-
all-pass filter: a) All-pass state b) Bandstop state.
This difference supports the theory above that the coupling apertures may have been
fabricated to be a slightly incorrect size. In addition, the measured reflection zeros
are not at the same frequencies at which they appear in the simulated response,
further supporting an unmodeled impedance mismatch at either the coupling slots or
the connector-to-microstrip transition. While fabrication process limitations resulted
in 50 to 200 µm of inaccuracy, the shape and attenuation levels of the measured
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bandstop response still match simulated results well and prove the bandstop-to-all-
pass concept. Standard professional fabrication facilities would be able to reduce
these inaccuracies greatly.
Fig. 7.10. Several measured response states of a single filter tuning
from 2.75 GHz to 3.1 GHz. Less than 4 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB,
40 dB, 50 dB, 60 dB, and 70 dB attenuation states are shown. Note
that the center frequency of the filter is continuously tunable over the
entire range.
The lowest measured all-pass state insertion loss, 2.1 dB, was achieved at 3.05
GHz. However, the all-pass response, as well as the variable attenuation capability
shown in Fig. 7.8, can be continuously tuned over the range of 2.75 GHz to 3.1 GHz
with insertion loss less than 4 dB in the all-pass state. Fig. 7.10 shows measurements
of many of the possible response shapes in this band. The filter is continuously tun-
able in both frequency and attenuation from 2.75 GHz to 3.05 GHz and from 2.1 dB
to 70 dB, respectively. In addition to the many shapes shown in Fig. 7.10, equi-ripple
responses were also measured. 10 dB and 20 dB equi-ripple responses can be seen
in Fig. 7.11. These responses were obtained through tuning M11 beyond the value
in (7.5), and a larger M11 resulted in a wider bandwidth response. Such equi-ripple
responses can be achieved by many tunable bandstop filters when the resonances are
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Fig. 7.11. Measured 10 dB and 20 dB equi-ripple responses. The
capability to provide this response shape allows a trade-off between
attenuation level and bandwidth.
slightly offset from each other in frequency, and they are not a unique aspect of the
bandstop-to-all-pass filter. The equi-ripple responses result from interaction of the
edges of the stopbands of the resonances. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth of the
3.05 GHz 10 dB equi-ripple response is 3.8%, and that of the 3.05 GHz 20 dB equi-
ripple response is 3.1%. Since these responses are wider than the responses shown
above, this capability allows a dynamic trade-off between filter bandwidth and level
of attenuation. The measured responses in Fig. 7.7-Fig. 7.11 are comparable to the
theoretical responses in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4, proving the effect of finite resonator Q
and tuning of M11 for the bandstop-to-all-pass filter theory presented in this chapter.
It is important to note that changing between all-pass, Butterworth bandstop, and
equi-ripple bandstop filter shapes requires only very slight frequency tuning of the
resonators. Subject to the tuning speed of the resonators used in a particular imple-
mentation of a bandstop-to-all-pass filter, the filter shape could be reoptimized very
quickly should the spectrum or signals of interest change.
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7.6 Conclusion
An electronically reconfigurable bandstop-to-all-pass filter was shown that can
provide numerous response shapes for spectrally aware systems. The theory of such a
filter was developed through the use of coupling matrices such that only the resonator
center frequencies need to be tuned in order to achieve bandstop-to-all-pass reconfig-
uration. In the filter’s bandstop state, 70 dB of attenuation was measured with a 3
dB bandwidth of 2.7%. The attenuation level was able to be continuously varied over
a very wide range, and equi-ripple responses were also demonstrated. In the filter’s
all-pass state, the filter had 0.14 dB to 0.74 dB of passband insertion loss from 1 GHz
to 4.25 GHz and an insertion loss of 2.1 dB at the filter’s center frequency.
Applications of a bandstop-to-all-pass reconfigurable filter are envisioned to in-
clude wide operating bandwidth, cognitive systems. With bandstop-to-all-pass filters,
a system could configure its front end response to the all-pass state when interference
was limited, reducing insertion loss compared to bandpass filter front end designs.
When interference started to affect performance, the system could place bandstop
responses in its front end response at the frequencies of the interference. In addition,
a cascade of bandstop-to-all-pass filters could provide the functionality described in
this chapter over multi-octave frequency ranges. The filtering capability and flexi-
bility provided by bandstop-to-all-pass filters enables new high-frequency front end
strategies featuring very low passband insertion loss.
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8. FIELD PROGRAMMABLE FILTER ARRAY




The bandstop, bandpass-to-bandstop, and bandstop-to-all pass reconfigurable fil-
ters presented in previous chapters used offset-tuned resonators to achieve their recon-
figuration capability. This technique adds a shift in attenuation and phase to signals
relative to the synchronously tuned resonator case with inter-resonator coupling, but
it is not equivalent to tuning the inter-resonator coupling. It can be used to com-
pensate for the effects of inter-resonator coupling in bandstop filter configurations, as
it was in the bandpass-to-bandstop filter design. However, there are filter response
effects, such as bandwidth and filter order tuning in bandpass filters, that cannot
be achieved through the use of asynchronous tuning. In addition, asynchronous res-
onator tuning can provide the ability to add multi-order stopband-enhancing nulls
in the skirts of bandpass filter responses that are not possible to achieve through
the tuning of inter-resonator coupling. Therefore, it is desirable to have a separate
technique for tuning the inter-resonator coupling that is isolated from the resonator
spectral position.
Several frequency- and shape-tunable filters have been shown recently [77], [106],
[107] as well as tunable inter-resonator coupling [108]. However, these filters are
not capable of changing the sign and magnitude of coupling values on demand,
which is a limitation to the reconfiguration capability of cross-coupled filters. Fil-
ters with innovative inter-resonator coupling structures that enable near-zero cou-
pling states [109] and positive-to-negative (including near-zero) states [27] have also
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recently been shown. A particularly interesting reconfiguration capability that is en-
abled by tunable inter-resonator coupling is the ability to reconfigure the order of a
filter on demand through setting desired coupling values to zero, isolating resonators
from the response. Such capability enables a system to trade passband insertion loss
for stopband selectivity as needed, minimizing insertion loss for a given interference
scenario. However, the structure in [109] is not capable of providing negative cou-
pling, and the structure in [27] has spurious resonances near the filter passband in
some states due to its use of a resonance to obtain positive-to-negative tuning.
This chapter presents an inter-resonator coupling structure that provides positive,
negative, or near-zero coupling. In contrast to the structure in [27], the proposed ap-
proach uses current redirection as opposed to coupling through a tunable resonance,
leading to a wide spurious-free range. It also provides digital addressability to cou-
pling values as opposed to the analog tuning of [27], simplifying potential control
algorithms and enabling a single amplifier and switch matrix to control many cou-
pling structures. This is significant because generating unique, precise voltages to
control analog-tuned coupling may become too complex to be practical as reconfig-
urable resonator arrays are scaled to a large number of resonators. Such simplicity
enables the first demonstration of a 6-resonator reconfigurable array.
As the number of resonators in such reconfigurable resonator arrays grows in
order to provide increased filtering capability as needed, more resonators will be
unused when low-order responses are optimal for the current spectrum. The resonator
arrays in [27] and [110] have ports at every resonator and can be configured such
that adjacent resonators are used to provide filtering for additional system channels.
However, in single channel systems or systems where channels are isolated, adjacent
resonators that are not required for the desired filter response will almost always
go unused, wasting volume, cost, weight, and control voltages for both the unused
resonators and their respective coupling structures.
In [110], it was shown that adjacent paths through resonators that are not used
to create the passband response can be used to enhance the zero coupling state of a
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switchable coupling structure by creating a coupling null between a port of the filter
and a desired-to-be isolated port. The second part of this chapter presents a way
in which adjacent, previously unused resonators in reconfigurable resonator arrays
can be used to add notches to the stopband of low-order filter responses using signal
interference techniques. Such capability enables low passband insertion loss while
still providing high attenuation of a few targeted interfering signals, which would be
useful when system sensitivity must be maximized in the presence of a small number
of high power interfering systems.
Signal interference techniques have previously been used to create notches [111],
[52]. In [111], signal interference is obtained through source-to-load coupling in order
to improve the selectivity of low-order bandpass filters. In [52], signal interference is
used between a path including narrowband resonators and an all-pass path to create
an active bandstop filter with low passband distortion. Additionally, configurations
such as the triplet [112] create transmission zeros through the use of adjacent resonant
paths. In contrast to [52], the method shown in this chapter uses signal interference
to add notches to the stopband of a narrowband bandpass response instead of a wide
passband, taking into account the off-resonance reactance in the stopband of the
bandpass response. In contrast to other narrowband bandpass filters with transmis-
sion zeros like the triplet, the method shown in this chapter is the first to use adjacent
resonant paths where the adjacent resonators can contribute or not contribute to the
filter passband, giving more adaptation capability. This chapter also shows that ana-
log control of resonant frequencies and digital control of coupling structures provides
all of the benefits that analog control of all parameters would add to this response
enhancement technique while making control of the resonator array simpler. Finally,
the chapter shows additional analysis of the effects of parasitic switch parameters on
the performance of the reconfigurable resonator array in [110].
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8.2 Positive-To-Negative Coupling Structure
When two loaded cavity resonators are coupled to one another using a waveguide
iris, the sign of the coupling is dependent on the relative orientations of the loading
elements and charge on the cavity walls [113]. Examples can be seen in Figs. 8.1


















Fig. 8.1. a) Side view, + coupling (like charge on each cavity side).
b) Side view, - coupling (opposing charge on each cavity side). c)
Switchable coupling structure for positive-to-negative coupling.
to the bottom wall of the iris over a distance can provide negative inter-resonator
coupling relative to the coupling of the waveguide iris through effectively reversing
the direction of the coupled current. In the proposed concept, several of these probes
are used inside each waveguide iris. A switch is placed between one end of each
probe and the iris wall, expanding the concept to provide coupling value switching
capability. Such a coupling structure can be seen in Fig. 8.1 c). With the switches off,
the coupling structure is approximately equivalent to a waveguide iris with positive
coupling as in Fig 8.1 a). With the switches on, the negative coupling provided by
the probes overtakes the positive coupling of the waveguide iris as long as the probes
are large enough. With some switches on and some off, other positive, negative, and
near-zero coupling values result. The structure effectively twists the configuration in
Fig. 8.1 a) into the configuration in Fig. 8.1 b) as more switches are turned on. In
addition, the current distribution across the width of the iris varies, so altering switch
states in different probe locations results in different coupling values. Therefore, 2N
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coupling states exist, where N is the number of probes. This allows each coupling
structure to be addressed as a digital N-bit word, with each bit representing the state
of a switch, on or off. Although discrete, the coupling values available can be varied
enough to facilitate the design of highly reconfigurable filters.
8.3 Switch Parasitic Analysis
Any type of switch or PIN diode could be used to adjust inter-resonator cou-
pling values in such a coupling structure, and therefore it is important to understand
the effects of parasitic switch parameters on insertion loss and spurious free range.
Switch on resistance will increase the loss of the inter-resonator coupling structure
and therefore the filter. In order to gain insight into how a particular amount of
switch resistance affects filter insertion loss, a two-pole simulation was performed
where all materials except for the inter-resonator coupling structure switches were
lossless. The switch resistance was swept from 0 to 10 ohms using three different
lengths of coupling probes, and the simulated results of two-pole insertion loss vs.
switch resistance can be seen in Fig. 8.2 for two inter-resonator coupling structure
states and three probe lengths [110]. It can be seen that setting the switches that
control inner probes (defined in Fig. 8.2) to the on state results in higher loss than
setting the switches that control outer probes to the on state. However, switching
inner probes also results in larger changes in coupling values. Both effects are due
to the sinusoidal field distribution in the transverse direction of the waveguide iris
between the resonators. It can also be seen that longer probes result in more inser-
tion loss. Longer probes also result in larger coupling changes as they are switched
on. Both effects are due to the exponentially decaying field distribution in the lon-
gitudinal direction of the below-cutoff waveguide iris between the resonators. Note
that modern switches [115]- [117] have on state resistances near 1 ohm, and therefore







Concavity due to coupling value change as R increases 
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Fig. 8.2. Simulated increase in two-pole insertion loss vs. switch
resistance for two inter-resonator coupling structure states and probe
lengths of 5.8 mm, 7.8 mm, and 9.8 mm. Increase in insertion loss is
relative to the lossless case with ideal switches.
The spurious free range of such a filter can also be impacted by switch selection.
Most reflective switches have significant capacitance in their off state. This capaci-
tance loads the primarily inductive reactance of the inter-resonator coupling structure
probes. Therefore, the probes will have resonances that appear as spurious peaks in




Fig. 8.3. Simulated first spurious resonance frequency vs. switch
capacitance for probe lengths of 5.8 mm, 7.8 mm, and 9.8 mm.
frequency vs. switch capacitance for three probe lengths. It can be seen that higher
switch off state capacitance or longer probes reduces the first spurious resonance
frequency. Probe length is a design tradeoff because longer probes result in a larger
change in coupling as the probes are switched in for a given iris length. Using shorter,
narrower irises can increase the spurious frequency at the cost of reduced probe count
for a given manufacturing capability and higher sensitivity to probe manufacturing
tolerances due to the more rapid change in field intensities. Minimal switch capaci-
tance is optimal for a wide spurious free range. The reconfigurable resonator array
shown in [110] uses 7.8 mm probes and switches with 0.3 pF off state capacitance.
The measured first spurious frequency was 3.86 GHz, which closely matches the sim-
ulations in Fig. 8.3.
8.4 Response Enhancements Enabled By Positive-To-Negative Inter-Resonator
Coupling
When used in a multi-resonator array, positive-to-negative inter-resonator cou-
pling enables reconfiguration between several filter response types that are not pos-
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sible otherwise. In addition, it can enhance more standard responses and increase
isolation between resonators that are desired to be isolated. Such capability will be
shown in the following subsections.
8.4.1 Zero Net Coupling State Enhancement Using Destructive Interfer-
ence
Due to manufacturing tolerances and environmental effects, the zero net coupling
state will often not provide exactly zero coupling. However, the structure is resilient
against these nonidealities in rectangular arrays of resonators due to destructive in-
terference paths within the circuit. The destructive interference provided by these
additional paths can be enhanced through intelligent selection of coupling values be-
tween the resonators that are to be isolated from the circuit. For example, consider
four resonators in an X-port, X-resonator (where X is an integer ≥ 4) array whose
coupling-routing diagram is in Fig. 8.4 a). Suppose that a 2-pole response using res-
1 2 
3 4 
From resonator 1 to 3 
Path 1 
Path 2 


















































































Fig. 8.4. a) Coupling-routing diagram of 4 resonators in an array.
Resonators are black, ports are white. b) Response when M13 = M34
= M24 = 0.2. c) Paths for destructive interference between resonators
1 & 3 and 2 & 4. d) Improved response when M34 = 0.764.
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onators 1 and 2 is required by the system containing the filter because the spectral
conditions call for the lowest possible insertion loss. If MA1 = MB2 = MC3 = MD4 =
0.841, M12 = 0.707 for a 2-pole Butterworth shape, and M13 = M34 = M24 = 0.2 is
the smallest obtainable M value (a conservative estimate, as will be shown later), the
synthesized response from port A to ports B and C is as shown in Fig. 8.4 b). The
response has 0.66 dB more insertion loss than the ideal 2-resonator-only case at the
center frequency of the filter, and the passband shape is slightly changed due to the
-14 dB transmission coefficients from port A to port C and port B to port D. While
this may be acceptable in many applications, optimizing the destructive interference








destructive interference is maximized at the center frequency of the filter, and the
result is the response in Fig. 8.4 d) with 0.34 dB insertion loss. In the example above,
M34 = 0.764 is the ideal value. While the proposed coupling structure cannot dial in
an exact M34 value, setting M34 to the closest available value still significantly aids in
isolating adjacent resonators. If the resonators are tunable, tuning the to-be-isolated
resonators far from the passband further increases isolation.
8.4.2 Local Stopband Attenuation Enhancement Technique
Concept
Adjacent resonators that are not in use to create the current passband response
required from a reconfigurable resonator array can be used to enhance the filter re-
sponse by adding transmission zeros to the filter stopband. Transmission zeros locally
enhance the stopband isolation in a filter response. This is especially valuable in low-
order filters due to their more gradual stopband slopes but is applicable to all filter
orders and shapes. For example, consider the coupling-routing diagram shown in
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Fig. 8.5. Example coupling-routing diagrams of a reconfigurable res-
onator array section with six resonators. a) Two-pole filter response
at f0 obtained by isolating resonators 1, 2, 5, and 6. b) Resonant de-
structive interference paths that create transmission zeros at f1 and
f2.
represent a reconfigurable resonator array with six resonators or a subset of resonators
in a larger array. In [110], it was shown that a two-pole filter response could be ob-
tained from such a reconfigurable resonator array if the appropriate coupling values
are set to zero so that resonators 1, 2, 5, and 6 are isolated from the circuit. This con-
figuration would be valuable when minimum insertion loss is required by the system
that hosts the resonator array. However, resonators 1, 2, 5, and 6 and their associated
inter-resonator coupling structures are not adding any performance to the response
in this configuration while consuming valuable resources.
If the coupling to and between resonators 1, 2, 5, and 6 is instead set to non-zero
values, resonant destructive interference paths can be created at targeted frequencies.
This concept is shown in Fig. 8.5 b). In Fig. 8.5 b), resonators 3 and 4 produce
a 2-pole response at f0. Energy at frequencies f1 and f2, the frequencies in the 2-
pole response stopband at which increased attenuation is desired, also leak through
the path that contains resonators 3 and 4 due to the finite stopband attenuation
of the 2-pole response. An equal magnitude and opposite phase signal at f1 can
be leaked through the adjacent path that contains resonators 1 and 2 if the coupling
values and/or resonant frequencies associated with resonators 1 and 2 are set properly,
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creating a resonant transmission zero path. A similar effect can be achieved at f2
using the adjacent path through resonators 5 and 6. A particularly attractive trait
of the proposed method to create transmission zeros is that the zeros are created on
demand using paths composed of multiple resonators as opposed to the conventional
method of using reactive cross-coupling [118], [119], [120]. Using paths composed of
multiple resonators enables the design of the shape, tuning range, and bandwidth of
transmission zeros, similar to how these parameters can be designed in conventional
bandstop filters that use multiple resonators [121], [122].
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MS3 = 0.8410 
M12 = 0.5 
M34 = 0.7071 
M11 = 5 
M22 = -5 
Δ1 = Δ2 = 0.31985 
M12max = 0.70358 
Fig. 8.6. Simplified example coupling-routing diagram and coupling
values for a two-pole Butterworth response with 2nd order transmis-
sion zeros at -5 and 5 normalized frequency.
Numerical Example
Fig. 8.6 shows a simplified example coupling-routing diagram and coupling values.
Coupling values are repeated in this example to allow for simpler equations that are
possible to display neatly in this format. However, all analysis techniques shown in
this example will be applicable to structures with unique coupling values for each
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coupling structure. The N+2 x N+2 coupling matrix [69] for the coupling-routing





















0 0 0 MS3 0 0 0 0
0 M11+ M12 M34 0 0 0 0
0 M12 M11− 0 M34 0 0 0
MS3 M34 0 0 M34 M34 0 0
0 0 M34 M34 0 0 M34 MS3
0 0 0 M34 0 M22+ M12 0
0 0 0 0 M34 M12 M22− 0






















where M11− is M11 - ∆1, M11+ is M11 + ∆1, M22− is M22 - ∆2, and M22+ is M22 + ∆2.
∆1 and ∆2 represent asynchronous tuning of resonators 1 & 2 and 5 & 6, respectively.
In this example, MS3 and M34 are set to the values required for a Butterworth 2-pole
filter, but any two-pole filter shape can be used. The remaining unique coupling
value, M12, is semi-arbitrarily set to 0.5 with the assumption that some type of
tunable inter-resonator coupling structure is used. However, there is a limit to the
maximum value of M12 relative to the other coupling values that will be shown later.
For this example, resonant transmission zeros will be placed at normalized frequencies
of -5 and 5. However, these frequencies can be arbitrarily assigned.
In the conventional coupling matrix synthesis method [25], equations are solved
to determine the coupling M values to fit a desired passband polynomial shape.
When resonant transmission zero paths are desired, additional equations must be
simultaneously solved in order to ensure that the transmission coefficient is zero at the
desired frequencies. In the example shown in Fig. 8.6, ∆1 and ∆2 are the parameters
for which equations must be solved. Note that if M12 and M34 are set to specific
values, it is possible to make ∆1 and ∆2 zero and therefore the resonators will all be
synchronously tuned. However, asynchronous tuning allows for semi-arbitrary values
of M12 and M34 while still creating deep resonant transmission nulls. Also note that
the adjacent paths in Fig. 8.6 are symmetric. This will lead to ∆1 and ∆2 being equal
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and the equations that determine them significantly simpler. However, in general, this
is not a requirement. ∆1 and ∆2 can be found by solving
∆1 = Solve(S21 = 0)|s=−M11
∆2 = Solve(S21 = 0)|s=−M22
, (8.3)
where s is the frequency variable jω. Since the adjacent paths are symmetric in this
example, ∆1 and ∆2 are the same value and are equal to




12M34 − 4M211M12M234 −M412M34 + 2M312M234
−M34(4M211 −M212 + M34M12)
.
(8.4)
For the example values shown in Fig. 8.6, ∆1 and ∆2 are equal to 0.31985. Note
that in this symmetric example, M22 = −M11.
The additional requirement of a solution for (8.3) leads to a constraint on the max-
imum value of M12 that can be used to obtain Butterworth-like resonant transmission
zero paths with theoretically infinite attenuation at one frequency. This constraint
can be found by rearranging (8.3) to solve S21 = 0 at s = −M11 and s = −M22 for M12
when both ∆1 and ∆2 are zero. In the example shown in Fig. 8.6, the maximum M12
value is 0.70358. This value represents the M12 inter-resonator coupling value that
requires no asynchronous tuning (∆1 and ∆2) in order to create resonant transmis-
sion zero paths. However, the ability to asynchronously tune the resonators greatly
relaxes the required accuracy of M12 to obtain resonant transmission zero paths, lead-
ing to the ability to obtain deep notches with only discrete control of inter-resonator
coupling values as in [110].
Notch Response Adjustment
The response of the network shown in Fig. 8.6 can be seen in Fig. 8.7 with ideal
infinite resonator quality factor (Q) and a Q-bandwidth product of 15, which could
represent a Q of 500 and a fractional bandwidth of 3%. In the ideal case, the trans-
mission coefficient response at the resonant frequencies of the adjacent resonators (1,
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Fig. 8.7. Synthesized response of the network and coupling values
shown in Fig. 8.6 for ideal and finite Q cases. BW = fractional band-
width, Q = unloaded quality factor. Q*BW = 15 could represent, for
example, Q = 500 and BW = 3% (insertion loss = 0.83 dB).
2, 5, and 6) is relatively high, leading to spurious peaks at the edges of the resonant
transmission zeros at -5 and 5 normalized frequency. However, with finite quality fac-
tor and bandwidth it can be seen that the magnitude of these spurious peaks is greatly
reduced. It can also be seen that in both cases the passband return loss deviates from
an ideal Butterworth shape due to the band edge reactance of the notch responses.
However, even with the close frequency spacing between the passband and notches
shown in this example, better than 25 dB return loss is maintained throughout the
passband.
The notch shape and bandwidth can be controlled by adjusting the inter-resonator
coupling values and asynchronously tuning the adjacent resonators. Fig. 8.8 shows
the synthesized variation of the bandwidth of the notch at -5 normalized frequency
from the example network in Fig. 8.6 as M12 is varied from 0.1 to 0.6, which could
be done with an inter-resonator coupling structure such as the one shown in [110].
The notch bandwidth is maximized as M12 approaches its maximum value for this
family of shapes, which in this example is 0.70358 as stated above. However, the
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Fig. 8.8. Synthesized infinite-Q response of the transmission zero at -5
normalized frequency from the network shown in Fig. 8.6 for varying
M12 values. Note that ∆1 & ∆2 are found for each response shown
here using (8.3). In this example, ∆1 & ∆2 are only zero when M12
= 0.70358.




























Fig. 8.9. Synthesized infinite-Q response of the transmission zero at
-5 normalized frequency from the network shown in Fig. 8.6 when M12
is set to 0.70358 and ∆1 & ∆2 are varied.
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bandwidth can be further increased if an equi-ripple shape is formed by increasing
∆1 and ∆2 beyond the value solved for in (8.4). Such synthesized responses can be
seen in Fig. 8.9 for the case when M12 is set to 0.70358 and ∆1 & ∆2 are varied from
0 to 0.5, which could be done by asynchronously tuning the resonators in adjacent
paths. Note that when M12 is 0.70358 in this example, ∆1 and ∆2 should be zero
according to (8.4) to obtain a Butterworth-like deep notch.
The synthesized responses shown here are similar to those that resulted from the
cascades of bandpass and bandstop filters shown in Chapter 5 because they have
a narrow band passband and deep nulls in the stop band. As for those responses,
these responses are valuable for attenuating both external and self interference. For
example, the limitation of some systems in achieving simultaneous transmit and re-
ceive is leak through of amplified noise from the transmit path to the receive path.
The leak through is often a problem despite the presence of a diplexer separating the
transmit and receive paths due to the high output power level of the power amplifier
in the transmit path. However, if the responses shown above were available to the
system in the transmit path, large amounts of isolation between the transmit path
and the receive path could be possible at targeted frequencies if the passband of the
response was centered at the transmit band and the notch responses were centered at
the receive bands to block amplified noise. In addition, there is a distinct advantage
of the responses shown in this chapter over the responses shown in Chapter 5. The
responses in Chapter 5 have additional passband insertion loss due to the source-to-
load transmission line of the bandstop filters. The responses shown here have the
same passband insertion loss whether or not notches are added to the stop band,
leading to higher system sensitivity when compared with the responses in Chapter 5.
8.5 Resonator Array Design and Fabrication
Four devices were fabricated in Rogers TMM3 substrate to demonstrate the
positive-to-negative inter-resonator coupling structure and its response enhancement
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capabilities. The devices were composed of substrate-integrated cavity resonators
tuned with piezoelectric actuators [109], [27]. The first two devices are 6-resonator
arrays with ports at each resonator and positive-to-negative coupling structures used
to couple all resonators to all adjacent neighbors. A simulation model of these struc-

















Fig. 8.10. Simulation model of 6-resonator array of tunable substrate-
integrated cavity resonators and positive-to-negative coupling struc-
tures containing 4 probes each. Bias circuits not shown.
positive-to-negative coupling structure contains four probes that each use a Skyworks
SMP1340 PIN diode as a switch in the first design, and the second design uses 0 ohm
resistors and open circuits for comparison. The PIN diode version would be useful to
dynamically adapt to signals in the field, while the 0 ohm resistor version would be
useful as a post-mass production shape-customizable filter since the surface-mount 0
ohm resistors can be easily added or removed with solder. The structure is 63 mm
x 42 mm x 3.175 mm. The resonators and loading posts in all of the designs have
radii of 7.5 mm and 2.1 mm, respectively, and the horizontal part of each probe is
1.2 mm wide by 7.8 mm long. The vertical parts of the probes are 0.8 mm diameter
plated vias on one side and vertically mounted 68 pF RF bypass capacitors on the
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RF choke 
PIN diode Bias line 
Fig. 8.11. Photograph of reconfigurable resonator array. PIN diodes
switch inter-resonator coupling between positive, negative, and near-
zero values. Black and yellow lines bias PIN diodes while white lines
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Fig. 8.12. Model of inter-resonator coupling structure and supplemen-
tary DC bias board. The DC bias board is soldered to the iris in the
fabricated structure but raised in this figure for clarity.
other side. Fig. 8.12 shows closer views of the positive-to-negative inter-resonator
coupling structure and supplementary DC bias circuit board. The DC bias board














Fig. 8.13. Model of an inter-resonator coupling structure with the
supplementary bias board rotated off of the cavity substrate to show
internal structure. As PIN diodes are switched on, waveguide iris
current is redirected, changing coupling values.
into the bias generator. Since the four PIN diodes in each inter-resonator coupling
structure are connected in parallel, bias resistors on a separate breadboard were also
used to equate the current in each branch of the parallel circuit. Another view of the
positive-to-negative inter-resonator coupling structure and supplementary DC bias
board is shown in Fig. 8.13.
A closer view of the loading post, which also forms the external coupling structure,
is shown in Fig. 8.14. The top row of images in Fig. 8.14 show the dimensions of the
loading post and its positional relationship with the SMA connector port above each
resonator. The bottom row of images in Fig. 8.14 show the equivalent circuit of the
external coupling circuit/loading post. The central plated via in the loading post
connects to an isolated pad on the copper surface of the cavity substrate that is
soldered to the center conductor of the SMA connector above each resonator. The










SMA pin pad 
Fig. 8.14. External coupling circuit/loading post and equivalent cir-
cuit. Together, the vias in the loading post act as an inductive
impedance transformer.
of the cavity substrate. The three outer vias in the loading post connect it to the
copper surface of the cavity substrate and provide a DC path to ground. At RF,
these three vias provide significant inductance to ground. Together, the vias in the
post form an inductive impedance transformer. The radius and number of these vias
can be adjusted to obtain various external coupling values.
The third and fourth fabricated structures are sets of two resonators with single
positive-to-negative coupling structures between them. One of these structures has an
inter-resonator coupling structure of the same dimensions as those of the 6-resonator
arrays discussed above and weak external coupling. This structure was used to extract
measured inter-resonator coupling values for use when switching coupling values in
the larger array. The other structure with two resonators was designed with an
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inter-resonator coupling structure of the same concept as the others, but slightly
different dimensions and near-critical external coupling. This structure was designed
to work with Peregrine 42422 switches. Peregrine 42422 switches have much lower
insertion loss than the Skyworks SMP1340 PIN diodes used in the original designs,
and the purpose of the design with the Peregrine 42422 switches is to show that the
positive-to-negative inter-resonator coupling structures described in this chapter can
be used with minimal increase in filter insertion loss when modern, low-loss switches
are integrated into the design.
8.6 Measured Results
During device operation, the SMA connectors that were not used as input and
output ports were left open (unterminated). This is possible because the highly capac-
itively loaded resonators used in this design have a very low characteristic impedance.
Therefore, termination with an open circuit approximates termination with a 50 ohm
load. Leaving the port open can save volume and cost if such a filter was used in a
production application.
Measurements of the two weakly-coupled resonators can be seen in Fig. 8.15 along
with switch states and extracted M12 values. It can be seen that coupling values that
would be useful in critically coupled responses, isolation paths between desired and
undesired resonators, and cross-coupling paths with negative coupling can be ob-
tained from the same electronically reconfigurable inter-resonator coupling structure.
The measured coupling values are plotted graphically in Fig. 8.16. Fig. 8.17 shows
measured 1.25% fractional bandwidth 2-pole responses from resonators 3 and 4 of the
6-resonator array that uses PIN diodes to electronically switch coupling. Measured
insertion loss (IL) ranged from 3.11 dB to 3.96 dB over the tuning range. A simi-
lar 2-pole response from the device that uses 0 ohm resistors to mechanically switch
coupling is also shown at 1.8 GHz to show the tradeoff between electronic reconfigura-
tion capability and IL. The diodes added 1.06 dB IL. The silicon construction of these
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Fig. 8.15. Measured weakly-coupled 2-pole responses used for M12
coupling value extraction. The table shows PIN diode states, where
1 is on and 0 is off, and extracted M12 values for a 1.25% fractional


































Fig. 8.16. Measured extracted inter-resonator coupling values from
Fig. 8.15 for different switch/PIN diode states.
diodes was part of the reason for this additional loss. Lower loss diodes in the same
package size are also available, but they have larger off state capacitance that would
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Fig. 8.17. Measured 2-pole responses obtained by isolating 4 res-
onators with the shown switch states. Solid lines show responses of
the PIN diode version. Lines marked with white circles show a re-
sponse of the 0 ohm resistor version for comparison.
limit the spurious free range of the FPFA. Another possible reason is that the com-
plete recommended bias circuit in the diode’s data sheet could not be implemented
in the FPFA prototype shown in this chapter due to space constraints. Lower-loss
switches such as RF MEMS devices could possibly reduce switching element inser-
tion loss. Fig. 8.18 shows measured 1.02% fractional bandwidth 4-pole responses
from resonators 1-4 of the 6-resonator array that uses 0 ohm resistors. Transmission
zeros (TZs) are added and removed by toggling M34 between near-zero and negative
values. IL ranged from 4.07 dB to 5.31 dB with TZs and 4.81 dB to 6.38 dB without
TZs. The measured IL is within 1.3 dB of fullwave simulations. The first spurious
response is at 3.86 GHz and is at -20.2 dB and -48.2 dB levels in the 2- and 4-pole
cases, respectively. The spurious responses for both a 2-pole response and a 4-pole
response can be seen in Fig. 8.19. The spurious modes are a result of the electrical
length of the probes in the inter-resonator coupling structure, and their frequency
does not change when the resonators are tuned across their tuning range.
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Fig. 8.18. Measured 4-pole responses with and without TZs obtained
by isolating 2 resonators and toggling M34 between near-zero and
negative values. All responses are from the 0 ohm resistor version.
























Fig. 8.19. Measured 2-pole and 4-pole responses showing the first
spurious response in both states.
Measured superimposed results of the fabricated filter that show the destructive
interference stopband enhancement technique can be seen in Fig. 8.20. One adjacent
path through two resonators was activated in order to obtain the plots shown in
Fig. 8.20. A tunable two-pole notch response can be seen at various locations in
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Fig. 8.20. Three superimposed measured results showing a two-pole
passband response with one adjacent resonant path creating a tunable
notch in the filter stopband.
the stopband of the two-pole passband response. The final two resonators of the
device are isolated. When the notch is significantly far away from the passband,
the filter exhibits 2.32 dB insertion loss and a 1.2% fractional bandwidth. Passband
insertion loss increases as the notch is brought close to the passband due to the skirt
reactance of the notch. Fig. 8.20 shows that when the notch is placed 20 MHz away
from the passband at 1.8646 GHz, the minimum insertion loss of the filter degrades
by 1 dB and the passband shape becomes distorted. The passband response was
designed expecting 50 ohm terminations, and the input impedance of the notch at
the passband frequency is not 50 ohms when it is tuned close to the passband. In
order to mitigate this distortion, the passband response can be designed to expect a
complex load [123]. However, the response would become distorted when the notch
was far from the passband in this case unless the external coupling could also be
tuned, which is not a capability of the fabricated example.
Fig. 8.21 shows measured superimposed responses when two adjacent paths are
activated to create two 2-pole notches in the stopband of the two-pole passband
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Fig. 8.21. Wideband measurement showing first spurious resonances
and three superimposed two-pole passband responses with two adja-
cent resonant paths creating tunable notches in the filter stopbands.
Inset shows closer view of the frequency range near the passband
frequencies. Therefore, the addition of notches in the skirt of the
passband does not change the first spurious resonance frequency.
response. The filter passband exhibits 2.93 dB to 2.30 dB insertion loss and a 1.2%
fractional bandwidth over the tuning range shown. The two notches can be placed
on opposite sides or the same side of the passband. In addition, Butterworth or
equi-ripple notches are possible. Fig. 8.22 shows the response from Fig. 8.21 with a
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Fig. 8.22. Measured (blue S21 trace from Fig. 8.21) vs. synthesized response.
scaled to a center frequency of 1.7015 GHz where each self coupling term (Mnn, n
is an integer from 1 to 6) also has a −j0.185 term to represent a 1.2% fractional
bandwidth and Q of 450. The imaginary part of the self coupling terms was found
according to the equation −j/(Q ∗ BW ), where j is the square root of -1 and BW
is the fractional bandwidth. 0.649 was used as an inter-resonator coupling value
instead of 0.7071 as in the numerical example above because 0.649 is the closest
discrete value to 0.7071 that is obtainable from the test structure [110]. While the
narrowband approximation is used with the coupling matrix and the notches are away
from the passband, approximate agreement between synthesized and measured results
was obtained.
Measured results of the 2-pole, near critically coupled filter can be seen in Fig. 8.23.
Compared with a measured result from the same structure with zero ohm resistors
instead of Peregrine 42422 switches, the measured result with the Peregrine 42422
switches had only 0.2 dB more insertion loss. The filter shape is different in the two
cases due to packaging parasitic effects, but this could be designed into the filter in the
future. Therefore, using state-of-the-art switches, positive-to-negative inter-resonator
coupling is achievable with minimal impact on filter insertion loss.
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 S11 Ideal Switch
 S21 Ideal Switch
 S11 PE42422 Switch
 S21 PE42422 Switch
Fig. 8.23. Measured response of 2-pole, near critically coupled filter
with Peregrine 42422 switches.
The OIP3 of the 6-resonator array with PIN diodes was measured in the two-pole
passband configuration shown in Fig. 8.5 b) to determine the linearity of the device.
While the linearity of such a device depends strongly on operating mode, switch/PIN
diode selection, probe length, and probe position, it is important to understand the
limitations of the actual fabricated device. An Agilent E4433B signal generator in
multitone mode was used to create two 10 dBm tones at the filter input. The tone
separation was 1 MHz, and the center frequency was 1.6 GHz. Each on PIN diode was
biased with 15 mA current. The output fundamental tones were measured at 7.2 dBm
using an Agilent E4408B spectrum analyzer, corresponding to a filter insertion loss
of 2.8 dB. The output third order tones were measured at -54.0 dBm, corresponding
to an OIP3 of 37.8 dBm. Using parameters from the Skyworks SMP1340 datasheet,
common silicon hole and electron mobilities, and formulas shown in the Skyworks
application note titled ”Design With PIN Diodes,” the expected IP3 was estimated
to be 38.7 dBm, which is a close match to the measured value. It is important to
note that these diodes were placed in the evanescent field region of the waveguide iris
between the cavity resonators, so quality factor enhancement of the field magnitudes
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did not have as strong of an effect on the IP3 as it would have if the PIN diodes were
placed inside the resonators. It is also important to note that PIN diodes with much
higher IP3 values are available in the same package size. However, the SMP1340
diodes were chosen for their fast switching speed, which is often a tradeoff with
linearity due to the narrow intrinsic zone widths and low carrier lifetime needed for
fast switching speed in PIN diodes. The third order intermodulation products from
the signal generator were measured at -78 dBm and assumed to be negligible.
The plots shown in this chapter are representative of numerous filter states that
can be generated with the 6-resonator array, but they are not all-encompassing. The
combination of many digitally addressable coupling states and tunable resonators
provides the means to create a wide array of filter responses. However, there are
still limitations to the responses of the FPFA prototype due to discretization of the
inter-resonator coupling states, lack of source-to-load coupling, and static external
coupling. While the discrete inter-resonator coupling structure used in the FPFA
prototype did not limit its capability to add notches to the stop band at arbitrary
frequencies, it does limit the number of possible passband shapes. Each unique shape
and each order of each shape require different inter-resonator coupling values. There-
fore, as FPFA’s grow in number of resonators, more inter-resonator coupling values
will be needed in order to fully utilize the capability of a large FPFA. The design of
inter-resonator coupling structures that can provide many specific discrete values will
be difficult because the position of each current probe affects multiple coupling states.
In these cases, designing coupling structures with quasi-continuous tuning though the
use of many discrete closely spaced coupling values may be the best design option.
In contrast to these cases, the design of structures that switch between a few specific
inter-resonator coupling values is useful for future systems that need a more limited
amount of reconfiguration capability. For example, the inter-resonator coupling struc-
ture shown in this chapter has ten unique coupling values. One specific value was
designed for a 2-pole response, two for a 4-pole response, one for zero coupling, and
two for negative coupling. However, the remaining four unique values were left to be
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what naturally occurred after the first six values were obtained due to the difficulty
in optimizing for ten specific values. Still, the FPFA was able to produce a multitude
of responses.
The addition of tunable or switchable external coupling would enable both tunable
bandwidth and further isolation of unused ports. When scaling the bandwidth of a
filter, the external coupling must be scaled by the square root of the inverse of the
bandwidth scaling factor. In addition, the sign of external coupling does not affect the
magnitude response of 2-port bandpass filters. These two facts lead to the conclusion
that external coupling values do not need to vary over the same range as inter-
resonator coupling values (due to the square root factor) and only have to have one
sign for most responses, making implementation somewhat easier. As in the inter-
resonator coupling case for digitally controlled coupling values, there is a tradeoff
between the number of possible responses and design complexity. If the external
coupling was tunable or switchable to small values, it would limit the amount of
coupling to unused ports. If a small enough value could be obtained, switches would
not have to be used in the system to switch between ports. Tunable or switchable
source-to-load coupling would enable further paths for group delay equalization, the
addition of more transmission zeros, and/or the capability to switch between bandpass
and bandstop responses, as shown in Chapter 6.
8.7 Conclusion
A wide spurious free range, positive-to-negative, digitally-addressable inter-resonator
coupling structure was shown. The structure provides a wide range of reconfiguration
capability while requiring relatively simple control and bias networks. Such control
simplicity is integral to the future of practical reconfigurable arrays with a large num-
ber of resonators.
In systems that employ reconfigurable resonator arrays, it may not always be op-
timal to configure the device to operate with the largest possible filter order response
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due to the larger passband insertion loss associated with high order filters. This
chapter showed a technique that locally enhances the stopband rejection of low order
responses by more than 40 dB in the 1.4 GHz to 1.9 GHz frequency range through
the use of adjacent resonators that would have otherwise been isolated from the cir-
cuit. In addition, analysis concerning the Ron-Coff tradeoff associated with switch
selection when using the switchable coupling structure described in [110] was shown.
Currently available switches can be used to implement the methods in this chapter
with minimal resonator array performance degradation. These concepts create more
frequency responses for more optimal interference adaptation and enable accurate
design of reconfigurable resonator arrays, respectively.
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9. INTERSECTING PARALLEL PLATE WAVEGUIDE
LOADED CAVITIES FOR DUAL-MODE AND
DUAL-BAND FILTERS
9.1 Introduction
The previous chapters focused on filters and synthesis techniques that enable
reconfiguration between many filter shapes and responses. One of the limitations of
the physical implementations of the filters in the previous chapters is their size. A
method to help overcome their size limitations and make them desirable for use in
more applications is to condense the number of physical resonators while retaining the
same number of electrical resonances through the use of multi-mode resonances. This
chapter will focus on a new dual-mode, dual band resonator and filter structure that
provides multiple poles and passbands per resonator with tunable center frequencies.
The new structure has a single fundamental resonance at a designed frequency, as
well as a pair of two higher order resonances at another designed frequency, all from
a single physical resonator that is of similar size as the resonators shown in previous
chapters. The coupling to and between these three resonances can be controlled
within some limitations, and many useful filtering capabilities are possible. In an
FPFA, such a structure could be used to convert between a relatively wide band
second order filter and a relatively narrow band fourth order filter, all while only
using the physical volume of two resonators. This conversion could be obtained by
tuning the fundamental modes away from the band of interest and the higher order
modes to the band of interest. This concept is shown below in Fig. 9.1.
Dual-band, frequency-static filters are also used in applications where volume and
weight are critical design parameters, including satellite and mobile systems [118].










Cavity 1 Cavity 2 2-pole Filter 
4-pole Filter 
Tunable 
Fig. 9.1. Ideal coupling routing diagram of a 2-cavity filter with six
resonances. Two resonances form a 2-pole bandpass filter, while the
other four resonances form a narrower bandwidth 4-pole filter. Both
responses tune together, allowing switching from a 2-pole response
to a 4-pole response by simply tuning the center frequency of the
resonances.
Past dual-mode filter structures have utilized rectangular [124], [125], circular [126],
triangular [127], and other shaped planar resonators [128] as well as metal cavity
[129], dielectric-resonator-loaded metal cavity [130], and strontium titanate resonators
[131]. All of these structures offer their own respective advantages. Planar dual-mode
structures can have comparatively low volume and weight compared with other dual-
mode filter structures. In addition, the required surface area for a planar dual-mode
filter can be further reduced using meandering [132]. In [132], 68% size reduction of a
conventional square dual-mode resonator is shown through meandering. Dual-mode
filters can also have frequency tuning capability through the use of varactors [133]. In
[133], a 35% frequency tuning dual-mode bandpass filter is shown. However, tunable
planar filters often have low resonator quality factors (Q) on the order of 20-200 due
to substrate and tuning element losses.
The volume and weight of metal cavity dual-mode filters can be significantly
reduced while retaining high resonator Q values on the order of 1,000-10,000 by
using dielectric loading, rectangular ridge resonators [134], or transverse magnetic
modes [135]. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) dual-mode filters [136]- [138] add
simple integration of a filter with other system components at a slight cost to Q
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due to increased dielectric losses compared with an air filled cavity. However, these
resonators are difficult to electronically tune due to their resonator field distributions.
Additionally, while these technologies provide valuable volume and weight savings
over single-mode, air-filled metal cavity filters, they still have dimensions that are
significant fractions of a wavelength at their operating frequencies.
An additional feature of some dual-mode resonator structures is the capability
to produce dual-band filter responses through the use of multiple sets of coupled
resonances from the same resonator. Examples of dual-band filters that use dual-mode
resonators can be seen in [118]- [126], [129], [139], [140], with most using resonators
that belong to the planar or metal cavity categories described above. Planar dual-
band filters where either one or both of the passbands are tunable have also been
presented [141], [142]. In [141], the lower passband is tunable over a 22.2% frequency
range, and the upper passband is tunable over a 19.6% frequency range. In [142],
over 17% tuning of the upper passband is achieved while the lower passband remains
static.
Currently, dual-mode and dual-band filter designers must choose between com-
pact, tunable, low-Q planar designs or potentially bulky, static, high-Q cavity or di-
electric resonator designs. In some applications it would be useful to have a resonator
structure that has some of the compactness and tuning capability of past planar de-
signs while retaining a Q approaching those of cavity-based designs. This chapter
presents a new type of highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator filter that can fill this
need. In contrast to previous highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator filters with wide
spurious-free ranges [64]- [55], the proposed resonator has a loading post, the center
conductor of the coaxial structure, that is split into multiple pieces to create new
modes that can be used to create filter responses. While the new resonator structure
can be made using any type of conductor-walled cavity such as machined bulk metal,
the measured implementations shown in this chapter use plated via-defined, substrate-
integrated cavities [64], [100], [55], [143]- [145]. However, substrate-integrated cavities
are not required to use the resonator presented in this chapter. A dual-mode, two-
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pole filter using one of these resonators is shown in which the fundamental mode and
both degenerate resonances can be tuned with a single actuator. This is a significant
operational advantage over both past dual-mode filter designs and past single-mode
highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator filters [64] because it simplifies potential con-
trol circuits. Finally, a tunable dual-band filter with a two-pole response in its lower
band and a four-pole response in its higher band is shown that uses two of the new
highly loaded coaxial cavity resonators. This structure is unique compared with pre-
vious dual-band filter implementations that use two resonances per physical resonator
because the first band is created using the fundamental mode of the resonators and
the second band is created using both of the next higher degenerate modes of the
resonators for a total of three resonances per physical resonator.
9.2 Intersecting Parallel Plate Waveguide Loaded Resonators
Previously presented tunable coaxial cavity filters are tuned by physically mod-
ulating a small gap between the capacitive loading post and the wall of the cavity.
In order to enable dual-band and dual-mode responses, the loading post of a coaxial
cavity resonator is sliced into several wedge-shaped pieces in this chapter, creating
degenerate modes in the resulting intersecting parallel plate waveguide sections in-
side the post. A model of a highly loaded coaxial cavity where the loading post has
been sliced into four wedges can be seen in the left side of Fig. 9.2. The four wedge
pieces create two orthogonal parallel plate waveguide sections inside the loading post.
Fig. 9.2 shows important design parameters of the intersecting parallel plate waveg-
uide loaded resonator, including the cavity radius (b), loading post radius (a), cavity
height (h), span of the the gaps between wedge pieces (x), and gap between the four-
wedge loading post and the top wall of the cavity (g). These design parameters can
be used to manipulate the typical fundamental mode of the highly loaded coaxial
cavity resonator as well as three new additional modes that are created through the
division of the loading post into four wedge pieces. The right side of Fig. 9.2 shows
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Fig. 9.2. Profile and side views of a four-wedge intersecting parallel
plate waveguide loaded coaxial cavity resonator. E (left) and H (right)
fields of a) fundamental mode. b) and c) degenerate modes. d) first
spurious mode.
ANSYS HFSS simulated vector plots of the electric field (left) and magnetic field
(right) of the fundamental a), degenerate b) and c), and first higher-order spurious
d) modes of the resonator. The degenerate modes are orthogonal in space but share
the same underlying geometry and boundary conditions. Therefore, in the absence
of perturbation the degenerate modes occur at the same frequency.
An analytical model for fast approximation and theoretical understanding of the
four modes shown in Fig. 9.2 can be constructed through expansion of the electro-
magnetic analysis in [146]. The fundamental mode (Fig. 9.2 a) frequency is modeled
by approximating the cavity inductance as the inductance of a length h−g of coaxial
cable and the cavity capacitance as the parallel plate capacitance between the loading
post wedges and the top wall of the cavity and the capacitance of a length h − g of
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where Cpp is the parallel plate capacitance between the loading post top and cavity















Note that these formulas account for the reduction in parallel plate capacitor area









The same parallel plate capacitor model can be used to determine an expression
for the energy stored in the electric field for the degenerate modes. However, the
capacitance of the intersecting parallel plate waveguide sections inside the loading
post, which is in parallel with the parallel plate capacitance between the post and
cavity wall, must also be taken into account to accurately model the degenerate


















where E is the electric field, ǫ is the permittivity of the dielectric inside the cavity,
Aeff is the effective area of the capacitance for the degenerate mode, and E0 is
the magnitude of the electric field. For the degenerate modes, the magnetic field
concentration is much higher in the volume between the post wedges than in the
volume exterior to the loading post if x is small relative to a, so it is also assumed
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that all of the current for this mode is flowing on the parallel-plate walls interior to
the loading post. The magnetic field in the resonator can be calculated from the
current density on the parallel-plate walls interior to the loading post. Therefore, the















where µ is the permeability of the dielectric inside the cavity, x is the gap between
wedge pieces, and ω is radian frequency. Equating (9.5) and (9.6) at resonance yields










where Cppw is the capacitance of one of the intersecting parallel plate waveguide
sections inside the loading post and is defined as
















Note that the dimension h-g is the width of the parallel plate waveguide section, and
the dimension x is its height. A fringing field approximation from [148] is also used
in (9.8). An expression for the first higher-order spurious mode frequency can be
obtained from (9.7) by reducing the effective area of the parallel plate capacitance by










Note that Cppw is modeled to be the same for both fd and fs because the magnetic
field curls around a single loading post wedge piece in the analysis of fs. Although
it encounters a bend along this path, it encounters the same length of parallel plate
waveguide interior to the loading post as in the analysis of fd where the magnetic field
traverses the diameter of the loading post. The effect of the bend is only significant















1 2.0 8.0 0.4 3.0 20
2 3.0 8.0 0.9 3.0 30
3 4.0 8.0 1.6 3.0 40
4 5.0 8.0 2.5 3.0 50
In order to determine the accuracy of the model described above, it was checked
against HFSS eigenmode simulations of dual-mode highly loaded coaxial cavities with
the dimensions shown in Table 9.1. For all cases, the permittivity and permeability
were set to their respective free-space values and b and h were kept constant to high-
light the effects of varying values and ratios of a and x. Fig. 9.3 shows a comparison of
the calculated resonant frequency vs. gap (g) from the analytical model and ANSYS
HFSS eigenmode simulations for the four modes discussed above. Note that as the
ratio of a and x changes, the ratio of the frequencies of the fundamental and degen-
erate modes changes. Using this ratio, the frequency spacing of the fundamental and
degenerate modes can be set for dual-band filter design.
It can be seen that the resonant frequencies calculated by the analytical model are
very close to those calculated by the eigenmode simulations for small gaps (g) and
small x. The analytical model becomes less accurate for large g because the fringing
field capacitance approximation used in (9.2) is not exact. Similarly, it becomes less
accurate for large x because the effect of the fringing field approximation is magnified
in this situation. While the analytical model has limitations at the extremes of the
design space, it is accurate enough to be used to obtain a starting point for full-wave
simulation and simple enough to provide understanding of the resonator’s operation.
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a = 2.0 mm, x = 0.4 mm, x/a = 20%
a = 3.0 mm, x = 0.9 mm, x/a = 30%
a = 5.0 mm, x = 2.5 mm, x/a = 50%a = 4.0 mm, x = 1.6 mm, x/a = 40%
Fig. 9.3. Resonant frequencies calculated by the analytical model
and ANSYS HFSS eigenmode simulation of the cavities described in
Table 9.1.
9.3 Bandpass Filter Design Using Parallel Plate Waveguide Loaded Cav-
ities
In order to design a filter with a specific type of resonator, external coupling and
inter-resonator coupling values available from that resonator with particular coupling
structures must be known and understood. This section will show design graphs of the
simulated available coupling values of a parallel plate waveguide loaded coaxial cavity
with specific coupling structures. These structures are meant to serve as examples
and are not exclusive. Values for external coupling from a port to a resonator, intra-
resonator coupling between two degenerate modes within a single cavity, and inter-





Fig. 9.4. External Q vs. coupling aperture sweep angle for the fun-
damental and degenerate modes of the proposed resonator.
9.3.1 External Coupling
Many highly loaded coaxial cavity resonators and filters use apertures to achieve
external coupling, and aperture coupling can be used in parallel plate waveguide
loaded coaxial cavities as well. A simulation model of a resonator with aperture
coupling can be seen in the inset in Fig. 9.4. The aperture is created by sweeping the
end of the insulated traces of a coplanar waveguide transmission line along an angle.
The simulation model consists of an 8 mm radius substrate-integrated cavity defined
by plated vias and a copper loading post of radius 3.55 mm cut into 4 wedges. Note
that the geometry of this resonator is the same as that used in the fabricated example
shown later in this chapter, and a more detailed description will be given in the next
section. Additionally, while the analysis above assumed solid cavity walls and bulk
metal loading post elements, the performance of highly loaded, via-defined geometries
can still be well predicted by the analysis because the capacitance between the top of
the loading post and the top wall of the resonator dominates the total capacitance.
For less-loaded structures, bulk metal is recommended. For this study, the aperture
sweep angle, defined graphically in Fig. 9.4, was swept from 20 degrees to 90 degrees.
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External coupling values were extracted according the the method described in [75]
for the fundamental and degenerate modes for gaps (g) of 10 µm, 50 µm, and 100
µm. Fig. 9.4 shows that the aperture sweep angle and gap (g) parameters can be used
to obtain desired external coupling values. The ratio of the fundamental mode and
degenerate mode external coupling values can be seen in Fig. 9.5 for different sizes of
cavities. Three lines in Fig. 9.5 show ratios of the external coupling values shown in


















































Coupling Aperture Angle (degrees)




 50 µm 25% larger b
 50 µm 25% smaller b
Fig. 9.5. Ratio of external Q of the fundamental and degenerate
modes vs. coupling aperture sweep angle for resonators with various
outer radii (b).
Fig. 9.4 for three values of g. The other two lines show ratios of the external coupling
values of resonators with 25% larger or smaller outer diameters (b), respectively, with
a g of 50 µm. Fig. 9.5 shows that the outer diameter (b) of the cavities can be
designed to provide different ratios of external coupling, enabling the design of dual
band filters with independant bandwidths. Such a change effectively changes the
relative amount of capacitive loading in the cavity, or equivalently, the resonator’s
characteristic impedance at different frequencies. In summary, a filter designer can
set the ratio of external coupling values using the technique shown in Fig. 9.5 and
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then set the absolute coupling values by using the coupling aperture sweep angle as
shown in Fig. 9.4.
9.3.2 Intra-Resonator Coupling
Intra-resonator coupling refers to the coupling between degenerate modes inside
a single cavity. It can be implemented with an additive or subtractive feature in one
corner of the cavity’s loading post. Alternatively, it can be implemented with a via
or other conductive element that is located radially outward from the loading post.
A mode splitting feature can be seen in the inset of Fig. 9.6 on the upper right corner




Fig. 9.6. Intra-resonator coupling, kintra, vs. radius of mode-splitting post feature.
from 0.1 mm to 1 mm using a similar cavity as was used for the external coupling
simulations above. kintra is defined as
kintra =
f 2b − f 2a




where fb and fa are the frequencies of the peaks seen in the transmission response
when a pair of coupled resonances is coupled to the measurement ports using weak
external coupling. Fig. 9.6 shows that relatively small perturbations to the loading
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post can produce a wide range of values of kintra while not strongly affecting the
fundamental mode frequency. Note also that kintra is not a strong function of the gap
(g) between the loading post and top wall of the cavity, allowing g to be used as a
design parameter for external coupling.
9.3.3 Inter-Resonator Coupling
Inter-resonator coupling between cavity resonators can be implemented with waveg-
uide irises. An example of a waveguide iris used to couple two parallel plate waveguide
loaded, substrate-integrated cavities can be seen in the inset in Fig. 9.7. Fig. 9.7 also
Coupling iris width 
Fig. 9.7. Inter-resonator coupling, kinter, vs. coupling iris width.
shows that inter-resonator coupling, kinter, is a function of coupling iris width and g.
kinter is defined as
kinter =
f 2b − f 2a




where fb and fa are the frequencies of the peaks seen in the transmission response
when a pair of coupled resonances is coupled to the measurement ports using weak
external coupling. Note that kinter is also a function of the spacing between the
coupled cavities and any perturbations in the iris, but these concepts will not be
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shown here. Additionally, low-pass or high-pass structures can be added in parallel
with the iris to affect the frequency dependence of the coupling iris [64], effectively
changing the ratio of inter-resonator coupling for the fundamental and degenerate
modes of a pair of parallel plate waveguide loaded cavities since the fundamental
and degenerate modes occur at different frequencies. Using waveguide irises, n-pole
filters that use 2 degenerate modes per resonator can be designed, where n is an even
integer. Now that the coupling values and example methods to manipulate them are
understood, the next section will present design examples.
9.4 Design Examples
9.4.1 2-Pole, Single-Resonator Bandpass Filter
This subsection will provide an overview of the design and layout of a 1.2% 3 dB
fractional bandwidth Butterworth 2-pole filter that is tunable about a frequency of
4.45 GHz and uses a single intersecting parallel plate waveguide loaded resonator.














Fig. 9.8. Coupling-routing diagram for all four resonances of interest
of the 2-pole, single-resonator bandpass filter.
pling matrix will be shown later in the chapter to describe certain aspects of the
measured responses. The design utilizes a fabrication procedure that has been used
previously in this dissertation, and more detailed descriptions of the process can be
found in [100], [73], and [149]. The resonator was designed as a substrate integrated
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resonator in 3.175 mm thick Rogers TMM3 (ǫr=3.27, tan(δ)=0.002 @ 10 GHz) sub-
strate, and its simulation model can be seen in Fig. 9.9 along with simulation results
of a weakly coupled forward transmission coefficient that shows the modes used for
filtering. However, it is important to note that these resonators can be implemented
8 mm










Fig. 9.9. Simulation model of the single-resonator, dual-mode filter
and simulated weakly coupled forward transmission coefficient show-
ing fundamental and degenerate modes used for filtering. Nominal g
= 80 µm.
using a multitude of fabrication techniques ranging from standard bulk metal ma-
chining to more complicated microfabrication techniques. The geometry shown in
Fig. 9.9 was estimated using the design equations presented above and optimized
using ANSYS HFSS software. In addition to what is shown in Fig. 9.9, the nominal
gap (g) between the loading post and the top flexible wall of the cavity was designed
to be 80 µm, and it was physically implemented by stacking three layers of 1 mil
Dupont Pyralux LFO100 adhesive when laminating the flexible copper top wall of
the cavity. Mechanically modulating g produces frequency tuning of the filter, and
this modulation was done using 0.38 mm thick, 12.7 mm diameter piezoelectric disk
actuators from Piezo Systems, Inc.
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Another design aspect to note from Fig. 9.9 is that a plated via was used to
obtain intra-resonator coupling instead of the mode-splitting feature on the loading
post that was described above, which may be more or less favorable depending on
the fabrication technologies available to the designer and the required value of intra-
resonator coupling. For example, a small value of intra-resonator coupling would
require a small and accurately sized feature to be added to the loading post that could
be outside the fabrication tolerances of some manufacturing techniques. However, a
relatively large plated via could be used to implement the same amount of intra-
resonator coupling if it is placed far enough away from the loading post. The position
of this via was determined through optimization in simulation using the method
described in [25], and it has a similar relationship to kintra as the post feature shown
above. The external coupling structures are on separate conductor layers to aid in
source-to-load out-of-band isolation, and their width is 1 mm. As shown in Fig. 9.9,
the aperture sweep angle was determined to be 31 degrees by the method presented
in [75]. Simulated and measured results of the 2-pole filter will be shown in the next
section.
9.4.2 Double-Resonator, Dual-Band Bandpass Filter
This subsection will describe the design of a dual-band bandpass filter with a 2-
pole, 5.5% 3 dB fractional bandwidth Butterworth filter at 2.5 GHz and a 4-pole, 2%
3 dB fractional bandwidth Butterworth filter at 4.1 GHz using the fundamental and
degenerate modes of two intersecting parallel plate waveguide loaded resonators. A
coupling-routing diagram of the structure can be seen in Fig. 9.10. The resonators
are similar to the one described in the previous subsection, with coupling values and
intra-resonator coupling structure physical implementation being the only changes.
A simulation model of the structure with relevant geometrical properties labeled is
shown in Fig. 9.11. Coupling structure geometries were determined using ANSYS












Cavity 1 Cavity 2 
Fig. 9.10. Coupling-routing diagram for the double-resonator, dual-
band bandpass filter. The resonances of each cavity are grouped to-
gether with red shaded ovals. Strong coupling values are denoted
by solid lines. Weak coupling values that may have an effect on the
response are denoted by dashed lines.
Unspecified dimensions are the 







Fig. 9.11. Simulation model of the double-resonator, dual-band filter.
Nominal g = 80 µm.
design described in the previous subsection, an additive loading post feature was
added to implement intra-resonator coupling instead of a plated via. One other
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interesting aspect of the design is that the resonators are physically rotated by 180
degrees with respect to each other as was originally shown in [150]. Designing the
filter in this way has two desirable consequences. First, if coupling apertures are used
to implement external coupling as they are in this design, the apertures will be further
away from each other in space with this configuration. This reduces source-to-load
coupling and provides more attenuation far away from the passbands of the filter. The
second advantage to rotating the resonators 180 degrees with respect to each other
is that the fundamental and degenerate modes in both cavities constructively couple,
while the next spurious mode cancels due to the opposing direction of the magnetic
fields of the spurious mode in the two resonators. This is a significant functional
advantage that will be shown in the measured results in the next section.
Fig. 9.12. Photograph showing both sides of both the 2-pole, single-
resonator bandpass filter and the double-resonator, dual-band band-
pass filter.
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Photographs showing both sides of both the 2-pole, single-resonator bandpass filter
and the double-resonator, dual-band bandpass filter can be seen in Fig. 9.12. The
circular piezoelectric actuators can be seen in the top row of photographs with bias
lines removed for clarity. The actuators are attached to the cavity resonators using
silver epoxy. The plated vias that provide connection between the loading posts and
the cavity walls, as well as the mode-splitting via used in the 2-pole, single-resonator
filter can be seen in the bottom row of photographs.
9.5 Simulated and Measured Results
Measured vs. synthesized and full-wave simulation results of the single-resonator,
2-pole filter can be seen in Fig. 9.13 and Fig. 9.14. The measured fundamental
Fig. 9.13. Full-wave simulated vs. synthesized (with (9.12)) vs. mea-
sured results of the single-resonator, dual-mode filter. Fig. 9.14 shows
a magnified view of the dual-mode passband.
mode is at 2.78 GHz and has 0.73 dB insertion loss. The fundamental mode can be
filtered with a high pass filter if the 2-pole, dual-mode response is all that is desired.
Alternatively, a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency between the fundamental and
degenerate modes could be added between the ports of the filter that would act as a
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Fig. 9.14. Narrow band view of boxed frequency range in Fig. 9.13.
shunt (bandstop) feed for the fundamental mode and a series (bandpass) feed for the
degenerate modes. However, the fundamental mode is shown here to demonstrate the
behavior of the new resonator structure. The measured 2-pole, dual-mode response
is at 4.45 GHz. It has 2.80 dB insertion loss and a 3 dB bandwidth of 52 MHz,
corresponding to a fractional bandwidth of 1.2% (extracted Q = 360). The measured
first spurious mode is at 5.08 GHz and has 18.75 dB insertion loss. This mode
is undesired for this filter design, but it will be shown that it can be cancelled in
higher-order filter structures that use the proposed resonator. While the responses in
Fig. 9.2 match well, the largest difference is the location of the transmission zero on
the lower-frequency side of the dual-mode, 2-pole filter response. This transmission
zero is due to interaction of the apertures that provide external coupling and each
aperture slightly coupling to the adjacent degenerate mode. These effects can be
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modeled in an N + 2×N + 2 coupling matrix that corresponds to the coupling and















0 0.675 0.386 −0.052 0.064 0.019
0.675 0 0 0 0 0.675
0.386 0 −22.07 0.199 0 −0.052
−0.052 0 0.199 −22.07 0 0.386
0.064 0 0 0 −29.05 0.064
















where -j0.082 was added to M11 and M44 to model the bandwidth and quality factor
for the fundamental and spurious modes and -j0.065 was added to M22 and M33 to
model the bandwidth and quality factor for the degenerate modes. The matrix in
(9.12) was scaled to a center frequency of 2.783 GHz and a bandwidth of 122.3 MHz
to correspond to the measured fundamental mode parameters. Although the coupling
matrix incorporates the narrowband approximation, it still serves as a useful design
tool here and describes the measured results well. Fig. 9.13 shows agreement between
the synthesized and measured data. The discrepancy in transmission zero location
in the simulated response could be attributed to slight manufacturing inaccuracies,
differences between the simulation and bench top environments, and features that
were not simulated such as solder since the coupling terms that most govern its
location, MSL, MS3, and M2L, are relatively small.
Fig. 9.15 shows measured results of the single-resonator, 2-pole filter tuning over a
frequency range of 4.35 GHz to 4.65 GHz. All four modes of interest are controlled by
the same actuator, but their tuning ranges are slightly different because the tunable
capacitance created by g is a different percentage of the total capacitance associated
with each mode. The shown 6.7% tuning range of the degenerate modes is much
less than the octave or more tuning range that is common with highly loaded coaxial
cavity filters. The cause is that a larger gap (g) was used between the loading post
and top wall of the cavity in this design (80 µm) in order to achieve the coupling
coefficients for the desired filter bandwidth, making the center frequency less sensitive
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Fig. 9.15. Measured results of the single-resonator, dual-mode filter
with a 2-pole response tunable about 4.5 GHz. Inset shows a magni-
fied view of the tuning performance of the dual-mode, 2-pole response.
to small changes in g. Increasing this gap trades tuning range with a certain amount
of actuator displacement for higher resonator impedance, higher power handling [151],
and higher quality factor [55]. In a design with a larger g, an actuator with a larger
range of physical motion could be used to achieve a wider tuning range. It is also
worth noting that if all four modes are to be tuned together with a single actuator, the
flexible copper membrane above the loading post must be relatively flat for a given
g or the degenerate modes will tune at different rates. A larger g helps to mitigate
this requirement.
Fig. 9.16 shows measured and simulated results for the double-resonator, dual-
band filter with a 2-pole response that is tunable about 2.5 GHz and a 4-pole filter that
is tunable about 4.1 GHz. The 2-pole response has an insertion loss of 1.26 dB and a 3
dB fractional bandwidth of 5.9%, and the 4-pole response has an insertion loss of 3.34
dB and a 3 dB fractional bandwidth of 2.1% (extracted Q = 400). Both measured
responses are slightly overcoupled compared to their simulated results as can be seen
in the return loss response plotted in the insets of Fig. 9.4, but they still prove the
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Fig. 9.16. Measured and simulated results of the filter with a 2-pole
response tunable about 2.5 GHz and a 4-pole response tunable about
4.1 GHz. Solid lines represent measured results, and dashed lines
represent simulated results.
concept of using multiple parallel-plate waveguide loaded coaxial cavity resonators
to design higher-order filter responses. As described above, the first spurious mode
cancels when the resonators are oriented as they are in Fig. 9.11, and the first spurious
mode cannot be seen in two of the three responses shown in Fig. 9.16. However,
the spurious mode starts to appear as the resonances are tuned to slightly offset
frequencies as can be seen in the lowest-frequency response in Fig. 9.16.
Fig. 9.16 shows measurement data up to 10 GHz in order to show the second
spurious mode of the structure. This mode is due to static features of the cavity
and corresponds to the geometry between the loading post and the outer wall of the
cavity. It was not a focus of this design, but the spurious mode can be moved higher
in frequency or otherwise manipulated by removing or altering the dielectric material
between the loading post and the outer wall of the cavity. While the mode looks like
it is close to being critically coupled such that it could enable a triple-band response,
this is a coincidence in this design. However, methods of manipulating coupling for
this mode independent of the coupling for other modes used for filtering could be
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possible and could be the subject of future work. However, the mode would not be
tunable in this configuration, at least without the addition of another tuning element.
9.6 Conclusion
A dual-mode resonator suitable for creating dual-mode and/or dual-band filter re-
sponses was shown. The structure used a multi-section loading structure in a highly
loaded coaxial cavity to create degenerate modes that do not exist in typical highly
loaded coaxial cavities. An analytical model of the structure was developed that can
accurately predict the frequencies of the resonances over the proposed design space rel-
ative to full-wave simulation. A single-resonator, 2-pole filter, and a double-resonator,
dual-band filter were designed and fabricated using the new structure to prove the
concept. The proposed dual-mode resonator combines some of the compactness and
tuning capability of previous planar dual-mode/dual-band filters while maintaining a
Q that approaches those of static cavity and dielectric resonator filters. Additionally,
the new dual-mode resonator enables the design of dual-mode filters with resonances
that tune together with a single actuator. The combination of relatively high Q and
reduced tuning complexity make the proposed dual-mode resonator a unique solution
for future microwave systems.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this dissertation was to investigate novel synthesis techniques and
electromagnetic structures that advance the state of the art of reconfigurable mi-
crowave filters. The synthesis techniques involved using the off resonance reactance
of tunable resonators as well as tunable and/or able to be canceled coupling values
to implement reconfiguration capability between many filter responses. It is notable
that using the off resonance reactance of tunable resonators is a ”‘free”’ capability if
the resonators of a filter were already tunable for the purpose of shifting the center
frequency of the filter, and modern switches and tuning elements enable coupling
value tuning with minimal negative effects on filter responses. The electromagnetic
structures described in this dissertation used impedance discontinuities, selective cur-
rent redirection, relocation of field maximums, and multiple higher order modes to
implement wider upper passband bandstop filters, tunable inter-resonator coupling,
stronger bandstop filter external coupling for a given passband disturbance, and dual-
mode resonator filters. Such innovations have progressed the state of the art of mi-
crowave filters in both theory and application, and several interesting use cases and
future system level studies have been enabled.
10.1 List of Original Accomplishments Described in This Dissertation
• First use of tunable resonators to implement a reconfigurable bandstop filter ar-
ray capable of providing several low-order notches or single higher-order notches
of varying bandwidth.
• Widest frequency range non-Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) continuous notch cov-
erage bandstop filter cascade to date (0.88-6.6 GHz).
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• Widest upper passband tunable bandstop filter to date (17:1).
• First theoretical description of spurious resonance effects that can occur when
cascading bandpass filters with bandstop filters for ultra-high isolation.
• Demonstration of 120 dB isolation of a 21 MHz bandwidth 16 % away from a
low loss passband.
• First bandpass-to-bandstop reconfigurable filter without lossy tuning elements
in its resonant path, which retains the high quality factor of the resonators.
• First switchless bandstop-to-all-pass reconfigurable filter.
• First wide spurious free range positive-to-negative inter-resonator coupling struc-
ture, enabling the most reconfigurable field programmable filter array (FPFA)
to date.
• First demonstration of multi-order, reconfigurable transmission zeros using sets
of parallel connected resonators.
• First dual-band filter that is tunable through the use of a single tuning element.
10.2 Future Work
In addition to the results shown in this dissertation, there are several opportunities
for future work to utilize, supplement, and expand the state of the art in reconfigurable
microwave filters. Some of these opportunities are outlined below.
1. Ultra-wide tuning range reconfigurable and absorptive bandstop fil-
ters: Some of the reconfigurable filter architectures described in this dissertation,
for example the bandstop-to-all-pass filter, and some externally developed filter tech-
niques, such as absorptive bandstop filters, rely on correct relationships between
various coupling values in their networks to achieve maximum performance. When
some of the coupling values are implemented using transmission lines of significant
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electrical length, the coupling relationships only hold over a limited tuning range due
to the change of the electrical length of the transmission lines with frequency. With
innovative external coupling techniques, the required phase length of the transmis-
sion lines in these designs could be reduced to zero, removing the theoretical tuning
range limitations of such filters. With a commensurate increase in resonator tuning
range, multi-octave tuning absorptive and/or quasi-absorptive bandstop filters should
be possible.
2. MEMS tuners with air dielectric and improved attachment: Silicon-
based MEMS tuners have shown promising results toward being a faster-tuning,
easier-to-control alternative to the piezoelectric actuators used to tune resonators de-
scribed in this dissertation. However, dielectric charging limits both the tuning and
life of MEMS tuners. In addition, the current MEMS tuner attachment methods,
silver epoxy or compression using a mechanical fixture, result in lower than theoret-
ically possible quality factors, difficult to control initial resonant frequencies, and/or
addition of considerable bulk. New tuner fabrication techniques using air dielectric in
the tuning field region and bonded metal-to-metal attachment would greatly advance
MEMS tuners. Advances in laser ablation systems, which are currently capable of
creating 50 µm features, and three dimensional printers, which are currently capable
of 10 µm layer thickness, could also enable the use of new MEMS materials.
3. Tunable filter control mechanisms and algorithms: While significant
tuning control accomplishments have been made, there is still no optimal way to au-
tomatically control many types of tunable resonators. Development of such methods
would greatly increase the practicality of tunable filters, perhaps more than any other
possible innovation.
4. System capability benefits from tunable filters: Most envisioned uses
of tunable filters involve agile versions of protocols that are currently implemented
with static filters. However, fast, controllable tunable filters could open up additional
system operating modes that have not yet been envisioned. For example, imagine
a transmitter with a purposely highly nonlinear power amplifier. Arbitrary or false
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information could be sent on the fundamental frequency band, spoofing an eavesdrop-
ping receiver. Meanwhile, actual communication could be performed by the presence
or blocking (with a tunable notch filter) of certain harmonics. The modulation of
which harmonics are present during a symbol duration could be a form of covert
communication.
5. Multiplexer-tunable bandstop filter combinations for wideband sys-
tems: As the performance of digital signal processing and analog to digital converters
increases, more radio processing will be done in the digital domain. In addition, front
ends in materials with high breakdown voltages and high thermal conductivity, such
as Gallium Nitride, will allow a receiver to accept larger signals without being satu-
rated. Therefore, as time progresses, receiver-saturating interference will be limited
to only the highest power signals in the spectral environment. In such a scenario, a
wide bandwidth front end with the capability to drop in notch filters on demand will
offer the most efficient use and/or analysis of the current spectrum. Such capability
will rely on innovations in both bandstop filter design and multiplexer design due to
the difficulty of creating a bandstop filter with an ultra-wide passband.
6. Analog signal processing and group delay engineering: In current
CMOS architectures, higher computation speed requires faster switching and there-
fore increased power consumption. If parts of computation-intensive processes could
be done in the analog domain, power could potentially be saved and some sensor types
could have increased use cases. While basic analog signal processing, for example an
analog Fourier transform, has been accomplished, increased research into this domain
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